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Abstract 
This thesis is concerned with lifecycle data support for the design of large made to order 
products. These products have so many complex functions to perforrn that no one 
designer will have all of the relevant skills such as in structural design or electrical Z: ) 
engineering to produce a comprehensive design. This therefore leads to the utilisation 
of a team of designers who will not only fulfil logically different design roles but often 
work at different physical locations. 
In such a design environment there may be several local models, represented in local Z-- 
databases. These databases may or may not support versioning either of the data or of 
the schema which evolves as the product design grows. The interfaces to these databases ID 
will be varied as they are intended to suit the local needs of the design agent. This thesis ID 
proposes a model for version control in a design environment which does not alter the 4n 
designers existing view. Cý tý 
A system of distributed co-operating agents is presented whose goal is to manage Z:, ZD tD 
change and organise version sets in an engineering environment. The agents are CID rD 
designed for full lifecycle support and inter-operation across heterogeneous networks. 
The agent communication is based on CORBA but an extra messaging layer is 
developed which utilises a language built in VDM-SL (Vienna Development Method - 
Specification Language). A version model is presented in two ways informally based on 
the assumptions on a general design process and formally in VDM-SL. ZP tP 
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the version model, two industrial case 
studies are presented. The first of these is a study of offshore process engineering. The 
second is a study of conceptual ship design. 
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Introduction 
I Introduction 
Design has often been considered more as a practice and sometimes as an art rather 
than a science. It was not before this century that design methodologies started to 
emerge. Not withstanding the development of Information Technology (IT) and 
Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) most of the methodological problems still 
remain. Not only this but new problems associated with the communication and 
cooperation of distributed design agents (Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools and/or ID 
human designers) have emerged. 
In this thesis it is suggested that an improvement to the design process can be made by :D 
better organisation of the data that underpins this process. In order to develop a 
fundamental understanding of design as a process the following section presents 
various models of the design process. Subsequently one of the models presented is 
examined in more detail. 
1.1 The Engineering Design Process 
There are three main types of design process according to Finger and Dixon (1989) and 
Evboumwan (1996), namely descriptive models, prescriptive models and computer- 
based models. Descriptive models are concerned with the actions and activities of the 
designer and rely on previous experience and knowledge. French's design process can 
be viewed as a descriptive model (French, 1999). Prescriptive models are described as 
being concerned with systematic procedural steps which prescribe how the design 
process should be carried out. The most well known advocates of prescriptive models 
are Pahl and Beitz (1996). Computer-based models make use of numerical and 
computational techniques combined with computing technologies. An example of a 
computer-based design process is that described by Medland (1992). 
A comprehensive design system is identified as being able to support various facets 
including (i) the evolutionary process of design, (ii) the knowledge-based/exploratory 
aspects of design, (iii) the investigative and search aspects of the design process, (iv) 41: 1 
the creative process in design, (v) the logical reasoning process involved in design, (vi) 
the iterative and interactive process involved in design, (vii) decision making based on 
judgement, and (viii) the mathematical analysis and computational simulation 
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processes performed during design (Evbuomwan, 1996). 
The ideal design process involves a systematic approach which allows the maximum 
scope for innovative flare and takes full account of new technologies and changing 
social trends (Hawkes, 1984). Essential aspects of a systematic approach are identified 
as (i) the establishment of the primary need for a new product, (ii) detailed design 
specifications, (iii) logical thought processes, and (iv) the evaluation of a variety of 
possible solutions to the problem. 
Ray (1985) describes the morphology of the design process and the anatomy of the 
design process. The morphology approach is concerned with the examination of the 
product life cycle and the definition of each stage involved, namely (i) identifying the 
problem, (ii) feasibility study, (iii) preliminary design, (iv) detailed design, (v) 
production, (vi) distribution, and (vii) obsolescence. The anatomy of the design 
process involves the examination of the design process with reference to the designer's 
actions, from the initial evaluation to the final solution. Four steps are named as being 
involved in anatomy of the design process, namely (i) identifying the problem and 
evaluating the need, (ii) information retrieval and assessment, (iii) evaluating the 
alternatives, and (iv) communication and implementation. 
Ertas (1993) refers to the definition of engineering design given by the Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET, 1989) which indicates that the 
fundamental elements of the engineering design process are the establishment of the 
objectives and criteria, synthesis, analysis, construction, testing and evaluation. Ertas 
then proceeds to identify the steps of the engineering design process as the (i) 
recognition of need, (ii) conceptualisation and creativity, (iii) feasibility assessment, 
(iv) organisational/work breakdown structure, (v) preliminary design, (vi) detailed 
design, (vii) production planning and tooling design, production, and (viii) acceptance 
testing. 
Pahl and Beitz (1996) indicate that the engineering design process must be planned 
carefully and executed systematically. In addition, the design process must be 
decomposed into phases and then steps, each with its own working methods. The 
design process is divided into four main phases, namely (i) product planning and 
clarifying the task, (ii) conceptual design, (iii) embodiment design, and (iv) detail 
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design. 
A five level hierarchical arrangement of the structural parts of the design process is 
presented by Hubka (1982). These levels are (i) design stages, (ii) design operations, 
(iii) basic operations, (iv) elementary activities, (v) elementary operations. The design 
stage is divided into the main areas of conceptual design, layout design, and detail 
design. The structural parts of the design process identified by Hubka are said to assist 
in the construction of a procedural model, which is illustrated as a spiral moving 
through the various stages of design, namely (i) problem assignment, (ii) design 
specification, (iii) functional structure, (iv) concept, (v) preliminary layout, (vi) 
dimensional layout, and (vii) detail and assembly drawings. 
In the following sections we examine in detail the Pahl and Beitz model of design. 
Planning & 
Clarifying 
I 
COnceptual 
Design 
Embodiment 
Design 
Detailed 
Design 
Figure 1.1 The Design Process 
1.1.1 Planning & Clarifying the Task z: I Z: ' 
The initial stage, also referred to by Dym (1994) as prelinzinary design, is an attempt 
to define the design problem so that any problems can be formulated into explicit 
specifications. The following stages may require further considerations in order to 
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facilitate the design. The main task in this stage is to process requirements obtained 
from the clients or engineers. The activities of this stage entail the collection of 
information and constraints. The diverse requirements may be described in symbolic 
and/or numerical formats. Thus, the input to this stage of design may be an imprecisely 
defined specification. The output of this stage could be a construction of a problem 
domain and a detailed specification. 
1.1.2 Conceptual Design 
The conceptual phase requires the designer to take only some key requirements and 
constraints into consideration in order to propose an initial state for design. The general 
framework for a solution to the original problem is determined. This stage, based on 
elaborated specifications, should establish functional structures and search for suitable 
solution principles. The functional structures and solution principles are combined into 
structural concepts by decomposing functional entities into subentities of decreasing 
complexity. This division of functional entities must continue until the search for a 
solution seems promising. The space for the functional entities can be mapped directly 
onto the space for the structural entities. 
1.1.3 Embodiment Design 
Embodiment design focuses on the transformation from qualitative solutions to 
quantitative solutions. The input for this stage is the general solution realised at the 
conceptual design phase. Embodiment design results in the specification of a layout. 
The layout may be further developed and components instantiated under technical and 
economic constraints. Within this. stage, the design proposals can be evaluated by using 
a number of analytical tools. For instance, behavioural performance can be simulated 
and analysed or financial viability can be assessed. 
1.1.4 Detailed Design 
In the detailed design phase, the final solution to the design problem is generated. The 
design determines the overall arrangement which includes the forms, dimensions and 
surface properties of all the individual components. The materials are also specified. 
1.2 Contemporary design environments 
In the design phase of large Made-To-Order (MTO) products, recent attempts towards 
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a greater integration of distributed design agents, has resulted in some progress in tool 
and data integration. However, the ideal of total concurrent design activity, supported 
by CAD and other computer based design systems, has not yet been realised. Whilst it 
is common for designers to have access to a central repository. It is unusual for this 
central repository to be optimised for performance and complete lifecycle support. In 
this thesis the view of Cutcosky et al. (1993) is supported. That is, a centralised product 
model is logically the ideal framework for a more cohesive design process but it does 
present potential problem when data is physically stored in one location. Even if this 
system is itself distributed, it may require a huge investment in software and hardware, 
not to mention human resources, to replace existing systems which currently perform 
their design functions adequately. 
Figure 1.2 below was taken from AMEC Process & Energy Ltd. 
o . -Gai"alft Lond n 
Shell Mex 
Leiden 
Collaborabve 
Environmenf 
Vlissengen 
Aberdeen 
Hartlepool Wallsend 
Figure 1.2 Made-To-Order Design Scenario 
Figure 1.2 illustrates many aspects of the nature of Made-To-Order product design. 
The main design office is in London, with some teams based in Leiden, Aberdeen and 
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another company's London office (Shell Mex). Fabrication of the component parts of 
the design occurs at three sites, Vlissengen, Hartlepool and Wallsend. The final 
product is assembled at Wallsend. Product models therefore need to be shared 
throughout these sites, across geographical and organisational boundaries. The 
problems associated with this type of distributed information access will be expanded 
upon in more detail in Section 3.1. 
An outcome of this work is that lessons learned from software engineering, where 
encapsulation, information hiding and data abstraction are keys to the success of a 
modem software project, should be applied to engineering. Information is shared at 
appropriately defined or engineered levels, not as ad hoc data transactions. Thus 
designers in traditional engineering disciplines should be hidden from the detail of 
their collaborative partners and aided in understanding the meaning of the data in the 
global and, by implication, 
-their 
local context. In this thesis a system for global 
configuration and version control is presented which allows designers a consistent 
view throughout the product life cycle so that they may retain their own product 
representation and design tools. Integration is achieved dynamically and incrementally 
with minimum overhead rather than defining a system with static interfaces and 
parameters. The system is allowed to expand with the product as the requirements of 
the product lifecycle demand without imposing strict constraints on the base design 
tools. Such an approach is often the only viable method in a competitive market place. 
1.3 The need for a product data model 
Real-world engineering design projects require the co-operation of multidisciplinary 
design teams using a number of sophisticated design and powerful engineering design 
tools. These tools are styled to aid the particular designer in his or her area of expertise. 
Hence they contain detailed, domain-specific product data. The individuals or the 
individual groups of the multidisciplinary design teams work in parallel and 
independently often for lengthy periods of time. Also, as stated, strategic alliances are 
forcing designers from more and more remote geographical locations to collaborate on 
projects. Besides this, at any instant, individual members may be working on different 
versions of a design and viewing the design from various perspectives, at various levels 
of detail. In order to co-ordinate the design activities of the various groups, and to 
guarantee a good co-operation among the different engineering tools, an environment 
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is required where product data is easily accessible by all participating design agents. z: 1 Z: ý 
Not only must product data be stored amongst varied design agents but updates to this 
data must be handled and related to all design agents simultaneously. 
The product data model is essential to any designer. A model is simply a representation 
of the product which simulates the required attributes of the product. Therefore a 
model built from plasticine used to demonstrate a product's physical appearance will 
not suffice to demonstrate its load bearing properties. This is the essence of the 
problem: how do We relate a model, designed to demonstrate one attribute of a product 
such as its load bearing properties, to another which is designed for a completely 
different purpose. 
In a design environment there may be several local models, represented in local 
databases. These databases may or may not support versioning and the interfaces to 
these databases will be varied as they are intended to suit the local needs of the design 
agent. The research to be presented here intends to support a mechanism for versioning 
in a design environment without altering the design agent's local view. This will 
require the ability to apply version information to existing database systems externally 
in order to support a comprehensive product data model. In the following section an 
examination of the issues involved in describing a suitable model for version 
management in a modem engineering design environment, is given. 
1.4 Version Management 
Over the past decade or so the emergence of concurrent engineering technologies 
attempts to provide an effective infrastructure to increase the performance of design 
(Molina, 1995). This type of engineering work is characterised by the involvement of 
collaboration among engineers from many disciplines. Cleetus (1992) gives a 
definition of concurrent engineering: ZD 
"Concurrent Engineering is a systematic approach to the integrated product 
development, that emphasises response to customer expectations and embodies team 
values of co-operation, trust, and sharing in such a manner that decision making 
proceeds with large intervals of parallel working by all life cycle perspectives, 
synchronised by comparatively brief exchanges to produce consensus. " 
Version Control in Engineering Design Database c 
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Each design discipline will have invested significant resources in developing their own t, 4: ) 
design models and tools. These tools can be used within a particular discipline and at 
a given stage of the product life cycle. The tools cannot be applied in other disciplines 
or across stages in the product life c cle. The tools are, therefore, local "islands of ZD y 
automation" (Avouris, 1995). 
Further, as previously noted, the various engineering design agents (designers, tools or 
teams of designers) often develop designs-in parallel, co-ordinating their decisions 
through a series of design reviews in order to resolve conflicts. Due to the lack of an 
integrating framework, the design agents, based on application tools, database or 
knowledge based systems, cannot effectively communicate with each other. Design 
agents have to share common information. Using arbitrary terms or vocabularies 
among design agents increases the problem's complexity. One design agent's output 
is often the other's input. Apart from this type of relationship, one design agent might 
have to share the knowledge of the other design agents. This relationship builds a 
strong interdependency between the design agents. Thus, a mechanism is required to 
inform the target design agent of any change within the source design agent to ensure 
consistency between them. It cannot be assumed that the design agents are centrally 
located. Not only this but each successive change leads to a successive design version. 
Therefore a mechanism is required which will store and provide version information 
appropriate to producing a consistent product data model for all the participating 
design agents. The version strategy presented in this thesis attempts to be generic 
across Made-To-Order Engineering Design. This will be illustrated in Chapters 8&9 
with a description of the prototype implementation and industrial case studies. 
1.5 Relationship with current technologies 
It is inevitable with research of this nature that technology evolves rapidly throughout 
the course of the project. An example of this is the explosion in the internet since the 
project's inception and the advent of JavaTM. In this section the work undertaken is 
related to current technologies which may offer different implementation options. Z; ) 
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) was chosen as the basis 
of the implementation strategy. CORBA allows a heterogeneous wide area network to 
be viewed as a set of distributed object servers, thereby reducing the complexity of 
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implementation. The growth in the internet is orthogonal to the use of CORBA. This 
is demonstrated in this research by the use of internet technology including Java and 
VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language) within a CORBA based architecture. 
ISO 10303, the Standard for Exchange of Product Data (STEP) is constantly evolving 
and used in more and more disciplines. This facilitates the use of STEP as an enabling 
standard for the exchange of product data. Without the base standard, sharing of 
information would become a much more complex task. The initial case study domain, 
process engineering, is one where the STEP standard was already established from the 
outset. The growth of STEP means the application of the methodologies described in 
this work is also capable of growth. 
The use of software agents within this research does not rely on any particular 
development architecture, for example the Java-based Agent Framework for Multi- 
Agent Systems (JAFMAS: Chauhan, 1997). Such frameworks are constantly emerging 
and developing and may in the future offer an alternative implementation of the 
methodologies described in this research. However, at the commencement of this 
research project these agent development frameworks did not exist. Their use within 
this work was therefore precluded. 
1.6 Thesis Objectives & Plan 
The objectives of this thesis are: 
e Produce a suitable model for complete product data management in 
Made-To-Order Engineering 
" Produce a version control and configuration management scheme 
" Demonstrate the former objectives being fulfilled with a prototype system 
In order to illustrate this the rest of this thesis is organised as follows. 
In Chapter 2 previous approaches to the problem of version control in Engineering are 
discussed. This chapter draws on experiences from a number of different fields, such 
as software engineering (Rochkind, 1975) and mechanical engineering 
(Krishnamurthy & Law, 1997). Further, in Chapter 2 the key components required for 
a method of version control are described. This is used later in the thesis to justify the 
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methodology proposed. In fulfilling the requirements identified and examining issues 
with existing systems, it became apparent that the implementation of these demanding 
requirements would necessitate the use of agent technology. 
In Chapter 3 traditional database technology and literature covering . areas such as 
resolving schemata heterogeneity and integrating schemata and views in database 
systems are discussed. Research in related fields such as active databases is briefly 
reviewed. Finally an examination of suitable models for describing product data is 
given. This raises two more specific problems relating to data models: identity and the 
separation of structure from semantics. 
In Chapter 4, the comparatively new area of Agent Oriented Programming is 
examined. From the literature an attempt is made to define the term agent. This 
definition leads to a description of properties that agents exhibit and also to a 
classification of different types of agent. Literature describing multi-agent systems is 
examined, discussing the specific problems relating to these, namely communication, 
co-ordination and interaction. Ultimately the existing applications of agents in 
Engineering Design are detailed. 
In Chapter 5, a novel product model is presented. Following this, the proposed version 
scheme is presented. The philosophy behind the approach taken and also the version 
control from entity management up to total product configuration management is 4n 
described. 
In Chapter 6 the model proposed in Chapter 5 is expanded and clarified. The 
approaches taken to implement it are described. This description includes a discussion 
of the use of STEP, CORBA and agent architecture as a means to resolve the problems 
of version control in a typical engineering environment. Finally the usefulness of the 
scheme is illustrated with a simple Change Management scenario. Chapters 5 and 6 
appear in shortened form in Florida-James et al. (2000). 
In Chapter 7 the version model proposed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 is formally 
specified using a suitable formal method. 
In Chapter 8 the detailed implementation of the prototype system that has been built 
and some results from that prototype are given. The practical problems encountered, 
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are illustrated and the approach taken to address these problems is described. Each type 
of agent is discussed in terms of its obligations within the whole system and how it 
fulfils these. A description of how the system would be applied in an existing design 
environment and the overall system architecture is given. 
In Chapter 9 the application of the version scheme and its implementation through two 
real world case studies is shown. The first study is taken from the offshore oil and gas 
industry and the second from ship design involving the design of a passenger ferry. 
In Chapter 10 conclusions drawn from this research are given, and future 
developments of the version control mechanism are proposed. 
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2 Version Models in an Engineering 
Context 
2.1 Introduction 
In Chapter I the problem domain of engineering design was described. Of course 
problems of controlling data exchange are not restricted to this domain. Therefore, the 
problems of product data model versioning have been tackled by many diverse 
domains. In this chapter work is presented which addresses directly version control in 
an engineering context, for example Katz (1990) and Dittrich & Lorie (1988). 
Firstly, a description of a number of proposed schemes for version control of 
engineering design data is given. A description of the specific problem of product data 
models in an engineering environment is given in Section 2.3. Finally, Section 2.4 
details the state of the art in software support for the design process. 
2.2 Proposed Version Schemes 
2.2.1 Commercial Systems 
Product version control is well supported by CAD-based commercial Product Data 
Management tools dealing with design objects that form part of a finished products 
definition (Quillion, 1995). Conceptual alternatives refer to design objects that are 
under consideration but may never be embodied in the final design (Blessing, 1994) 
(Ball et al, 1998). Each alternative concept may be much more vague than a version 
object and often has abstract functional behavioural parameterisation rather than a 
precise geometric one. The capture of alternatives as well as versions within a design 
project provides a more complete picture of the design project. 
Kilpi (1997) studies various commercial tools for software version control and 
configuration management. He concludes that Total Product Management (TPM) can 
only be achieved by considering that, "version control and configuration management 
processes have to be regarded as part of developing the whole product management 
process in a company". Allied with this he states that the most important finding is that 
there is no perfect process and product management processes have to be added 
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incrementally within existing business process. The word business can easily be 
substituted by the word design in the context of the work presented in this thesis. 
In summary commercial systems tend to offer support for CAD based data. They 
provide mechanisms for capturing versions but not conceptual alternatives. However, 
as stated, capture of alternatives is an important feature in understanding the product 
development. TPM can only be achieved by adding design processes (Kilpi, 1997) 
within existing processes. This requires a version model to be pro-active as well as re- 
active. Also CAD based product models may not be the most suitable for TPM. 
2.2.2 Dittrich and Lorie 
Dittrich and Lorie (1988) propose that "in a design environment, contrary to other uses 
of copies, versions are associated with a semantic meaning that is known to the user. 
It is the user who finally controls which version is to be used". 
They describe a version model based on the concepts of design, objects, generic 
references and logical version groupings. They describe a design object as a set of 
versions with a single distinguishable current version. They provide a mechanism and 
describe an extended form of SQL that allows design objects to form hierarchical 
aggregation by referencing each other. These references may be bound to a specific 
version of a design object or they may be generic, which is to say they refer to a 
particular design object but not to any of its specific versions. Generic references allow 
dynamic configurations to be obtained by not resolving the references until the 
hierarchical relationships are actually traversed. A specific reference is obtained from 
a generic reference through environments which contextualise the reference. 
Environments are either bound to a specific version of a design object or may bind 
recursively to other environments. 
In addition their model supports the notion of logical version clustering which allows 
the user to impose more structure on the design versions by aggregating them into 
arbitrary groups. For example, it is possible to impose on the space of versions a 
grouping structure that clusters together versions that are revisions of the same 
alternative. Thus, under the design object node are a group of nodes representing 
version clusters for individual alternatives. Under these are additional clusters 
representing revisions of each alternative. Finally associated with each revision cluster 
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are those versions that participated in the revision. Thus arbitrary hierarchies of version 
clusters can be formed. A version may appear in more than one structure. 
The model proposed by Dittrich and Lorie (1988) is one of the first to support the 
notion that, "providing some semantics for these versions the system can help the 
designer manage them more efficiently". However, they do not examine the problems I= 
of sharing information amongst collaborative teams of designers. In order to produce tn 
a practical version model these issues need to be addressed. A core theme of the 
version model described in this thesis is its collaborative nature. 
2.2.3 Katz Unified Framework 
Katz (1990) specifies properties that a version model should have to fulfil for the 
requirements of Engineering Design. He unifies themes from earlier work (Haskin & 
Lorie, 1982; Dittrich & Lorie, 1988; Klahhold et al, 1986; Batory & Kim, 1985; 
Landis, 1986; Chou & Kim, 1986; Ecklund et al, 1987; Rumbaugh, 1988; Vines et al, 
1988), some of which have already been discussed. He, describes seven basic 
mechanisms that all version models are required to have: 
Version Set Organisation 
The key concepts are version history, generic object, ancestor/descendent 
relationships, main derivation branches and a current version. Version instances are 
objects in their own fight and are uniquely identified to the system. Version instances 
are related to a generic instance and are related to each other through ancestor/ 
descendant relationships. 
Dynamic Configuration Mechanism 
Static references bind to specific versions whereas dynamic references refer to generic 
objects and must be de-referenced to a specific version for certain operations such as 
check-in or check-out. The provision of dynamic references allows dynamic 
configuration. 
Hierarchical Composition 
The model should be able to support aggregation of objects into composite objects. It 
should also be able to traverse the hierarchy to produce a flattened configuration for 
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archiving. 
Version Grouping 
The logical version clusters described in Section 2.2.2 are an example of version 
grouping. 
Figure 2.1 shows how version grouping allows identifiers to be associated with certain 
solution types. 
Slow A 
Small Area 
Alternatives 
Low Power Alternatives 
Figure 2.1 Version Grouping Mechanisms (Katz, 1990) 
Instances vs Definitions 
A distinction needs to be made between an instance hierarchy and a definition 
hierarchy. That is to say, where particular version instances are defined within the 
same storage object, for example a file, an instance hierarchy has to contain a separate 
node for each instance each pointing tothe same definition. 
Change Notification and Propagation 
Change notification allows users to be alerted to changes, whereas propagation implies 
that new versions are incorporated within the configuration hierarchy automatically. 
The issue of change propagation is dealt with extensively in Chapters 5 and 6. 
Object-Sharing Mechanisms 
The basic concepts are private, group/project and public/archive with objects being 
moved through workspaces with check-in and check-out operations. 
The seven mechanisms described by Katz (1990) are a benchmark against which any 
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version model may be critically compared. It is suggested that the model proposed in 
Chapter 5 fulfils more of these criteria in the specific context defined than any other 
proposed or existing model. 
2.2.4 Made-To-Order Product Model Confiauration t: ' 
Wooley (1994) proposes a rules based model for product models in ship configuration 
management. These rules are given as a set of informal state diagrams and there is no 
suitable implementation scheme, but the research shows a wealth of understanding of 
the processes involved in design for the modem engineering environment. Wooley 
defines a Ship Product Item (SPI) as the abstract base entity which is a place holder for 
any entity in a model whose configuration needs to be managed. Each SPI has one or 
more Ship Product Item Versions (SPIV). A SPIV is a unique variation of a SPI 
identified by the concatenation of the SPIs identifier and a specific version. 
Wooley's use of rules to describe a version control system is significant. The following 
example describes one such rule: 
The deletion of a SPIV is always considered as a significant change. The following 
rules apply to the deletion of an SPIV. 
A "working" or "preliminary" SPIV can simply be erased unless it has been 
transferred. 
An "issued" SPIV or one that has been transferred must not be erased. A new version 
must be created and then the new version flagged as deleted. 
The model Wooley proposes "provides the structure that a robust configuration 
management system can be built upon". However, his model does not propose a 
strategy for implementation of this structure. 
2.2.5 A Collaborative Engineering Version Model 
Krishnamurthy and Law (1997; 1994) propose a model and implementation which 
supports collaborative design. Their model addresses issues of storing and managing 
changes among designers in a multidisciplinary design project. They propose a three- 
layered model of versions, assemblies and configurations which systematically tracks 
an evolving project description, relieving designers of the burden of monitoring 
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individual design changes. Equivalent operations provide the theoretical foundations 
for operators to store, detect and manage changes at the version level. Moreover, the 
close coupling of the version, assembly and configuration layers enables computed. 
version changes to be recursively combined to characterise changes at the assembly 
and configuration levels. 
As their model parallels current design practices it supports project co-ordination and 
management. Their model is however restricted by being linked to a central ORACLE 
database and the prototype implementation only considers a CAD environment. 
2.2.6 Storage Schemes :D 
A number of implementation schemes have been developed for storing changes 
(deltas) in the software development process, such as Rochkind's (1975) Source Code 
Control System (SCCS). The SCCS treats each module as a set of related sequences of 
source code, each member of which represents one version of the module. It deals with 
storage optimisation, protection and access identification using a stamp and 
documentation of change. 
Rochkind states that: 
"The attempt by SCCS to record every version of every module that ever existed is 
rather ambitious. The system would be impractical unless it used a storage technique 
and accessing algorithm that allowed many deltas to be kept at a reasonable cost in 
terms of disk space and time" 
There is at present no such system for a complex structured design representation such 
as a Made-To-Order model. It should be noted that the SCCS does not propose a way 
to merge existing version descriptions with the new change set. ZD 
2.2.7 DESCRIBE project 
The DESCRIBE (Carriduff & Gray, 1994)(Kim et al, 1995)(Kim et al, 1996) project 
(DEsign System to support Concurrent Reuse of data in Building and Engineering 
Design) has attempted to focus research outcomes by applying an evolving version 
model to a real world problem. A real world design task under consideration was the 
conceptual design of a road bridge crossing a dual two-lane highway. Santoydiris ct al 
(1997) defines an object Versioning System to support collaborative design within a 
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Concurrent Engineering context. This VSSCD has been implemented using 
ObjectStores (Object Design, 1995) object-oriented database. 
Santoydiris et al (1997) state that an engineering design support tool has to model the 
way that designers actually design. They split the effort of a design project into several 
subprojects dependent on the targeted product's structural and functional 
specifications. This division leads to a three-level hierarchy (in section 5.2 it is stated 
that a three-level aprroach is common in configuration management). They define five 
possible states that a design artefact may have and provide a mechanism for promotion 
of object states and version creation, which in Krishnamurthy and Law (1997) is 
described as an acyclic graph. 
The experimentation leads to a number of key conclusions about the version model 
produced. 
0a fixed hierarchy with states is rather inflexible with two particular states seldom 
used 
* the designers did not tend to design in isolation but with members of their 
subproject 
0 the configuration management could not be restricted to individual designers as 
this precluded sharing of finer grained information. 
The experiment conducted used a centralised OODBMS as the total product model, 
this particular issue is discussed in the following section. 
2.3 Total Product models - 
Section 3.2 argues that the choice of a suitable canonical model is critical when 
attempting to relate heterogeneous schema (Saltor et al, 1991) such as those found in 
engineering design. The fundamental issue is to make a model general enough to be of 
use at the enterprise level without inhibiting its use as a local data repository. 
Satisfying these conflicting requirements is a formidable task in practice. Proposals for 
general models are difficult if not impossible to implement (Florida-James et al, 1997). 
Implementation, however, can be made easier by consideration of the data involved in 
the process. 
Clearly in engineering the problem of mismatched domains is very costly, but it 
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manifests itself with small enough frequency to be considered manageable. Also, much 
of engineering, particularly in design, is difficult to model in discrete processes and 
tends to deal with ambiguous data sets. In fact, design engineers particularly pride 
themselves on the ability to produce a suitable design from inexact information. 
Not withstanding this, experience demonstrates that from conceptual design into the 
detailed design phase much of the designer's time is spent assessing the impact of 
changes on the design. Most of these changes result from the design process rather than 
from changes in the specification. It is therefore very important given the 
heterogeneous nature of a typical design environment that an appropriate enterprise 
model is produced. In this thesis a model is proposed which brings together work from 
database theory, software engineering, standards in engineering data exchange and 
knowledge engineering. 
The enterprise model is constrained by three main assumptions. The first is that the 
designer's local model (database) must remain unaltered, or at worst the impact of the 
enterprise model should be minimal on the designers normal operation. The second 
main assumption is that transaction times are long (of the order of days in some cases) 
and therefore global consistency is of greater priority than efficient processing time. 
Finally due to the problems of a bottleneck effect described in Cutcosky et al (1993) 
the third assumption is that a centralised product database is not a realistic choice. 
Addressing these assumptions in turn a product model can be derived with the 
following characteristics: 
The product model exists entirely independently of the participating local models 
Translation of data from the local to global schema may be done at run-time 
The product model should be virtual, that is, it should store pointers to data but no 
actual data. 
In Section 5.2 a product data model with these characteristics is defined. 
2.4 Software Support for Engineering Design 
In this section some of the recent research into the uses of advanced software 
techniques in supporting engineering design is examined. 
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2.4.1 Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency - DARPA Z: ) 
Recently the use of agents to solve many problems in Engineering Design has been 
proposed. Much of this work has come from the DARPA initiative in the United States. 
In particular, Boeing have carried out extensive research into using agents to support 
the engineering design process (Jha et al, 1998) as part of the RaDEO (Rapid Design 
Exploration and Optimization) program for a project MADESmart. In this work the 
agents communicate using the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language 
(KQML) (Finin, 1993) and using shared ontologies. MADESmart defines the 
following classes of agents: ZD 
a User Agents - analogous to interface agents (discussed in Section 4.3.5) 
b. Control Agents - handle co-ordination and scheduling of global tasks 
c. Wrapper Agents - encapsulate legacy systems 
d. Resource Agents - link to external data sources 
e. Execution Agents - analogous to autonomous agents (Section 4.3.1) but are specific 
to design tasks. 
This classification is based on the role that each type of agent fulfils within the system. 
Software that fulfils roles rather than performs functions has a number of advantages 
in supporting processes. Firstly, the role can be defined as above in broad terms, 
allowing the problem domain to be modelled from the top down. Incomplete 
information can be used as valid inputs to the system. The agents can interact and 
respond differently according to the current situation rather than being restricted to one 
behaviour or function. 
2.4.2 Knowledge Reuse and Fusion/Transformation - KRAFT ZD 
The KRAFT Project (Gray et al, 1997) involves a number of Universities in the United 
Kingdom: Aberdeen, Cardiff, and Liverpool. The consortium which also includes BT 
aims to evolve a combination of database technology and artificial intelligence into a 
multi-agent system (Pazzaglia & Embury, 1998). The overall architecture is similar to 
that proposed in projects such as the DARPA funded Infosleuth (Bayardo et al, 1998). 
However, the KRAFT architecture concentrates on constraints to create powerful 
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problem-solvers at various sites on the network (Gray et al, 1998). The authors argue C) 
that constraints are, "a very general form of predicate definition which can be 
computed using functions. They are effectively recipes for selecting or calculating 
things; they can be passed between agents and fused or transformed into new recipes. " 
Using constraints as problem solvers has obvious application in collaborative 
engineering. This is illustrated by Gray et al (1997) through a motivating example 
taken from engineering. 
The system architecture consists of three facilities; 
a. Wrappers - provides translation services from local format data to KRAFr format 
and also provides buffering and scheduling of a request to the local resource if required 
b. Facilitators - contain a directory of services and facilities available within the 
KRAFF domain which allows provision of content based routing whereby messages Z: ý 
are delivered to other agents dependent on their content. 
c. Mediators - knowledge-level mediators which use ontologies to translate knowledge 
, specifically constraints, to provide solutions to conflicting design requirements. 
2.5 Issues to be Resolved 
In this chapter, the required aspects of a version model for engineering design have 
been presented through research from a number of fields. Katz (1990) in particular 
categorizes precisely seven basic mechanisms a version model in an engineering 
context must have. Later work, for example by Krishnamurthy and Law (1997) 
illustrates an approach which produces a prototype of a version control system for 
engineering applications. 
However, none of the prototypes discussed provide a generalised framework which fits 
the engineering environment described in Chapter 1. There are a number of issues 
which remain open, namely; 
a suitable distributed object sharing mechanism - How will objects be released 
from the designers private model into a group for review and comment? How will 
these changes then be propagated amongst the designers and into the current total 
product model? What facilities will support this mechanism? 
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-a dynamic configuration mechanism which may be applied equally to legacy 
applications and new applications - Any proposal for a new configuration system 
has to be equally applicable to existing systems, legacy systems and be flexible 
enough to support allow systems to be added; 
9 change notification and propagation in a distributed environment - How are 
designers alerted that a specification has altered? Is it possible to control negotiation 
between distriubted teams?; 
* consistency of version grouping across isolated 'islands of automation' - 
Integrating diverse and dsitributed schemata into a single schema is a difficult and 
challenging issue discussed in Section 3.1. After acheiving this consistent view how 
do we maintain consistency as the versions evolve? 
2.6 Summary 
In Chapter I the problem domain is defined. In Section 2.2 of this chapter a number of 
proposed version models are presented. Not only this but seven basic mechanisms that 
a version scheme must have are identified. In Section 2.5 a clear list of outstanding 
issues are presented. In Section 2.3 the problem of a suitable product model is 
discussed briefly, this is also a key issue to be resolved. All these issues will be 
addressed directly in this thesis. However, before addressing these issues, the thesis 
continues with two more reflective chapters. 
In Chapter 3a description of research into support for data management in a 
heterogeneous environment is given. Discussing this earlier work serves two purposes 
0 it defines clearly the fundamental problems associated with heterogeneous 
distributed data sources 
0 it suggests prospective solutions which may be adopted 
Section 2.4 identifies the uses of software agents in building distributed systems which 
are goal oriented rather than algorithmically controlled. Version control gives design 
engineers the ability to logically group pieces of data in some semantically relevant 
manner. This ability is a complex goal which is determined by the rules which govern 
the engineering process as well as the rules for data management (transaction 
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management). Not only this but the nature of the problem, as stated, is composed of 
distributed autonomous entities. It is clear therefore that software agents offer the most 
promising implementation strategy for a version model in this problem domain. Hence, 
in Chapter 4 Agent Oriented Software is defined from literature and its application in 
this research discussed further. 
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3 Review of Database Technologies 
In Chapter I an introduction to the problem domian of this thesis is given. In particular 
Sections 1.1 and 1.2 describe the requirements of a modem design environment. 
Exmaining these requirements, in terms of data management, the following objectives 
can be stated 
*Data be shared between distributed design teams 
*Data be exported to and from legacy applications 
*Data with related schema (not common) be integrated 
To meet these requirements, the fundamental issues involved need to be appreciated. 
In this chapter a review of pertinent research is given. This research is usually 
classified as database research, hence the title of this chapter. 
Firstly, complete integrated database solutions are discussed. Then particular issues 
are identified namely heterogeneous schema, schema integration, view integration and 
active systems. In the latter sections of this chapter the focus moves towards discussing 
the requirement identified in Section 1.3, that of a suitable product model. Sections 3.2 
describes the current state of the art in this particular area of research. 
3.1 Integrating Distributed Database Systems 
1.1 Mulitdatabasc Systcms 
Clamen (1994) states that design applications benefit from distribution, giving each 
user a localised view which is pertinent to them and offering a greater reliability as only 
local data may be viewed and updated. Problems arise then when it is necessary to 
integrate geographically separate component databases into a nuiltidatabase or 
federated database system. It has been shown that the principles of single database 
systems may not be applied to the federated level. Litwin (1988) demonstrates this 
point for homogeneous databases and explains that the problem is compounded 
immensely over heterogeneous databases. 
Research efforts to produce a practical multidatabase system have yielded some 
interesting prototype systems (Sheth & Larson, 1990). Motro, (1997) proposes a 
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method whereby mappings are stored rather than actual data but demonstrates only a 4-- 
modest implementation. Motro further states that developing a system which deals 
with heterogeneous components, is a large and complex engineering task. The 
metadatabase project at Rensealer (Hsu, 199 1) proposes an architecture based on meta 
data, which is similar to the idea of a virtual database. It goes on to define a rule-based 
method for producing the required metadata model. However, again there is only a 
very limited application of the method. These types of systents, which produce and 
store inappings, are restircted in application by the coniplexity of the tasks involved in 
producing the inappings. 
Pegsasus (Shan, 1995) is a heterogeneous multidatabase management system with 
which external data sources are registered and import schemas are created to allow data 
extraction. Object Identifiers (OIDs) are generated for instances of imported types. 
Currently they are constructed using a prefix associated with the imported type and a 
suffix from the value set of its generating expression. Imported types are assumed to 
be disjoint on instances. Therefore, the same instance will have exactly the same OID 
within each type to which it belongs. The Pegasus system is limited only by the effort 
required to register external data sources and define import schemas. However, this 
effort may be prohibitive in certain applications. 
Work at Queensland University (Yang, 1995) classifies and organises 
correspondences between heterogeneous object-oriented schema. This information 
resides in a knowledge base attached to each local database. The knowledge base 
allows remote objects to be treated as local data types and also determines which part 
of a query is local and which is remote. Yang's work demonstrates the usefulness of 
an approach which combines knowledge with data. However, in order to apply this 
technique practically knowledge needs to be classified statically before the system 
runs. In a dynamic environment such an approach may not be fully realisable. 
The GARLIC architecture developed by IBM (Roth & Schwarz, 1997; Haas et al, 
1997; Haas et al, 1999) exemplifies a n-dddleware / wrapper approach to integrating Z: ý 
databases. In this architecture, legacy data is viewed as instances of objects in a unified 
schema, based closely on the Object Database Management Groups standard. This 
schema is maintained as metadata and complex objects, which are composed of objects 
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from a number of sources. The architecture is shown in Figure 3.1 
Figure 3.1 The GARLIC Architecture (Roth & Shwarz, 1997) 
In this approach SQL, is extended to allow native methods from data sources to be used 
within queries, facilitating a single straightforward language extension that can support 
many kinds of. specialised search. An optimiser based on rules is used to capture the 
query engines execution strategy. The key to the success of the wrapper approach is 
that the wrappers are small, flexible, able to evolve, and lend themselves to query 
optimisation. 
3.1.2 Heterogeneous Schema 
The problems and issues concerned with handling heterogeneous schemata are treated 
at length in Roddick (1995) and will be expanded in the following sections. Suffice it 
to say that these problems are complex and are a major stumbling block in the 
integration of design data which will always be represented heterogeneously in a real 
situation. Urban & Wu (199 1) present a framework whereby heterogeneous schema in 
data models may be uniformly described. Urban & Wu argue that because of the 
"inherent incompleteness of legacy databases" semantic equivalence must in general 
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be obtained by the use of additional a priori assertions that are external to the 
representations under consideration. 
This point is corroborated by DeMichiel (1989) who uses partial results to map values 
which cannot be ascertained explicitly from different domains. Partial results are 
developed from earlier work on maybe results by Codd (1979) and Biskup (1983). 
DeMichiel defines virtual attributes to denote an entity from a certain domain which 
contains information about its domain. DeMichiel then describes an extended 
relational algebra which can be used over virtual attributes and partial values. This 
allows autonomous databases to remain unaltered but incurs a large overhead when 
applied practically. The approach is centred around the relational model and is 
concerned more with mismatch of domains than with mismatched models. Kim & 
Jungyun (1991) describe a complete framework for enumerating and classifying the 
types of multidatabase structural and representational discrepancies. The framework is 
structured according to a relational database schema. However, Kim & Jungyun argue 
that the results are also applicable to systems which use an object model as the 
common data model. 
Urban & Wu (1991) show how import and export procedures can be combined with 
global to local mappings to enhance inter-operability of heterogeneous schema. They 
suggest that the hardest issue to resolve is that of identity of objects in more than one 
database. Therefore, in order to produce a system of inter-operating schema, for 
example from legacy systems, resolving object identity is mandatory. 
Worboys & Deen (199 1) state that there are two main problems when interacting with 
heterogeneous schemata in distributed geographic databases. Firstly the underlying CD 
dichotomy of the model, which may be resolved through the use of a suitable canonical 
model and secondly in identifying and relating local contexts. Section 3.2 describes in 
depth the problems of producing a suitable canonical model. The issue of local context 
will be examined within Section 3.1.3. 
3.1.3 Schema Integration 
In order to integrate schema one must first define a method of equivalencing attributes 
from different databases. In Larson et al (1989) attributes are defined by a set of 
characteristics. These characteristics are used to define a measure of equivalence. 
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Strong equivalence based on this measure allows us to update and manipulate 
attributes whereas, iveak equivalence allows only retrieval of attributes across schema. 
Larson et al (1989) define disjoint attribute equivalence to mean attributes which are 
different but play the same role. They describe two distinct cases for integrating 
schema: logical database design which produces a conceptual schema and global 
schema design which produces a single global schema for existing databases. The 
latter is of more interest from an engineering perspective but the illustrated theory 
applies equally to both. Duwiari et al (1996) describe a technique for classifying and 
reusing knowledge accrued from the process of integration 
Spaccapietra & Parent (199 1) propose a taxonomy of conflicts which may arise from 
comparison of schema. They extend the notion of correspondence assertions to cope 
with such conflicts and apply this to interoperable databases. 
Litwin et al (199 1) suggest that a first order normal form is not good enough to extend IZ> I. ". ) 
queries over multidatabases, as schematic discrepancies often exist. It may therefore 
be necessary to use a higher order language to process queries in this situation. 
Recent work at King's College (Poulovasssilis & McBrien, 1998) introduces a formal 
framework for schema transformation. This may be applied to a variety of data models 
and integration methodologies. The advantage of this formalism is that it clearly 
identifies which transformations apply for any instance of the schema and which only 
for certain instances. 
Qutaishat, Fiddian & Gray (1997) describe the real issues of schema integration design 
process as: 
-the identification of common types 
edetection and reconciliation of potential conflicts 
eelimination of duplication and redundancy of data 
These issues are addressed within their Schema Meta Integration System (SMIS) 
(Qutaishat et al, 1992; 1996). SMIS is tailored towards integration of logically 
heterogeneous sets of object-oriented database which have previously been defined in 
a data definition language (Fiddian et al, 1992). The user of the SMIS is faced with the 
task of comparing and analysing components of the local schema in order to integrate 
them. To facilitate this, as a framework for schema integration, they have implemented 
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a subcomponent of SMIS called the schema meta-visualisation system (SMVS) 
(Qutaishat et al , 1993 ; 1996). SMVS is capable of producing a wide range of types of 
visualisation of schema inforarntion. This visualisation allows database users to 
assimiliate the structure of corresponding data models in a distributed database 
environment. 
The methodologies outlined in this section all incur some overhead in producing the 
schema tranformations required in order to integrate the disparate schema. The schema 
examined in testing the methods are necessarily highly heterogeneous. In a more 
practical situation the degree of heterogenity may be reduced thereby reducing the 
transformation overhead described. 
3.1.4 View lnte, (),, ration 4: ) 
Roddick (1995) states that view integration ahns tofacilitate the merging of schemata 
for update or viewing purposes and suggests that the area of view integration of ZD 
temporal systems has had little or no research effort applied to it. Navathe et al (1986a; 
1986b) illustrate how database design can incorporate and facilitate the integration of 
user views. They utilise a data model which extends the entity relationship model to 
involve categories. They assume a pre-integration phase whereby the equivalence of 
attributes has been defined. Hence the focus becomes the relationship integration 
problein. They consider the semantics of the relationship set by classification as 
follows 
*Degree of a relationship set - the number of object classes participating in the 
relationship set. In each relationship, n entities participate in a relationship set of 
degree n. 
*Roles in a relationship set - is the function played by an object class in a 
relationship set. Every object class participating in a relationship set is given a Zý 
distinct role. 
*Structural constraints - any specification rules, such as cardinality constraints, 
supported by the data model to express the constraints between the mapping from 
one relationship set to another are called structural constraints. 
Given this classification, Navathe et al (1986) propose the classification of cases for 
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relationship integration and the possible outcomes when relationship sets from 
different views are compared as shown in Figure 32 
Degree 
Roles 
different 
sarve 
Structural Domain 
constraints constraints 
sa diff ent 
overl pping subs tr 
C disio nt 
I 
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 
I conditidpally 
erge ble mer eable 
not-mer eat 
Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 
Figure 3.2 Classification of Cases for Relationship Integration of Different 
Schema(Navathe et al, 1986) 
e 
Rather than use the entity-category-relationship model to create views over 
heterogeneous schema, Qutaishat et al (1997) extend the Object Modelling Technique 
(OMT) notation to cope with bottom-up database design utilising upward inheritance. 
In this notation, the view is described as a materialised class in the static model. A new 
set of symbols is introduced to cope with the five types of upward inheritance required 
to cover the classes of integration problems described previously. 
3.1.5 Active Systems 
Temporal databases are discussed in general by Snodgrass & Alin (199 1) and the field 
of active database theory is introduced by Elmasri (1994). Active database behaviour 
is achieved through the definition of ECA (Event-Condition-Action) rules as part of 
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the database. These rules are then associated with objects, making them responsive to 
a variety of events. Events range from database events (e. g, update in a relational 
database or a method call in an object-oriented database) to temporal events (e. g, from 
18: 00: 00 every 5 minutes) to general application signals (e. g, on power up of node x). 
When the event is detected the relevant rules fire. An active database system derives 
its power from the variety of events to which it can respond and the kind of actions it 
can perform in response. 
Sistla & Woulfson (1995) define a system of constraints on active databases and 
describe a formal logic Past Temporal logic (PTL) which requires that a history of 
database transactions be kept. The model is based on transaction time and assigns an 
attribute time to elements in the database. The model may also be applied to valid time 
which is of much more relevance in engineering design. A distinction is made between 
these two notions. The database is usually a model of the real-world and the time at 
which changes happen in the real-world, namely the valid time, may precede the time 
at which these changes are posted in the database, namely the transaction time. 
Active Systems offer some interesting insights into the problems of version control 
which is essentially maintaining consistency given some action. However, the reserch 
in this field is generally aimed at much smalller transaction times than are considered 
in this thesis. 
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3.2 A Canonical Model 
As Worboys & Deen (1991) state, one of the main problems when interacting with 
heterogeneous schemata in distributed geographic databases is the underlying 
dichotomy of the model, which may be resolved through the use of a suitable canonical 
model. In this section a number of approaches towards producing a canonical model 
are described. 
Rusinkiewicz et al (1984) suggest that a better approach than modelling constraints on 
data models is to model dependencies between them. These depend6ncies, if properly 
modelled, offer a better view of the world as they contain more about the semantics 
contained within the models. They include information about the state of the data as 
well as temporal information. Specification of dependencies is still not a precise 
process and further work is required to define correctness of a model and develop 
applications using it. 
Motro (1987) develops an object generalisation technique which abstracts local data 
into a virtual database. The virtual database contains information about the mapping 
from local data to virtual data. Motro proposes, and implements in USP, a translation 
system which allows update transactions to occur at the virtual level. This virtual level 
is synonymous with the enterprise level of the model of Saltor et al (1991). Motro 
describes a virtual database assuming a homogeneous set of schemas and he proposes 
that, to extend it to heterogeneous schema, a translation of base schemas be undertaken 
to a common model. 
Saltor et at (1991) suggest a methodology for assessing a model's suitability as a 
canonical niodel for federated databases. They define four essential and four 
recommended characteristics that a model should have. They conclude that not all 
models are equally suitable for the job and that pre-relational models are of little value 
whereas functional models and some object-oriented models, particularly those 
supporting views, are better suited. The latter promising approach is considered further 
in Chapter 5. 
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3.2.1 Object Identity 
The object oriented paradigm relies on a strong sense of identity. It is possible to use 
this sense of object identity at the federated level to produce transparency between 
local models. Eliasen & Karlsen (1991) state that the notion of identity at a federated 
level may only be achieved by relaxing the strict autonomy requirements of component 
databases. 
They describe identity at three levels: 
-Value based identity - identity by a key attribute value such as name 
"Session object identifiers - object identity which exists during a transaction 
elmmutable object identifiers - object identity which exists across transactions 
Component databases may be described by models which facilitate varying degrees of 
identity and hence a suitable global object model is described whereby mappings from 
local to global objects strengthen the identity of the object at the global level. Eliasan 
& Karlsen (199 1) point out two major issues from this approach: 
*There is a large overhead in mapping identities to the global level 
eft is not always possible to map a local object to a single entity at the federated level 
Eliasan (1995) produces an architecture addressing the issue of identity and finds that 
computed OID maps are not practical unless frequency of local identity update is low. 
Yu et al (199 1) provide a method for automatically relating names in heterogeneous 
database. They define an iterative process, dependent on a knowledge base, which 
associates keywords with each other. The process described is automated as far as 
possible but requires user interaction to consolidate the associations. 
Kent (1991) shows that problems arise inherently when multidatabase systems are 
devised because they violate implicit assumptions in the local models causing the 
information model to always breakdown. Kent suggests that the use of object models 
at the federated level prevents this breakdown because of the model's strong sense of 
identity but outlines problems of mapping local identities to global ones. Kent surmises 
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that in order to produce a full information model for multi-database systems 
knowledge must be added externally that is otherwise contained implicitly. This view 
is shared by Ventrone & Heiler (199 1), Gangopadhyay & Barsalou (199 1) and Siegal 
& Madnick (199 1). 
3.2.2 Structure & Semantics 
The object model, as described in Rumbaugh et al (1991) and Rumbaugh & Booch 
(1995), can be viewed as comprising of two parts: the semantic content and the 
structural content. In Geller et al (1991), this decomposition is carried out to produce 
a dital model. This model supports sentantic relativism which is defined in Brodie 
(1984) as the 'ability to view and manipulate data in the way most appropriate for the 
viewer'. There are widely thought to be two types of semantic relativism, that which 
enables a data model to be interpreted differently, on a structural level, and that which 
allows multiple views to be defined. It is obvious, from the latter definition, that the 
ability to produce a model which decomposes structure and semantics would be useful 
for integration. 
Geller et al (199 1) go on to show how classes may be defined in terms of aspects. Two 
defining principles are stated which may be used to classify aspects as either structural 
or semantic. These principles are then applied to demonstrate how semantic and 
structural aspects may be modelled practically. 
In Frankhauser et al (1991) the importance of incorporating semantics when 
comparing two data models is demonstrated. An approach is presented which uses 
terminological knowledge and schema knowledge to produce a better comparison of 
data models. This approach is utilised in producing schema independent query 
assignment. The approach consists of three steps 
-Collect Semantic Aspects 
*Collect Structural aspects 
-Determine Semantic similarity. 
The approach used is not precise but appears to have great benefits when applied to the ZD 
comparison of models, as it does not incur large overheads when employed. 
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3.3 Summary 
In this chapter it has been demonstrated, through the wealth of research into integration 
of heterogeneous database, that there are a wide range of issues to consider and a 
number of approaches are available for tackling these issues. Whether the database 
systems to be integrated involve legacy systems or the strategic use of current systems, 
the fundamental issues as described here are at least to some extent unsolved. 
Ultimately it can be seen that the choice of a suitable solution depends on the 
application domain. There are also trade-offs of consistency over availability and 
efficiency over completeness which will need to be examined. 
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4 Agent-Oriented Software 
Agent-oriented software is a relatively new field in software development. In this 
chapter the term agent is introduced and defined. The history of agents is briefly 
reviewed although for a more detailed roadinap of agent research Jennings, Sycara and 
Wooldridge (1998) is recommended. Previous research and work in progress which 
utilise the agent concept is described. Finally, the growth of agents being applied to 
engineering problems is reviewed. z; ) 
4.1 Introduction 
Shoham (1993) introduced the term agent-oriented programming as a new 
computational framework. He characterised agents as having a inental state consisting 
of beliefs, choices, capabilities and obligations and critically an ability to communicate 
this mental state with other agents. Since then many agent-oriented frameworks have 
been developed based around this notion (JAFMAS, 1997; COBALT, 1998; Odyssey, 
1997). Methodolgies for agent-oriented software design are still emerging 
(Wooldridge et al, 1999). 
According to Chauhan (1997), the tenn agent has been used "unsparingly to refer to 
any software system which has attributes of intelligence'. Thus, the definitions of 
agents have been given for a wide range of applications. 
The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA, 1999) defines an agent as: 
44an entity that resides in an environment where it interprets sensor data that reflect 
events in the environment and executes motor commands that produce effects in the 
environment. An agent can be purely software or hardware. In the latter case a ZD 
considerable amount of software is needed to make the hardware an agent. " 
Wooldridge and Jennings (1995) define an agent as 
"Agents do things, they act: that is why they are called agents" 
Maes (1991), from the Software Agents Research Group at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), gives the definition: 
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"An agent is a computational system that inhabits a complex, dynamic environment. 
The agent can sense, and act on, its environment, and has a set of goals or motivations 
that it tries to achieve through their actions. " 
As demonstrated above, and discussed at length in Franklin & Graesser (1997), 
researchers still strive for an absolute definition of an agent but, by examining the 
sense of the definitions given, some of the properties which define an agent can be 
described and then a simple classification of agents can be made. 
4.2 Properties of Agents 
Foner (1993), in examining the question What is an Agent Anylvay?, suggests certain 
agent properties. The FIPA (1999) standard also suggests explicit properties that 
agents should have. From these and other literature the following properties can be 
defined as belonging to agents. 
4.2.1 Autonomous 
An agent must be able to behave independently (FIPA, 1999). It should react to and 
sense its own environment, operating under its own control rather than as directed by 
a user. 
4.2.2 Self-Leaming 
An agent should have some ability to learn and therefore have some component of 
memory. Foner (1993) suggests that an ability to reason over more recent propositions 
is more akin to human behaviour than executing a set of rules defined to achieve long 
term goals 
4.2.3 Contin0ous 
An agent must be a continuous process, running throughout its entire life time (FIPA , 
1999). It should not be a one shot program that does some specific task or calculation 
and then terminates. 
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4.2.4 Social 
An agent must be able to communicate and interact with other agents and possibly 
humans as peers (Foner, 1993). Genesereth & Ketchpel (1994) propose a language, a 
grammar and an architecture for allowing agents to communicate in this fashion. 
4.2.5 Mobile 
An agent may be able to move around a network transferring data as it moves 
(Telescript, 1996). Mobility, however cannot be granted as an agent right as this raises 
many security issues. 
4.2.6 Pro-Active 
An agent should be able to act independently to initiate changes in its environment 
which make provision of its goal more acheivable. This involves aspects of periodic 
computation and also of communication in order to inform other agents of its actions. 
4.2.7 Reactive 
An agent must be able to monitor and react to changes in its environment, performing 
actions based on its own set of rules (O'Hare & Jennings, 1996). 
4.2.8 Adaptive 
Agents should be continuously changing state according to the environment (FIPA, 
1999). 
4.3 A basic classification of agents 
As mentioned above, a number of researchers have characterised and developed their 
own agents for their applications. The following section attempts to classify a number 
of different agent types. 
4.3.1 Autonomous Agents 
Agents that inhabit complex, dynamic environments, in which they sense and act 
autonomously by so doing realise a set of goals or tasks 
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4.3.2 Entertainment Agents 
Agents that inhabit interactive, simulated worlds providing entertainment to a user. 
These agents serve the purpose of entertainment (for example: games, film/video, 
production), rather than strictly utilitarian ones (Maes, 1994; 1995). 
4.3.3 Infon-nation Acrents Cý 
Agents that have access to potentially many information sources and are able to collate 
and manipulate information obtained from these sources to answer queries posed by 
users and/or agents. Some people refer to these as internet agents, as such agents may 
roam about the internet in order to collect information (Informant, 1997). 
4.3.4 Intelliaent Auents 
It) Z: ) 
Agents that carry out some set of operations on behalf of a user or another program 
with some degree of independence (FIPA, 1999). 
4.3.5 Interface Agents 
Maes (1994), a key proponent of this type of agent, states that the key metaphor 
underlying interface agents is that of a personal assistant who is collaborating with the 
user in the same environment. Essentially, interface agents support and provide 
assistance, typically to a user. 
4.3.6 Collaborative Agents Z: ý 
Agents that emphasise autonomy and cooperation (With other agents) in order to 
perform tasks of their own. Their key attributes include autonomy, social ability, 
responsiveness and proactiveness. In order to have a coordinated setup of collaborative 
agents, they may have to negotiate in order to reach mutually acceptable agreements 
in some matters (Mori & Cutcosky, 1998). 
4.3.7 Mobile Agents 4_ý 
Mobile agents are computational software processes capable of roaming wide-area 
networks, such as the internet, interacting with foreign hosts, gathering information on 1_ý 
behalf of their owners and coming back home after having performed the duties set by 
their users. The attribute of mobility has introduced the concept of remote 
programming where agents interact as peers and each agent can act as both a client and 
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server (Telescript, 1996). 
4.3.8 Reactive Agents 4n 
Reactive agents represent a special category of agents which do not posses internal, 
symbolic models of their environments; instead they act/respond in a stimulus- 
response manner to the present state of the environment in which they are embedded. 
4.3.9 Hybfid Agents 
Agents which brings together some of the strengths of both the deliberative and 
reactive paradigms. Each type of the above mentioned agents has (or promises) its own 
strengths and deficiencies. The most relevant technique for a particular purpose, is 
often a combination of attributes from different agent types. Maes(1991) calls this 
approach a hybrid approach. 
4.4 Multi-Agent Systems 
Regarding the issue of implementing a multi-agent system, three key mechanisms 
should be considered: communication, interaction, and coordination (Luck 
d'Inverno, 1995; Shen & Barthes, 1995): 
*Communication: How to enable agents to communicate? What communication 
protocol to use? 
eInteraction: What language the agents should use to interact with each other and 
combine their efforts? 
sCoordination: How to ensure that the agents coordinate with each other to bring 
about a coherent solution to the problem they are trying to solve? 
4.4.1 Communication 
In general, there are four communication types that have been used in distributed agent tn 
architecture. 
Directed Communication: 
Directed communication involves establishing direct physical links with other agents 
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using a protocol such as TCP/IP, which promises safe arrival of message packets by 
implementing end-to-end acknowledgments. An example of this type of 
communication is the CORBA Event Service. 
Federated System: 
When the number of agents in a system becomes very large (for example in a setting 
like the internet) the cost and processing involved in directed communication is 
prohibitive. A popular alternative to directed communication that eliminates these 
difficulties is to organise the set of agents into a federated system (Genesereth & 
Ketchpel, 1994). Agents do not directly communicate with each other. Instead, they 
communicate through special facilitator (mediator) agents. 
Broadcast communication: 
Situations may arise, where a message has to be communicated to all the agents in the 
environment, or the sender agent does not know who the recipient will be (for example: 
when it announces a task and has to choose from all possible agents that can perform 
that task). In such cases, the sender agent can either physically broadcast the message 
to all the agents in the systems, or it can maintain individual communication links with 
all the agents in the systems and send each one of them a directed message, using the 
TCPAP protocol (Dattola, 1996). 
Blackboard-systems: 
In Artitficial Intelligence, the blackboard is an often used model of shared memory. It 
is a repository on which agents write messages, post partial results and obtain 
information (Ball & Bauert, 1992). 
4.4.2 Interaction 
An agent needs a common language to deliver its request or result to other agents. An 
Agent Communication Language (ACL) is a neutral language for agent to agent 
interactions. An ACL with precisely defined syntax, semantics and pragmatics is the 
basis of communication between independently designed and developed software 
agents. The Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) (Finnin et al, 
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1993) is an ACL which is based on Speech-Act Theory. In the multiagent system 
community; speech-act theory is one of the most common methods used to construct 
the linguistic layer and formalise the linguistic actions of agents. Speech-act theory 
uses the concept of performatives to allow an agent to convey its beliefs, desires and 
intentions. For example, perfon-natives 'assert', 'state', 'affirm' convey a belief, 
performatives 'ask', 'order', 'enjoin', 'command' convey a wish or a desire, and 
performatives 'vow', 'pledge', or 'promise' convey an intention. 
Currently, however, as Singh & Joshi (1999) point out whilst ACLs have been used for 
years in proprietary multi-agent systems, agents from different vendors and even 
different research groups cannot communicate with each other. They propose a 
conceptual shift from individual agent representations to social intentions, which 
would allow the definition of a common ACL. All agents would then be able to 
communicate via this common language. 
4.4.3 Coordination 
The aim of agents is to collaborate with each other to achieve their common goal. The 
behaviour coherence of each agent and the way they coordinate with each other have 
significant impact on the success of the application. 
Gasser & Bond (1988) differentiates between 'coherence' and 'coordination' by 
referring to coherence when discussing how well the entire system behaves while 
solving the problem and examining th e system's behaviour as a whole, and to 
coordination as the property of interaction among a set of agents performing some 
collective action. 
Many problems cannot be solved by agents working in isolation because they do not 
possess the necessary expertise, resource or information to solve the entire problem. 
In COOL (COOrdination Language), B arbuceanu & Fox (1993) have proposed that the 
coordination problem in a multiagent system should be studied at an 'organisational 
level'. The coordination problem can be tackled by having knowledge about the 
interaction processes taking place among agents. This knowledge is about the problem- 
solving competence of multiagent systems as opposed to that of the individual agents. 
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In this approach to coordination, agents usually form a plan which specifies all their 
future actions and interactions with respect to achieving a particular objective. Within 
JAFMAS and FIPA agent architectures, an ontology has been used as part of a 
specification to alleviate the mismatch of terms used in the agents. The ontology to 
which the agents refer, and the contents that the agents want to deliver can be specified 
in a speech-act language (for example KQML). 
Mori & Cutcosky (1998) consider more specifically the problem domain of agents 
interacting and co-ordinating the exchange of information. They present a state 
transition diagram which represents the design process as a series of primitive 
operations as shown in Figure 4.1 
State 
Add list 
C 
Figure 4.1 Representation of the Design Process 
as a State Transition Diagram 
Each operation is described as a set of three elements; 
a pre-condition that must be true to apply the operation, 
0 
0 
a delete list to be erased from the design model as a result of the operation, 
an add list to be added to the design model. 
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This representation of the design process is stored in an agent as shown in Figure 4.1, 
therby allowing the design process to be recorded and co-ordintaed. This concept is 
applied in a CAD domain to the design of a compact disk player. However, it relies on 
the assumption that delete list and add list primitives are commutative which is not 
valid in all domains. 
4.5 Summary 
The agent-oriented paradigm offers many exciting new possibilities in many domains 
such as commerce, information retrieval and not least engineering. The use of agents 
in engineering design is a field which is expanding rapidly and shows promising 
results. As Douglas Dyer of DARPA (1999) recently stated: 
"If we are successful [in the use of agents] we will enable a drastic paradigm shift in 
software technology toward automation and cost-effective technology". 
The complex task of version control in engineering design requires more than 
traditional software paradigms such as client server or distributed objects. The agent 
concept appears to offer a viable solution to this issue. As has been shown the use of 
agents raises many important questions such as the nature and type of the problem and 
which agent properties are best suited to particular problems. The issues of multiagent 
systems, communication, co-ordination and coherence also need to be addressed. In 
the next chapter a version model for engineering design is presented with an initial 
implementation framework which illustrates the strategy to be followed in the 
application of agents. 
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Engineering Design 
In Chapter 2 the requirements of a version model which would be suitable for a modem 
engineering design environment, are clearly identified. There are a number of issues 
which remain open, namely; an appropriate total product model; a suitable distributed 
object sharing mechanism; a dynamic configuration mechanism which may be applied 
equally to legacy applications and new applications; change notification and 
propagation in a distributed environment; consistency of version grouping across 
isolated 'islands of automation'. 
In this chapter and Chapter 6a version model is described in detail that attempts to 
fulfil these demanding requirements. The model presented is distributed, scalable and 
generic as it makes little assumptions about the design tools involved. It is a system for 
complete product configuration and version control. It allows designers a consistent 
view throughout the complete product life-cycle whilst permitting them to retain their 
own product representation and design tools. 
Chapter 5 is organised as follows. In Section 5.1 the total product model proposed in 
this thesis is described. In Section 5.2 a system of agents is introduced. This multi- 
agent system is recommended for version control. The agents are described in terms of 
their roles and responsibilities within a version control system. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 
describe the principles of the version m anagement system and the detailed version 
model presented in this thesis. In these sections all aspects of the model are described, 
from low-level entity version management to complete product configuration 
management. 
5.1 A Novel Virtual Product Model 
In this section the proposed total product model is presented. It has already been argued 
that the total product model be object-oriented and that it supports views (Section 3.2). 
To achieve this, objects are stored as pointers to the local real objects and relationships 
as objects in the global schema. This storage is handled by an autonomous software 
entity called the global agent, as described in Figure 5.1. The application layer talks Cý 
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directly to its local database. The databases evolve over time as versions as the design 
matures. The application layer communicates with other applications and the virtual 
product model through the ORB (Object Request Broker) transport layer as shown. 
The ORB layer facilitates the storage of pointers to objects across a distributed 
network. This is explained fully in Chapter 8 where the implementation of the 
complete version control system is described. 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the conceptual model and the virtual product model as a flat space 
of objects and relationships. The objects contain data only as pointers to the local 
object via the local interface. Each object has a unique global identifier within the 
global schema and therefore there is no ambiguity. The relationships are stored as first- 
class objects and hence we can view the product model from different perspectives by 
applying different relationships corresponding to different views. Thus a virtual 
product model has been created. This allows consistent views of the data to be 
maintained globally and yet does not force any unnecessary requirements on the 
underlying data models. 
Storage of pointers to distributed data rather than the actual data has previously been 
described as a virtual database (Motro, 1987). Early virtual database were however 
cumbersome to implement and manage. However, the use of a virtual database (VDB) 
has recently been supported by Rajaraman and Norvig (1998), of Junglee Corp. They 
describe their commercial virtual database system which they use to transform the 
Internet into a database system. They state that VDB technology should be used where 
applications exist which have one of the following characteristics: 
" Large numbers of data sources 
" Autonomous data sources (that is, no centralised control) 
11 Data sources that have a mixture of structured and unstructured data. 
Most engineering design environments exhibit one or more of these characteristics, in 
particular they comprise autonomous data sources, as illustrated in section 1.3 of this 
thesis. 
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Figure 5.1 Description of the Global Product Model 
5.2 A multi-agent system for version control 
The discussion of the version model continues with a description of the agent system. 
Figure 5.2 shows a conceptual description of how two design tools or teams ( Design 
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Agent X and Design Agent 'Y') may be linked by the agents. As shown there are 
three types of agent namely global, behavioural and resource. The global agent, as 
introduced in the previous section, manages the total product model. The behavioural 
agents are the communicating layer and the resource agents control the interactions 
with the local database. The agents also represent different levels of control within the 
system. 
Global 
Agent 
Agent 
p 
'X ,I 
esign Agent 
Resource 
Agent 
Local Boundary 
Behavioural 
Agent 
Design Agen 
ýyl 
Resource 
Agent 
J 
Figure 5.2 Representation of the Agent System 
In configuration management, a three-level approach is common. These levels have 
been called archive, group and private (Chou & Kim, 1986) or more generally released, 
working and transient. In any event, the three levels equate to different access and 
viewing controls. The three level approach encompasses the following: the released 
version is controlled by the global agent, the working version is that which can be 
examined by the behavioural agents and the transient is that managed by the resource 
agent. 
A fuller description of what each agent does and the knowledge required by each agent z-:, 
is now given. 
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5.2.1 Resource 
The resource agent acts as the interface to the physical resource, that is the data. It has 
the following responsibilities: 
" Stores local information 
" Manages a purely structural EXPRESS model of local information 
" Appends version information (that is tags or labels) 
" Accesses local information 
5.2.2 Behavioural 
The behavioural agent acts as the designers interface and also as the control layer in 
the version model. It controls the allowable updates and communications with other 
designers. It has the following responsibilities: 
" Knows how to communicate with other design disciplines 
" Resolves conflicts and constraints 
" Controls level of access to local model 
,, Controls user interaction 
5.2.3 Global 
The global agent represents the semantic or knowledge layer. The knowledge in this 
case is restricted to the following: 
Knows what resources are where 
Knows the current configuration of the product 
Knows relationships between objects at the global level 
Controls creation and deletion of system objects 
These agents will be discussed further later in thisthesis. Their roles and beliefs will be 
expanded. The application of these agents to version control will be demonstrated and 
their implementation will be discussed. 
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5.3 Version Model Definitions 
The version model which is presented here has a number of key concepts which 
separate it from other schemes. Firstly, no unrealistic requirements on the underlying 
design tools are made. An ability to export data is the only assumption. Secondly, in a 
more natural representation, tools are described as communicating agents with 
asynchronous messaging capabilities rather than as remote objects or functions which 
may be invoked or called. Finally design agents are permitted to collaborate without 
relaxing any autonomy constraints on the individual design tools. 
The description of the model proceeds with a definition of the terms used. 
An Entity is an item which is considered as a design object in any participating model 
at some stage in the product lifecycle. 
A Configuration is a unique set of entities which when logically related describes the 
complete product model at a given point in time. 
A Version is a specific instance of a given entity, which may be derived from any 
previous version through a series of change operations. 
Change operations are defined as create, delete and modify. 
Version levels are described as private., declared and recorded. 
It may appear that versions and configurations are synonymous, given that there is no 
differentiation between complex and simple entities. The important distinction is that 
a configuration must describe the complete product model. In a logical sense an entity 
may be complex in one model or version and simple in another. This view is useful 
when combining models (Florida-James et al., 1997) which may have been developed 
separately but it is difficult to implement using a traditional procedural or object- 
oriented programming paradigm. The use of agents allows us to incorporate semantics 
and activity into the version model. Entities can then be allowed to perform different 
roles in different local models at different stages in the product lifecycle and let the 
model respond actively to change. 
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5.4 Version Management 
5.4.1 Entity version management - managed by resource agent 
Local models are managed by the local database and the model assumes no control or 
access to this structure. This allows designers to continue working with the tools they 
are familiar with and also to introduce the system to legacy applications. The wrapper 
method (Section 3.1) is frequently used to access these system but in this case the 
wrapper is contained within the resource agents. The resource agent understands STEP 
and hence performs the translating of design entities from the local repository to the 
global repository. Curiously the STEP standard appears to have no versioning 
mechanism of its own. 
The proposed scheme is a forward deltas scheme (Rochkind, 1975), where deltas are 
stored as a list of entities on which primitive operations have been performed. It is 
assumed that the three primitive operations described, modify, create and delete, can 
be used to represent all design actions across all domains. 
The labelling scheme applied by the resource agent is external to any local scheme the 
design tool or database may have. It is of course possible to utilise any available local 
scheme as long as in the global context a unique version set identifier is obtained. The 
scheme is adapted from that of Keller & Ullman (1995) but at present there is no 
implementation of their optimisation processes. Entities are initially created within a 
version set with a unique identifier corresponding to the EXPRESS model entity name. 
The entity's storage is physically within the resource agent but rules concerning the 
creation and deletion of entities and their relationships at the global level are controlled 
by the global agent. An advantage of this scheme of resource agents is that it is reactive 
in the sense that changes made in another model are automatically reflected in all local 
models by the application of a new label. This label is actually designated by the 
resource agent and is required to be unique in the local context and to tell us which 1-D 
agent caused the change. Rules that govern the resource agent behaviour are given in 
a later section along with examples. These rules are further formalised in the VDM - 
SL specification. 
As stated earlier there is no distinction between complex and simple entities in the 
versioning system. Entities are related in terms of hierarchy by the global agent. STEP 
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however, defines a rigid hierarchical structure in its Application Protocols. The system 
does not choose to ignore this and indeed this structure is available within the local 
models where it is very useful. A less rigid definition of an entity for global version 
control is used whichallows entities to exist at different levels of detail in different 
models or domains. The reason this is useful is that models based on mismatched 
domains can be related and merged using hierarchies containing generalisations and 
specialisations of existing terms. The difficulty is that somewhere a consistent 
representation of the knowledge of these relations needs to be stored. This is one role 
of the global agent. 
Consider a structural design representation consisting of a Deck entity which contains 
four subsystems - High pressure, Medium pressure, Low pressure and Power Supplier. 
In the process design representation the Low Pressure subsystem is further 
decomposed into two pumps, a compressor and an inspection gear launcher. In this 
example the domain n-lismatch can be easily visualised. The process representation is 
much more detailed than the load bearing concerns of the structural agents. It is also 
easy to see how the problem may be addressed by hierarchical representation of the 
relationships between entities. Hence in the global agent there exists a list of entities 
and a set of relation types is a part of or is equivalent to. 
5.4.2 Configuration management - Global and Behavioural agent t::, ýM t=ý 
The global and behavioural agents combine to give an overall configuration 
management system for the complete product life cycle. This system has been 
developed to support earlier work on change propagation in an integrated design 
environment (Guenov et al. 1996). In this system the behavioural agents may be 
described as the logical layer and the global agent as the knowledge layer. The 
behavioural agents define the rules for co-operation and change management whereas 
the global agent has knowledge about design entities and their relationships in the 
global context of the total product. 
The first aspect of the configuration management scheme is the labelling of design 
models. Fundamentally therefore a distinction is made between two types of versions 
- version histories and version alternatives. Versions are caused by change and hence 
the process of change is represented within our labelling scheme. When a requirement 
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for a change is issued a conversation on this change is started between the behavioural 
agents and the currently declared versions of each model are updated with a new label 
as shown. If this change is agreed, the label on each version then becomes the 
timestamp and the other labels are removed, the change issued and delta storage 
handled by the resource agent. In the second diagram a change is issued but this 
conflicts with constraints in another model so this agent produces a set of alternatives 
which compromise both constraints and the label is now composed by adding the 
agent's alternative. At this point the behavioural agents are in a state of conflict 
resolution and all subsequent alternatives are labelled in the same way. When the 
conflicts are resolved the label reverts to the timestamp as in the previous scenario. 
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Figure 5.3 Labelling Scheme Example 
In order to cope with the situation where the above resolution fails at this point in time, 
that is, where parallel design exists, the optimal action appears to be to simply clone 
(Dattola, 96) the global agent and give it another label based on the same scheme. For 
example in a case study from the off-shore industry two designs continued for a period 
whilst a decision on whether a concrete or metal jacket would be produced. Eventually 
however one design becomes inactive. Experience shows that, whilst cloning the 
global agent may be expensive in system terms, it allows the model to continue 
consistently without inhibiting the design process. These clones very rarely stay active 
for long periods. 
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5.5 Summary 
In the introduction to this chapter a list, taken from the lis t given in Section 2.4, of open 
issues is given. Below this list is restated and a brief explanation of how each issue has 
been addressed within this thesis is illustrated. 
-an appropriate product model - In order to produce total product version control a 
product model is required. This is described in Section 5.2. 
-a suitable distributed object sharing mechanism - the three level of agents described 
in Section 5.2 represent a distributed three level object sharing mechanism 
-a dynamic configuration mechanism - Section 5.4.2 describes how the system 
proposed dynamically manages product configurations throughout the complete 
lifecycle 
-consistency of version grouping across isolated 'islands of automation' - the 
consistency of version groupings is maintained through the interaction of the agents IM 
and the labelling scheme example given in Figure 5.3 illustrates this. Z: ) 
-change notification and propagation - this issue is addressed in Chapter 6, Sections 6.4 
to 6.6. 
It can be seen, therefore, that in this chapter many of the issues raised have been 
addressed. In Chapter 6 any remaining issues are discussed and some of the smaller 
detailed problems are examined. In Chapter 7a formal specification of the version 
model is given to remove any ambiguity and also to prove certain aspects of the In 
system. The implementation and application of the model are then demonstrated in 
Chapters 8&9. 
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6 Collaborative Version Control in 
Engineering Design 
6.1 Introduction 
Chapter 5 summarised the arguments for, and then defined the proposed version 
model. In this chapter more detailed issues which all impact the model are discussed. 
The model proposed is expanded and clarified with focus on engineering design in 
particular. The Standard for the Exchange of Product Data (STEP) is briefly described. 
The issues of version control within this standard and fundamentally any other 
standard based around a strict data schema are described. The version model proposed 
in this thesis directly addresses these issues. This is the theme of sections 6.2 and 6.3 
Sections 6.4 to 6.6 focus on the ability of the version management scheme to handle 
change. Within this focus a detailed description of the agent architecture is given. As 
with all agent architectures the key aspects of the agents' roles and responsibilities are 
clearly given. The communication between the agents is described. This facilitates the 
agents working together to produce a practical system of version management. Section 
6.6 walks through a typical change management scenario. This demonstrates the 
agents working together and should aid the reader in understanding the descriptions ZD 
given earlier. 
6.2 STEP 
The STEP standard has been growing since its inception in 1984 and includes many 
discre te parts. The standard is open-ended in the sense that it is extensible to the 
demands of industry (Owen, 1993). Its structure is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The first 
nineteen parts of the standard contain the description methods which include the 
EXPRESS, EXPRESS-G, and EXPRESS-I information modelling languages (ISO, 
1995). Later parts of the standard describe techniques for implementing the standard. 
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Abstract Test Suites 
(parts 301 ... ) 
Conformance Testing 
(Parts 31-39) 
Application Protocols 
(Parts 201 ... 
Application Interpreted Constructs 
(Parts 501 ... ) 
Integrated Resources 
Generic Resources Application Resources 
(Parts 41 ... ) (Parts 101 ... ) 
Description Methods 
(Parts I 1- 19) 
Implementation Forms 
(Parts 21-29) 
Figure 6.1 Parts structure of the ISO 10303 'STEP' standard 
These techniques include the neutral file exchange structure and the application 
programming interfaces for computer languages such as C, C++, and IDL. The 
conformance testing methodology which is designed to test STEP implementations is 
then outlined between parts 31 and 39. A suite of integrated generic resources is 
outlined from parts 41 to 99 of the standard. These define data model components 
which are independent of specific use by application domains. Parts 10 1 to 199 consist 
of integrated application resources. These use the generic resources to build models 
which support groups of application domains. Thereafter, the most important parts of 
the standard are listed, namely the application protocols. These parts, unlike the 
generic resources, contain specific data models and descriptions, which have been 
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developed to facilitate information exchange for particular industrial contexts. For 
example, in the initial release of the STEP standard, application protocols, (APs), were 
developed for explicit draughting (AP 201) and configuration controlled design (AP 
203). Many other APs have been developed since then, including some for the process 
industries. The abstract test suites contain the details for testing application protocols 
that have been developed, and are numbered from Part-301 onwards. Where there are 
common requirements between two or more application protocols, these are published 
in the Application Interpreted Constructs (AICs). These are listed from Part-501 
onwards, and explicitly identify the potential for information sharing between 
industrial applications. 
61 .3 Supplementing STEP with a version system 
The STEP standard often refers to the need for configuration management and Fowler 
(1995) highlights the problem with an example from the car manufacturing industry. 
However, what is actually identified is how the problem is compounded by non- 
standard data exchange and whilst this may be addressed by STEP, the fundamental 
data management problems still exist. 
Examining the problem in more detail, consider the excerpt shown in Figure 6.2 from 
the ISO 10303 standard -Part 22 1. 
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4.2.186 Version_association-between-objects 
A Version-association-between-objects is an association between one-object and another 
that indicates one is a version of the other. 
One object is a version of another if it replaces, or is intended to replace the other, where the 
reason for replacement is either: 
the intended or actual successor object is an improvement on its predecessor; or 
the intended successor object is more completely defined than its predecessor. 
NOTE 1- Usually, if two objects have a Version-association-between-objects between them, 
then there are many other application objects that are associated with both of them. 
Two intended Facility objects with a Version-association-between-objects between them 
would usually have components in common. These would be components that were not ef- 
fected by the changes leading to the new version. 
EXAMPLES 
250 - There can be a predecessor and a successor variant of the intended Facility that is pump 
P-4506-A in annex L. Both have an Assembly-of-facility association with the Piping-segment 
Sla. 
251 - There can be a predecessor and a successor variant of the intended Facility that is the 
distillate transfer system in annex L. Both have an Assembly-of-facility association with the 
pump P-4506-A. 
Figure 6.2 Extract from IS010303 - Part 221 
This part of the standard describing a relationship is intended to represent versions in 
a typical engineering environment, that is process engineering. However, the approach 
described has a few problems which are now itemised: 
- If a supplier or design agent is not STEP compliant then this model fails. 
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0 If it is accepted that all participants are STEP compliant then the versioning 
information is contained within' the data. Rather like the problems which Kent 
(1991) highlights about primary keys, this data is open to corruption and therefore 
may be unreliable. 
0 If it is stated that the Version-association-between-objects can represent two 
different cases, yet only one association is available, then the semantics of the 
relationship are lost. That is there is no way of knowing whether a successor is a 
better alternative solution or a more detailed description. 
e If a structure on the local databases has been imposed then the size of the data 
involved may be increased. 
It is clear that version control and configuration management is better supported by a 
system separate to the data. It should be free of unnecessary constraints on design tools. 
Hence a system is proposed which utilises the STEP standard and yet provides a 
mechanism for version control which is orthogonal to that standard. 
6.4 Version Management 
The scheme for version management is agent based. The goal of the agent architecture 4-: 1 ZP 
is global consistency of data and the ability to reflect change in all models of a 
disparate design process. An agent communication language (ACL) is implemented on 
top of CORBA but does not use the CORBA event services as this is too limited 
(Somers, 1997). In its present form the ACL that is used is specified in VDM and 
employs a very limited vocabulary but it is demonstrated that it is complex enough to 
convey all the necessary semantics in a configuration management system. 
The version mechanism is session-based, that is updates are made at the end of a user 
session. The mechanism is intended to be used in full lifecycle support and also as a 
history of the design process. In order to achieve this an agent architecture has been 
developed. This architecture consists of three layers which may be considered as the 
physical layer, the logical layer and the knowledge layer. Each layer is represented by 
a separate type of agent - resource, behavioural or global. 
To understand the role of each type of agent an informal description of the version 
model based on assumptions for a general design process, is presented. The role of 
each agent in fulfilling that model is then described. In the next chapter formal 
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specifications are presented in VDM-SL describing the logic controlling the agent =1 ID 
behaviour. An example of change management from a case study is also given in 
section 6.6. 
6.5 Agent Descriptions 
6.5.1 Messaging Design 
The messaging system supports communication in both broadcast and directed modes. 
The implementation chooses how to send messages depending on the circumstances in 
which the agents communicate. Messages may be sent to all, some orjust one specific 
agent depending on its content. The system is supported by CORBA remote object 
calls and so the diversity of what can be sent is almost unlimited, in fact it would be 
possible for agents themselves to be transferred. It is assumed that at the agent level, 
no messages are lost in the system. The architecture ensures this through resending and 
message queuing. Tests of this initial system with thousands of concurrent messages 
being sent and received have demonstrated that the system is robust. A centralised post 
office which is controlled by the global agent determines the assignment of agents to 
subjects and conversations in the system. 
6.5.2 Resource Aaent. 
The following state-based model shows the function of the resource agent, in its role 
as the version control. The resource agent also handles physical storage optimisation 
and conversion from local repositories to the STEP data standard. 
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Figure 6.3 State Chart of Resource Agent Behaviour 
Figure 6.3 is adapted from Krishnamurthy & Law (1997), but significantly external 
messages are allowed to influence the internal state messages. This is illustrated by the 
change request arrow. This message causes an alternative to be declared. This 
alternative now has only one route to being declared by being activated and 
incorporated into the private model. This process is analogous to an approval process 
and this is unique to the model proposed in this thesis. The VDM specification detailed 
later shows these state changes in the context of communicating agents. 
6.5.3 Behavioural Agent 
The behavioural agent is the representative of each design discipline in the agent 
structure. It contains rules about co-operation and negotiation with other behavioural 
agents and uses these to operate version control over its own resources. The behaviour 
is controlled by a number of state variables which represent change activity and design 
activity. Design activity is designated by two states: 
1) active, it is safe for design to continue as normal or 
2) frozen, legitimate design activity is currently postponed due to some global Cý 
inconsistency or constraint violation. 
Change management is represented by a unique change identifier and two sets of 
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variables activator, the agent which originated the change or responder agents acting 
in response to a change. Each agent may only be in either a frozen or active state but 
may be acting as either an activator or responder in numerous change conversations. Zý 
An activator may be in the following states pending(evaluation/wish), 
pending(requirement), resolving or recording. A responder may be evaluating or 
conflicting. These states represent the following conditions, 
" Pending - awaiting one or more responses to a change request 
" Resolving - awaiting the result of a management decision process 
" Recording -a change has been accepted and the details are being recorded; all 
updates are being made 
" Evaluating - currently assessing the change 
" Conflicting - the change violates a local design constraint 
The rules for controlling these states are described in the change management 
examples but are formally represented in VDM-SL. Changes are described at three 
levels required, evaluation or wish and these levels have different effects on the state 
variables and different message passing priorities. 
6.6 Change Management 
In this section a typical design problem encountered when producing an offshore oil 
platform is described. An initial design has been established. This involves a process 
design, a plan of equipment layout, an electrical systems design and an estimation of 
cost. However, the original specification on which these designs are based changes 
fundamentally; the required export pressure of the oil being produced is changed. 
Here it can be seen how the system of agents cope in a concurrent engineering 
environment. There are four agents in the system process design, layout design, 
electrical systems and cost. The process engineer is required to change the export 
pressure of a pump. This increases the pump size and causes the generator size to be 
increased. These can no longer fit in the existing deck size so a constraint is violated 
within the layout design. Figure 6.4 shows the model changes and the version 
numbering. 
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Figure 6.4 Labelling Scheme for a Design Conflict In 
Figure 6.4.1 illustrates the state of labels after the process engineer has issued his initial 
change. The layout agent has replied to the change request with a conflict. The 
activator invokes a stage of resolution and design is frozen by all agents. At this point 
the cost engineer produces an alternative generator which is more expensive but 
smaller. This situation is shown in Figure 6.4.2. All agents evaluate and respond that 
this change is acceptable. If this were not true then a management process would be 
invoked and a new global agent created. 
Figure 6.5 below shows the various changes in the state variables at the agents 
involved. 
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Figure 6.5 Table of State Variables at Four Agents 
Figure 6.5 shows stage 1 with all agents active and activator and respondor states 
normal. After the requirement for the pump change is issued by the process designs 
behavioural agent, all design activity is frozen and the process activator state is set to 
Pending-Requirement whilst the other agents' responclor states are evaluating. The 
layout respondor is then set to conflict due to the constraint violation on the deck size. 
The activator replies to this by applying resolution and all respondors are now set to 
conflict. Concurrently, the cost engineer activator is set to Pending-Requirenzent as the 
alternative generator is selected and the process activator is now set to Evaluating. As 
the final step, all design activity is now returned and the respondor and activator states 
are set to normal with the cost engineer recording the decision. 
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7 Application of VDM Modelling to the 
Proposed Agent Systems 
1 Introduction 
In Chapters 5 and 6 the methodology for version control in a typical engineering design 
environment has been introduced. The agent architecture which will be used to 
implement this version control has been established. Thus far however these 
descriptions have been informal. In this chapter the specification of agents is 
formalised using the model oriented specification language VDM-SL (IS095,1996; 
Larsen & Plat, 1996a; b; Larsen & Pawlowski; 1995). VDM-SL was chosen rather than 
VDM++ as it was the more mature of the two languages. The use of VDM-SL to 
specify the system is justified in two complimentary ways; (a) it is a model oriented 
specification language and (b) it is a formal specification language. The model oriented 
approach allows the system to be prototyped and the model of version control 
examined thoroughly using suitable test cases. It could be argued that these same 
benefits could be achieved by developing a specification in a protoyping language with 
the same facilities as VDM-SL but only informal semantics. However, as Larsen et al 
(1996) conclude, use of formal specifications is appropriate in certain circumstances, 
one of those being when " complex functionality is involved, when there are many 
choices to be made or many exceptional conditions arise". This is the case with the 
proposed version model. In more detailed terms the use of formality in our 
specification produced a number of key advantages: 
L Agent behaviour was explicitly stated as a set of rules which could be verified. The 
agents themselves could have been implemented directly from these rules had a 
suitable expert system shell been available at the time ot development. 
ii. The logic governing the version control needed to be detailed with extremely 
rigorous semantics, so any initial ambiguity was removed before the implementation 
phase. 
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iii. Agent interactions were explicitly stated and defined. These interactions stated as 
separate rules could be examined and verified in their own right. A prototype system 
may have hidden certain complexities within the communicating system. 
Having determined VDM-SL as a suitable specification language, the rest of this 
chapter will be. as follows. Section 7.2 discusses the fundamental concepts behind 
modelling version control as a formal specification. Section 7.3 presents critical parts 
of the VDM-SL specification. Section 7.4 examines issues raised by the use of a formal 
language. Section 7.5 describes how the specification led naturally to the 
implementation. 
7.2 Using Formal Methods to Describe Version Control 
Version control gives design engineers the ability to logically group pieces of data in 
some semantically relevant manner. Kilpi (1997) states that "concepts of release 
project, release planning and release approval need to be formalised" in order to 
enhance version models in software engineering. The same formalism of concepts is 
applied to general engineering design within this thesis. 
Typically, the semantics of versions can be described by two categories; versions 
evolved through time and versions as alternative solutions. This can be represented 
simply by the directed graph shown in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1 Graph representation of Version derivation 
The graph shows how the total product model evolves from previous models through 
time and how various alternatives may be created from an original design solution. The 
graph also shows that a single original solution maps to a single product model 
representing the completed product. Hence there is a single unique path through the 
design version graph from time zero to the finished product. 
In order to create a version mechanism which is able to replicate this version graph the 
rules and constraints on change in the design environment need to clearly defined. 
These rules need to be expressed to represent design behaviour as it occurs at the data 
transaction level. Definition of rules is in essence what formal modelling involves and 
this suggests the benefit of a formal specification of a versioning mechanism. 
7.3 VDM-SL specification 
In this section the application of VDM modelling is illustrated by giving selected 
extracts from the VDM-SL specification. VDM-SL models the system's internal state 
using a mathematical model in which data types represent the classes of input and 4-: ) 
output values. System functionality is modelled by functions and operations working 
on values of these types. The VDM-SL specification was developed using the MAD 
VDM Toolbox (IFAD, 1994; Lassen, 1993; Elmstrom et al, 1994; Agerholm et al; 
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1998) which supports modular definition of sepcifications. Hence a description of the 
modules used in the specification will be introduced and then the discussion will 
continue by describing the basic types defined. Finally some of the critical function and 
operation specifications on the defined types are examined. 
7.3.1 Description of Modules 
The VDM-SL specification is composed of eight modules, six of which are executable 
and combine to give the overall behavioural. agent implementation. The second two 
modules contain separate specifications for the resource agent and global agent. The 
six executable modules are defined as follows: 
" Agent Version Control (AVC) -This module contains the major type definitions 
used in the specification, e. g. that of a DesignAgent and a VersionControl. Func- 
tions contained here are mainly invariant clauses but also contain Record and 
UpdateAgent which operate on the types described above. 
" Messaging (MSG )-This module contains the specification of the Agent Commu- 
nication. Language used in the version control system. 1t also contains the functions 
Send and Postmessage which recursively distribute messages to their recipi- 
ents. 
" Process Messages (PMG) -This module contains the logical specification of what 
happens at each agent when it receives a certain message. 
" Support Functions (SFN) - The functions specified in this module are somewhat 
auxiliary to the main specification. They include aspects like sorting functions. 
They are nevertheless critical to the executable specification 
" Testing (TST) - Functions to run the model against some specified test data. 
" Change Control (CCTRL) -This module contains the type descriptions for any 
9 change' related types. The functions specified here represent a change being 
issued by a designer. 
7.3.2 Basic Types 
Version = <Private> I <declared> I <alternative> I <recorded>; 
VersionLabel:: time: nat 
alternative: AlternativeLabel; 
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Label :: id : AgentID 
number : nat; 
AlternativeLabel = seq of Label; 
DesignActivity <Active> <Frozen>; 
ActivatorStates <Normal> <PendingEw> 
I <Recording>; 
RespondorStates <Normal> <Evaluating> 
Change = <Conflict> I <OK>; 
ChangeRequest = <Required> <Evaluation> 
ChangeID token; 
ReplyID change : ChangeID 
agent: AgentID; 
ReplyInfo = map ReplyID to Reply; 
<PendingR> I <Resolution> 
<Conflict> ; 
<Wish>; 
DesignAgent :: version : VersionLabel 
activityState : DesignActivity 
activators : map ChangeID to ActivatorStates 
respondors : map ChangeID to RespondorStates 
alternatives: map ChangeID to nat 
replies: ReplyInfo 
vState : Version; 
The types shown above are the basis of the VDM representation. The various states 
that describe the version model, such as RespondorStates, can be easily 
identified. The representation of a design agent stores all current states: 
vState represents the version access level. 
activators and respondors represent the ability to play different roles in con- 
versations about different changes. 
alternatives represents the numberof alternatives this agent has created in a giv- 
en conversation. 
replies represent agents' responses to a change request using a mapping of Agen- 
tIDsandChangeIDs. 
VersionControl :: 
timestamp : nat 
labels : map ChangeID to AlternativeLabel 
AgentInfo : map AgentID to Design. Agent 
ChangeDetails : map ChangeID to Change 
MessageBox : map AgentID to seq of OrderedMessage 
inv mk-VersionControl(time, labels, agents, changes, messageBox) 
ChangesUnique(changes) 
and AgentsUnique(agents) 
and LabelsConsistent(labels, changes) 
and AgentsConsistent(agents, changes) 
and BoxConsistent(agents, messageBox); 
The type versioncontrol represents the complete system state: 
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times tamp represents the current global design time. 
labels maps each design change to a unique prefix which is used in the labelling 
scheme. 
AgentInf o maps a unique agent identifier to a design agent. 
ChangeDetails again uses a mapping to represent the design changes. 
MessageBox holds a sequence of ordered messages for each unique AgentID. The 
invariant on this type records the following restrictions: 
ChangesUnique - each ChangeID is unique in the domain of ChangeDetails 
Agentsunique -each AgentID is unique in the domain of AgentInf o 
LabelsCons is tent the domain of labels is a subset of the domain of 
ChangeDetails 
AgentsConsis tent the domains of activators, respondors, 
alternatives of each agent in the domain of AgentInf o are all subsets of the 
domain of ChangeDetails 
BoxConsistent - the domain of MessageBox matches exactly the domain of 
AgentInfo 
7.3.3 Language of Messaaes Z it: ' c 
IssueChange:: agent AgentID 
change ChangeID 
type : ChangeRequest; 
ReplyOK:: agent AgentID 
change ChangeID; 
ReplyConflict:: agent AgentID 
change ChangeID; 
ApplyResolution:: agent: AgentID 
change: ChangeID; 
ResolveConflict:: agent : AgentID 
change : ChangeID; 
ChangeRecorded:: agent : AVClAgentID 
change : CCTRL, ChangeID; 
ReactivateChange:: change : CCTRL'ChangeID; 
--Definiton of vocabulary 
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Messages = IssueChange I ReplyOK I ReplyConflict I ResolveConflict 
ApplyResolution I ChangeRecorded I ReactivateChange; 
The message type denotes the content of the message. Each type contains the referred 
ChangeID and the name of the originating agent. The message IssueChange also 
contains the ChangeRequest type representing the meaning of the change. 
MessageType = nat 
inv mt == mt <= 3 and mt >= 1; 
OrderedMessage :: priority : MessageType 
content : Messages; 
Send : MessageType * Recipients * Messages * map AgentID to seq of 
OrderedMessage -> 
map AgentID to seq of OrderedMessage 
Send(type, toMsg, msg, mbox) 
let agent in set toMsg in 
PostMessage( agent , msg, type, mbox) 
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The Orderedmessage type allows messages to have different priorities. This Zý 
priority is represented as a natural number between 1 and 3 in order to simplify the 
ordering functions. The Send function posts a message with a priority to all the agents tý 
specified in the Recipients term. This message is queued in order at each agent. 
ProcessCommand: MSG'Messages * AVC'AgentID AVC'VersionControl 
AVC'VersionControl 
ProcessCommand(msg, processingAgent, vc) 
cases msg : 
mk-MSG'IssueChange(agent, change, type) 
CreateVersion(SFN'Prioritise(type), agent, change, 
processingAgent, vc), 
mk-MSG'ReplyOK(agent, change, type) 
ReplyYes(type, agent, change, processingAgent, vc), 
mk-MSG'ReplyConflict(agent, change, type)-> 
ReplyNo(type, agent, change, processingAgent, vc), 
mk-MSG'ApplyResolution(agent, change) -> 
ApplyRes(agent, change, processingAgent, vc), 
mk-MSG'ResolveConflict(agent, change) -> 
Resolve(agent, change, vc), 
mk-MSG'ChangeRecorded(agent, change) -> 
RecordChange(agent, change, vc), 
mk_MSG'ReactivateChange(change) -> Reactivate(change, vc), 
others ->vc 
end; 
ProcessCommand shows how a message gets interpreted by an agent. The 
interpreting agent is represented by the term process ingAgent. The cases 
statement decides, based upon the message type, what action should be taken by 
calling the appropriate function. These functions update the agents' statevariables 
and depending on the message, the chan ge and the processing agents state respond 
accordingly. The next section gives an example of one of these processing functions C) 
and the rules it applies. 
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7.3.4 Implementation of Version Control 
The function described below ApplyRes is invoked when an agent receives a 
message from an activator telling it that conflict resolution has been applied. 
ApplyRe's: AVC'AgentID*CCTRL'ChangeID*AVC'AgentID*AVC'VersionControl 
AVC'VersionControl 
ApplyRes(agent, change, thisAgent, vc) 
let conflict: AVC'RespondorStates = <Conflict>, 
a= vc. AgentInfo(thisAgent) in 
mk_AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, vc. AgentInfo++ 
{thisAgent 1-> mk - 
AVC'DesignAgent(a. version, a. activityState, 
a. activators, a. respondors++fchangei->conflict), 
a. alternatives, a. replies, a. vState)), vc. ChangeDetails, 
vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAlternatives, vc. MessageBox); 
In this case the action is fairly straight forward, all responder states are set to 
c on f1ict and design activity is f ro z en. No other changes to the version control 
model is made and no messages issued to other agents. 
The following excerpt is from the function CreateVersion which is called as a re- 
sponse to an IssueChange message 
if vc. ChangeDetails(change) = <Conflict> then 
if type =1 then 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, 
vc. AgentInfo ++ ( thisAgent 1-> mk-AVC'DesignAgent(vers2, frozen, 
da. activators++fchangel->norm), da. respondors++fchangel->eval), 
da. alternatives++(change 1-> alt), da. replies, alternative)}, 
vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAlternatives, 
MSG'Send(type, recip, mk-MSG'ReplyConflict(thisAgent, change, type), 
vc. MessageBox)) 
In this excerpt thisAgent is evaluating a change which causes a conflict. The local 
state variables are set accordingly, that is, respondor is set to evaluating as shown 
and activity is frozen as the change is considered. Concurrently a 
ReplyConf lict message is sent to the activator on this change, informing it of 
the effect of this change on this agents local model. It should be noted that the priority 
of the reply is the same as the original change, shown by the variable type in the 
example. 
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The following function Record shows an agreed change being recorded and the 
agent states being updated. 
Record: MSG'MessageType * AgentID * VersionLabel *CCTRL'ChangeID 
VersionControl -> VersionControl 
Record(type, agent, version, change, vc) == 
let da = vc. AgentInfo(agent), recip = dom vc. AgentInfo [agent) in 
if type =1 then 
mk_VersionControl( vc. timestamp, vc. labels, vc. AgentInfo++ 
(agentl->mk 
- 
DesignAgent (da. version, da. activityState, 
da. activators++ {change 1-> <Recording>), da. respondors, 
da. alternatives, da. replies, <recorded>)), 
vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAlternatives, 
MSG'Send(type, recip, mk-MSG'ChangeRecorded(agent, change), 
vc. MessageBox)) 
else 
mk-VersionControl( vc. timestamp, vc. labels, vc. AgentInfo, 
vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAlternatives, 
MSG'Send(type, recip, mk-MSG'ChangeRecorded(agent, change), 
vc. MessageBox)) 
pre [vc. AgentInfo(a). vState Ia in set dom vc. AgentInfol = 
(<declared>}; 
The activator on the change agent has its state changed to Recording with the 
current version label. It also informs. all other agents that this change has now been 
recorded. 
The pre condition states that an agent must be in the state declared before it can 
berecorded. 
The following function Resolve represents the outcome of a conflict resolution 
process. 
Resolve: AVCIAgentID * CCTRLIChangeID * AVC'VersionControl 
AVC'VersionControl 
Resolve (agent, change vc) 
let version= mk_AVC'VersionLabel(vc. timestamp, 
SFN'ChooseAlternative(vc. labels(change))), 
type : MSG'MessageType =1 
in 
AVC'Record(type, agent, version, change, vc); 
This function simply states that a solution from the current set (change) must be 
chosen. This is controlled by ChooseAlternative and then this design decision is 
recorded 
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7.3.5 Resource Agent 4-: ý 
The resource agent model demonstrates the internal state changes and the external L- 
messages that influence it. The complexity of queues and priorities is not included in 
this state based model. 
Messages = NewVersion I Retrieve I EvaluateChange I Resolve; 
state ResourceAgent of 
version: VersionLabel 
objects : set of ObjectID 
changes: map ChangeID to Deltas 
modelStates: map VersionLabel to VersionState 
expressmapping : map UniqueObject to Express 
inv mk-ResourceAgent(version, objects, changes, states, express 
ObjectsUnique(objects). 
and ChangesUnique(changes) 
and Consitent(changes, states) 
init ra == ra = mk-ResourceAgent(<aO>, {), [\->), 
end; 
The resource agent consists of a version, a list of objects, a mapping between change 
identifiers and the changes, a mapping to represent the version states as mentioned 
earlier and a mapping representing the conversion from local object to EXPRESS 
model. The invariant functions ensure that objects and changes have unique identifiers 
and that the domain of modelStates is a subset of version. 
StoreDeltas(chng : ChangeID, delta: Deltas) 
ext wr objects 
wr changes 
post objects = objects- union ProcessDelta(deltas) 
and changes = changes- munion {chng 1-> deltas}; 
The function StoreDeltas processes changes and stores them. The post condition 
states that the set of objectlDs after the change is equivalent to those before with the 
application of the changes and also that the value of changes now includes the old value 
plus the new set of changes. 
Retrieveobject(o: ObjectID, version: VersionLabel) obj: Express 
ext rd expressMapping 
post obj = expressMapping(mk-ObjectMarker(o, version)); 
RetrieveObject returns an EXPRESS model of the given object selected from the 
version set by the identifier version. 
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Activate(version: VersionLabel) 
ext wr modelStates 
pre modelStates(VersionLabel) <alternative> 
post modelStates(VersionLabel) <private>; 
Activate demonstrates an internal state change caused by an alternative being L-- 
activated. The pre and post conditions control the state change. 
7.3.6 Global Aoent 4: ) 
The global agent model is the most straight forward as it models simply the agents 
ability to manage the consistency of global objects and relationships between them. 
state GlobalAgent of 
configuration : VersionLabel 
objects : map ObjectID to Object 
relationships : map RelationID to Relation 
agents : set of Agent 
inv mk. GlobalAgent(configuration, objects, relationships, agents) 
ObjectsUnique(objects) and 
RelationShipsUnique(relationships) and 
ObjectRelationsConsistent(objects, relationships) 
init ga == ga = rnk_GlobalAgent(<aO>, {1->) ,{ 
1->), [)) 
The global agent stores the global configuration, the list of global objects and the 
relationships between these objects. It also stores a directory of the participating agents 
in the variable agents. The invariants make sure that id's are unique within the global 
agent and that the cross referencing between objects and relationships are consistent. 
CreateObject(oid: ObjectID) == 
(objects := objects munion foid 1-> objectH 
ext wr objects 
pre ObjectID not in set dom objects; 
DeleteObject(oid: ObjectID) == (objects := foid) <-: objects) 
ext wr objects 
pre oid in set dom objects; 
DeleteObject and CreateObject show the operation of the Global Agent, 
similar functions exist for the relationships in the global agent. The pre conditions 
ensure that the consistency is maintained by not allowing duplication of object 
identifiers or removal of object identifiers not in the domain. 
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7.4 Representing concurrency in VDM-SL 
A major issue in the development of the VDM -SL specification was the representation 
of concurrency. Concurrent design as a feature of modem engineering, needs careful 
consideration. It was decided that a time-slicing algorithm would be used to unwind 
the concurrency. This would then be represented within the VDM-SL specification by 
the message processing module in the manner described: 
9 Messages are sent and received as discrete events. 
e Messages are queued at the receiving agent where message priority determines 
where messages are placed in the queue. 
* The function Pro ces sma i lboxe s then cycles through each agent reading the 
top message and acting on it. This occurs recursively. 
Whilst the time-slicing algorithm. described adequately models concurrency it raises 
issues when verifying the model. Not only do rules controlling agent behaviour need 
to be verified but also the scheduling of events needs to be verified as a suitable 
representation of the real system. Given this problem it may be suggested that a 
suitable temporal logic could have been used such as one of those described by Fisher 
(1996). However, there are three reasons why these logics were not used: 
" The relative immaturity of the proof theory would have added unnecessary compli- 
cations into model verification 
" The mathematical complexity of the language would have precluded many design 
engineers from discussions about the model, a necessary part of the model devel- 
opment. 
"A lack of tool support for such logics. 
Another temporal aspect of the system is that of real design time rather than system 
time. This is modelled by the timestamp variable in the verisonControl type. Referring 
to the graph representation of the model shown in Figure 5.3, this variable could be L-1 
described as an edge between two sequential nodes on the horizontal time line. 
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7.5 Specification to implementation_ 
In order to take the Agent specifications and convert them into code written in C++ a 
C ommon framework between VDM-SL and C++ must be established (Fr6hlich & 
Larsen, 1996). The problem is that the values in these two worlds have different 
representations and in order for them to communicate it is necessary to convert values 
from the specification world into the code world. The MAD VDM-SL Toolbox 
defines such a common framework and supports automatic code generation. However, 
the code genrated could not be used directly for two reasons; 
0 The real sYstem is distributed 
9 The real system runs on different platforms 
Hence, the code could have been used to produce a simulation of the real world system 
but not the real system itself. However, the mapping from VDM-SL to C++ will be 
illustrated by using examples of the C++ code and comparing it with the VDM-SL 
specifcation. It is intended to demonstrate informally that the VDM-SL specification 
leads obviously to the final implementation, and supports the initial argument for the 
use of VDM. 
Figure 7.1 shows the C++ header file for the implementation of the ResourceAgent 
along with extracts from the VDM-SL specification. It is evident in figure 7.1 that the 
VDM-SL specifcation mirrors the C++ header almost exactly. For example consider 
the VDM-SL operation Eva luat eChange (chng: Change I D, vers: VersionLabel). 
In C++ the function signature is almost identical with the exception of an extra 
parameteroftype ChangeRequest. This parameter is added as it contains the real 
detail of the design change, an aspect which did not need to be considered in the formal 
model. The use of abstract functions in the C++ code gives an indication that the 
implementation is not as important as the interface. That is an explanation of why the 
ResourceAgent specifcition module is non-executable. 
In Figure 7.2 the particular implementation of one function, CreateChange, is 
considered. Unlike the previous example this function is part of the executable 
specification. It can be easily seen how the VDM-SL rules map well into the 
procedural if... then constructs of the C++ language. However, it can be seen that 
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the pre condition represented in VDM-SL is not easily represented in C++. It may be 
possible to represent such conditions via the exception mechanism in C++. However 
in this particular case it can be demonstrated satisfactorily that the pre condition is 
never contradicted through simulating the model with the VDM toolbox. 
7.6 Summary 
The VDM specification presented in this chapter represents two aspects of the version 
model 
* the formalism of the model 
ea prototype for testing the model 
The formal aspect is dealt with sufficiently by the VDM specification. However, as a 
prototype there are certain deficiencies. As discussed VDM does not model with 
complete certainty the temporal or distributed nature of the problem domain. Not only 
this, but it is also necessary to investigate how well particular abstractions in the model 
may be applied to real engineering tools. These issues are resolved in the following 
chapter where this formal specification is developed into a fully operational prototype 
system. 
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#ifndef RES-AGENT HH 
#define RES-AGEN-F HH 
#include 'agent_!. hh' 
#include "delta. hh' 
#include 'Change R equest. hh" 
typeclef int Changell); 
typeclef char' ObjectID; 
typedef char* VersionLabel; 
const int ARRAY - 
SIZE= 100; 
typedef char DeltaRoot[ARRAY_SIZE]; 
struct VersionState 
I 
VersionLabel version; 
enum (private- =0, declared =1 , alternative =2, 
//class ResAgent: public virtual Agenl-ýý 
class ResAgent 
public: 
ResAgent(const char* nam onst char* data); 
-ResAgento; 
void setCurrentVersI=ersi±nLabel EyLcaatVV 
'module RESOURCE-AGENT 
exports all 
definitions 
types 
Objectil) = token; 
ChangelD = token; 
VerslonLabel = token; 
VersionStates = <private> I <declared> I <alternative> I 
<removed>; 
reateVersion(chng : ChangelD, vers : VersionLabeP 
deltas: Deltas) 
ext wr version 
wr objects 
state; wrchanges 
post version = vers and Declare(vers) and StoreDel- 
tas(chng, deltas): 
fletdeve0bject(o: ObjectlD, version: VersionLabel) obý. 
Express 
ext rd expressmapping 
post obj = expressmapping(mK-Unique0biect(o, ver- 
sion)); 
virtual void CreateVersiqqLChangeT15-cid, VersionLabel version) =0; 
virtual void RetrieveObjýbt(Objectll] oid, VersionLabel version) --0; 
virtual void EvaluateChpge(ChangelD cid, ChangeRequest change 
, VersionLabel version)'--ql-, --_ 
virtual void ResolveChange(Chýn-4Zilýýbel version) 
0; r, 
void Actival5Vers 
. 
ionLabel version); 
void Declar rs L bel version); 
mo, 
ýý 
V, void Re e 
1ýn 
onNbel version); 
void Decfare&ltemýýtllý' 
ý-ersionLabel 
version); 
void EvalualNersionLaDst version): 
protected: 
virtual void Storeýeltas(Changel cid, VersionLabel 
AR Y SIZE 
rentVe fon. 
es[ARRA S 
S del 
\ 
tates[A 
r 
S IZEJ, 
ObjectlD objects[AR Y-SIZE]; 
VersionLabel currentVe fon; 
DeltaRoot changes[ARRA SIZE]; 
VersionState modelStates[A AY-SIZEJ; 
int versionCount; 
enum (private- =0 declared =1 , ernative =2, rem 
#endif; 
state ResourceAgent of 
version: Versiont-abel 
objects : set of ObjectlD 
changes: map ChangelD to Deltas 
modelStates: map VersionLabel to VersionStates 
fýOperations which state the allowable state transitions 
Activate(vers: VersionLabel) 
ext wr modelStates 
pre modelStates(vers) = <alternative> 
post modelStates = modelStates- ++ (vers 1-> <private>); 
DeclareA[temative(vers: VersionLabel) 
ext wr modelStates 
pre modelStates(vers) = <pdvate> 
post modelStates = modelStates- ++ (vers 1-> <altema- 
tive>); 
Auxiliary operations 
Store Deltas(chng : Changell), deltas: Deltas) result: [bool] 
ext wr objects 
wrchanges 
post objects = objects- union ProcessDeltas(deltas) 
and changes = changes- munion (chng 1-> deltas); 
Figure 7.1 ResourceAgent C++ Header file with VDM-SL specifcation. 
EvaluateChange(chng: ChangelD, vers: Versiont-abel) 
ext wr version 
wr objects 
wrchanges 
post version = vers and Evaluate(vers); 
"? TesolveeChiange(chng: Changell), vers : VersionLabel) 
-Wrv rson 
wr objects 
=0; 
wrchanges 
I 
post version = vers 
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CreateChange: AVC'AgentlD * ChangelD * ChangeRequest* Change * AVC'VersionControl -> AVC'VersionControl 
CreateChange(agent, change type, details, vc) ý 
if Change Exists(change, vc. ChangeDetalls) then --First Determine if change already exists 
let alts = vc. totalAiternatives(change) in 
let derChange = SFN'DedveChange(change, alts), fabel=vc. labels(change), newAlts=alts+l, 
da = vc. Agentlnfo(agent), alt = vc. Ag entinfo(ag ent). altematives (change) in 
let newVc = mk AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels++ (derChange I-Aabel), §FN'InitialiseChange(derChange, details, vc, dom vc. Agentlnfo, agent), ve. ChangeDetails, 
vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAtternatives ++(change 1-> newAlts) ++ (de rChange 1-> 01, vc. Message Box) 
in 
let newVC2 = mk-AVC'VersionControl(newVc. timestamp, newVc. labels, newVc. Agentlnfo++ (agent 1-> 
mR-AVC'DesignAgent(da. version, da. activityState, da. activators, da. respondors, da. altematives 
++( change l->alt+1), da. replies, da. vState)), newVc. ChangeDetails, newVc. RequiredChanges, 
newVc. tota[Alternatives, newVc. MessageBox) in 
CreateResponse(agent, derChange, type, details, alt, newVC2) 
else 
let newVc = mk_AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, SFN'InitialiseChange(change, details, vc, 
dom vc. Agentlnfo, agent), vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAlternatives++ 
(change I-A), vc. MessageBox) in 
CreateNewChange(agent, change, type details, newVc) 
pre forall c in set dom vc. Change Details & card GetActivators(vc. Agentlnfo, c) = 1; 
void BehaviouralAgent:: CreateChange(ChangelD cid, ChangeRequest change, ChangeType typeRequest) 
it (cid <= ClDcount) // ChangeExists? 
int deriivedClD = DeriveChange(cid); 
designAlternativesfcidl++; 
//dedve change gets old label 
fiderivechange alternatives =0; . designAlternatives[dedvedCID] --0; CreateResponse(de&edCID, clesignAlternatives[cid], change); 
else 
(designAttemativeslcid] = 0; 
CreateNewChange(cid, change, typeRequest); 
Figure 7.2: Comparison of C++ function definition and VDM-SL specifcation. 
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8 Description of Prototype system 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the detailed implementation of the prototype system which has 
been built and some results from that prototype. In Section 8.2 how an object-based 
client server architecture was adapted into a logic processing message-based system is 
described. In the following sections the agent architecture introduced in Chapter 5 and 
formally specified in Chapter 7 will be expanded upon. The practical problems 
encountered are illustrated, the approach to these problems described and finally 
related to a real engineering environment. Each type of agent is discussed in terms of 
its obligations within the whole system and how it fulfils these. In Section 7.4 it is 
shown how the system would be applied in an existing design environment. Finally the 
overall system architecture is given. Chapter 9 describes in more detail the output from 
the prototype in terms of two case studies. 
8.2 Asynchronous Messaging Architecture 
As described in Chapter 4, a key feature of an agent is the ability to communicate its 
intentions. This communication should be asynchronous and based on messages which 
may be interpreted. However, CORBA is a distributed object server architecture. 
Clients request information via object method calls on remote objects. The information 
passing between clients and server objects is neither asynchronous or intelligent. 
The CORBA standard specifies a service for passing messages. This is called the Event 
Service. However, it was decided not to use this service for implementing the 
messaging. The reasons for this decision were quite straightforward. Firstly, when the 
architecture was initially proposed, the CORBA implementation being used (Orbix 
1.3.5) did not have available a full implementation of the Event Service. Secondly 
whilst OrbixTalkT'ý' is now widely available it is still less readily available than the 
basic CORBA standard. Thirdly, it is more difficult to reconcile different ORBs via the 
Event Services. For example the Java ORB with JDK 1.2 does not support the Event 
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Services. Finally and most critically, the FIPA standard proposes only a function 
signature for messages using CORBA and this does not include use of the Event 
Service. 
The messaging architecture is designed to fulfil two main requirements 
* All messages arrive at their destination 
* Message sending does not cause any redundancy within the sending agent 
In order to achieve message passing, clients must act as senders and servers as receiv- 
ing agents. This is shown in Figure S. 1 
Messages Out 
Figure 8.1: Agent Implementation using CORBA 
Messages In 
Each agent contains a mailbox into which incoming messages are queued in order of 
priority. The receiving agent reads each message in turn as shown. The controlling log- 
ic deals with this message and if necessary, sends an appropriate response message. 
The Stinuthis arrow represents a source, other than the messaging system, acting on the 
agent 
To avoid the possibility of deadlocks, clients do not directly bind to the receiving 
agents server and leave the message. An intermediate server called the post office is 
utilised. This server also knows the server addresses of each agent thereby simplifying 
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the communication protocol. In order for agent A to send a message to agent B the 
following protocol occurs. Agent A first binds to the post office and using a predefined 
syntax sends a message and specifies the recipient Agent B. The post office server tD 
creates a separate process for each client binding and this process remains alive until 
the message is placed within the recipients mailbox. Therefore the work of re-sending Z, 
messages is undertaken by the postoffice process and not by the client agent. 
8.3 Presenting the Agent System 
In Chapter 5, Figure 5.2 illustrates the layers of agents in the system. The top layer is 
the knowledge layer where the global agent resides. In the middle layer is the logical ZP 
control behaviour and at the bottom is the physical layer. Each of these layers is 
represented by a different type of agent as described previously. The physical 
implementation of these agent types starting with the lowest layer - the resource agent, 
is now given. 
8.3.1 Resource Agent (RA) 
The resource agent acts as a wrapper to the local design data store whether that is a ZD 
design tool or design database. In Section 5.2.1 the obligations (Shoham, 1993) that the 
resource agent has to the overall version control mechanism are stated. Each of these 
are now addressed in turn, detailing how the resource agent fulfils each of the 
obligations. 
e Manages a purely structural EXPRESS niodel of local infonnation 
This obligation essentially states that the schema used for data transactions will be 
STEP compliant. This is achieved in the following manner. The appropriate 
Application Protocol (AP) is chosen and the Application Interpreted Model (AIM) is 
acquired which gives the ASCII text EXPRESS representation of the AP. ST- 
Developer is then used to generate the SDAI CORBA/IDL bindings. This binding is 
an 'early-bound' interface. This means that the syntax of the data structures is defined 
at compile time. An impact of this is that a change in the EXPRESS model could 
require a complete recompilation. This is a restriciton of the toolset. 
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The IDL produced from the tool is then implemented via the Orbix/IDL binding essen- 
tially mapping from EXPRESS to CORBA. The resource agent is linked with the IDL 4D ZD 
stub object code at run time ensuring all transactions are STEP compliant. 
" Appends version infonnation (that is tags or labels) 
" Stores local infonnation 
" Accesses local infonnation 
To show how the resource agent fulfils these three obligations lets examine the 
implementation of a typical resource agent, the Layout Resource Agent. The layout 
resource agent wraps a tool developed in the Engineering Design Centre for 
automatically generating layouts of complex products(Sm ith, 1998; Hills & Smith, 
1997; Smith et al, 1996). This tool takes a set of dimensions and co-ordinates as input 
along with a 2-d frame and some knowledge about the equipment, and produces an 
optimised layout based upon simulating annealing. Inputs and outputs are held in flat 
UNIX files. In order to store the local information and versioning information there 
exists an indexing structure within the agent. This stores a version label and a filename 
as a tuple within the agent. Optimisation of storage is done by storing changes between 
files as flat files from which later/earlier versions may be generated. Retrieval of an 
object binds with the EXPRESS AP as described previously and produces a CORBA 
object which is in STEP compliant format. Figure 8.2 below shows the static model 
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(UML) of the Resource Agent Architecture. 
<<abstract>> II 
ResAgent II 
. setCuaentVersion( ): void ýAbstract> 
+CreateVersion( void ýAbstract> 
+RetrieveObject( void ýAbstract> 
+EvaluateChange( void <Abstract> 
. ResolveChange(... ) void <Abstract> 
+Activate( void Abstract> 
+Declare( void <Abstract> 
+Remove( void <Abstract> 
+DeclareAlternative( ): void <Abstract> 
+Evaluate( ): void ýAbslract> 
II LayResAgent I 
+CreateVersion( ): void Abstractý 
+Retrieve0bject(... ) void Abstract> 
+EvaluateChange( void <Abstract> 
+ResolveChange( void ýAbstract> 
Figure 8.2 UML Static model of the Resource Agent 
8.3.2 Behavioural Agent (BA) t: l 
The Behavioural Agent implements the logical behaviour specified in the VDM 
modules ProcessMessages. vdm, VersionControl. vdm and ChangeControl. vdm. This 
behaviour is implemented in C++ in the following manner: 
a Communication vvith other design disciplines 
The implementation is described in Section 9.2 and the relationship of this 
implementation to the BA is shown below. 
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nt 
MsgAgent 
-m-parcel : String 
-M mbox: Mmagesvar= empty 
-m_name: String 
-mjock: int 
-worlangDirectory, : String 
-dataFile'. String 
-keyFile : String 
-numberFile : String 
+send(dýD, -at- msgWe LqsgType. mW Smrn) : void 
, recieve(MsgType: msgtype, msg: String) : void 
-narne : String [rwi 
-mbox: Messages Irwj 
-parcel : Message [m] 
] +Send(dst Dýt-om. msgrype MsgTyp., mg. SU,, g) : VOJ 
. recieve(MsgType: rrisgtype, riisg: String) : void 
Figure 8.3 UML Static Model showing MsgAgent Class 
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A BA is associated with a msgAgent which contains the CORBA implementation. The 
operation of the communication is shown in the Event Sequence diagram below. 
Designer: Prooes-. BA: ProcesshhgAgerd: Ccrtf&gAArA: C- t84: 
FQ1u; i"urw, 4. " iý Fkkvkge fA &tg m Ek FlavkurrjA, ý, fit 
CreaieCFange 
(cid, Ou Te. itp. ) 
Fli 
(dsý t(C RJ CUA tmec ha m e) 
-<, NAtrn>> 
Figure 8.4 Event Sequence Diagram illustrating Communication between Agents 
* Resolution of conflicts and constraints 
Each BA follows the same set of rules in this regard which can be stated simply: if a 
constraint in a local model is violated then conflict resolution is imposed. What the 
BAs actually do is to impose semantics on the local data model allowing each 
alternative proposed to be uniquely identified. Therefore at each design agent each 
model is given the same global label as the corresponding model at a different site. 
Having specified this behaviour 'in VDM-SL the implementation in C++ is 
straightforward as described in Section 7.4. 
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* Control of level of access to local model 
As described previously the version model contains three access levels, private 
declared and recorded. Private models are not an issue as this is normal operation of a 
local model. However once a model is declared then it may be viewed by all other 
agents. The BAs role in this to ensure that requests for change are incorporated into the 
declared model before the designer examines it, makes it private and then accepts or 
rejects the change. It also monitors the local users behaviour in order to inform other 
remote BAs of changes in the declared model. 
e Control of user interaction 
The BA controls user interaction in terms of version control of the local model. By only 
allowing certain actions to take place on the data by 'freezing' design decisions. 
Changes to the global design model can only be made through the behavioural agents. 
Presently the administration of this mechanism is up to the user but it is envisaged that 
a particular management strategy or design strategy would be adopted to manage the Z-) 
agents. A method which unduly burdens the design engineer is not proposed. The 
assumption currently is that all transactions are monitored by the BAs, which is not 
necessarily the case. 
8.3.3 Global Agent (GA) 
The global agent has the responsibility for maintaining consistency across the 
information sources. The assumption is that there is only one active configuration, that 
is, design moves from one state to another single state until its completion. This may 
be assumed given that in the overall system, conflict resolution and control 
management procedures exist to ensure this. It may be required in some instances to 
have two versions of GAs existing in parallel and this is done simply by the agent 
replicating itself However, ultimately one will be discarded. 
Consider a typical situation where two GAs may be required. An industrial partner, 
AMEC Process & Energy p1c, was uncertain as to whether an offshore platform it was 
designing would be manufactured from steel or concrete so two alternatives were 
progressed until this issue was resolved. 
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The GA has the following commitments or obligations [Sho93]: 
" Knowing the location of resources 
" Knowing the current configuration of the product 
" Controlling creation and deletion of global objects 
" Knowing relationships between objects at the global level 
Global objects and global relations can only be created and destroyed by the GA. 
These global IDs are maintained across transactions and access to global objects 
and relations is only via the GA. As well as knowing the current configuration the 
GA maintains a history of the product evolution. The following section describes a 
typical example of the agent behaviour. 
8.3.4 Example Behaviour 
The GA has got a message from one of the BAs indicating that a change has been 
made in the local model: 
" The BA presents the change by first talking to the local RA (e. g. a comparison 
algorithm) 
" The GA examines its list of current entities and either 
Versions the current configuration and creates a new one 
Or 
Says I don't recognise this entity and sends a query to the BA: Is this a part of 
or equivalent to something already existing? 
* The BA makes this decision by user intervention (see browse procedure below) 
9 The BA makes the appropriate request to the GA based on this decision 
8.3.5 Browse Procedure 
If the GA encounters a name that it cannot resolve it follows a simple given 
procedure. The GA has a root object and from this root, other objects are displayed 
in a hierarchical manner. The design engineer browses this tree until the component 
or sub-component concerned is found. Any new object must either be a part of or 
equivalent to some other component. This is illustrated in Figure 8.5. The agent 
responds to this by either making a new mapping to another local object at the 
global level or creating a new object with a unique id and a new relationship which 
places it within the hierarchy. The worst case in this instance is that all objects exist 
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one level below the root object, however, it is felt that design inherently lends itself 
to this hierarchical model and it is an intuitive procedure for design engineers to 
use. Thus a simple but effective procedure for resolving the issue of semantic 
equivalence has been described. 
LPSubsystem 
4001 
Figure 8.5 : Screen Shot of Browse Proccdure 
8.4 Application of the system 
In the previous section the implementation of our agent architecture is described. The 
practicability of this architecture is now demonstrated by describing the steps required 
to apply the architecture in a typical design environment. 
8.4.1 Take a design tool and wrap it up 4m 
Referring to the static model described in Figure 8.1 it can be seen that in order to wrap 
a tool up the following decisions have to be made. 
Decide on the appropriate STEP AR 
Exanzine the sets of inputs and outputsfroin the tool 
Detennine the inherent query capabilities of the tool 
Having analysed the tool and answered these questions, simply inherit from the 
ResAgent class shown and implement the methods described: 
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+ CreateVersion(cid : ChangelD, version : VersionLabel) : void 
This method assigns a label to the new model and requires that a method of comparing 
the models and storing changes be available. The changes are stored as Deltas, in 
which design changes are represented on each object as a series of ADD, DELETE or 
MODIFIED operations. 
+ Retrieve0bject(oid : ObjectID, version : VersionLabel) : void 
This function uses the STEP AP to map the local model to the global model. 
Essentially this requires a CORBA wrapper to be placed around the individual data 
objects, where the IDL defined for the wrapper is STEP compliant. 
+ EvaluateChange(cid : ChangelD, change: ChangeRequ est, version : VersionLabel) 
I 
: boolean 
This function returns an evaluation of a design change in terms of whether it causes a 
conflict on the agent's local database. The change and version is indicated by the 
parameter list. The implementation of this function depends on the inference 
capabilities of the underlying design tool. In the worst case the agent will illicit a YES 
INO decision from the design engineer. 
+ ResolveChange(cid : ChangelD, version: VersionLabel) : void 
The resolve change function specifies that the version given in the parameter list is now 
the current version for the given change, also in the parameter list. 
8.4.2 Build Behavioural Agent 
In order to build a behavioural agent the steps are less involved than that of 
implementing the resource agent as in fact each behavioural agent behaves the same as 
every other behavioural agent. In fact the only thing that need be done is to give the 
behavioural agent an identifier and then register this identifier within the global agent. 
In terms of code a constructor is created which links the BA to an appropriate RA and 
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then given an identifier integer which is unique within their system. In a more dynamic 
environment this identifier would be assigned at runtime rather than at compile time as 
is currently implemented. 
8.5 Demonstration architecture 
Figure 8.6 illustrates the integration schema, which was used for the reconstruction of 
the case study shown in Chapter 9a. Each box represents a design agent. 
PFD simulation 
and design 
Plant 
Operation 
Diagnosis 
Associativity 
Generation 
DESIGN 11 
Procede 
Design Change 
I Goldworks I 
Power Systems 
ObjectStore 
Parametric CAD 
of Spatial Layout 
Pro/ENGINEER 
VRML 
Cost Estimating 
ObjectStore 
KAPPA 
Figure 8.6 Demonstration Architecture for Case Study A 
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Where commercial software is incorporated in an agent, it is listed in the bottom half 
of the box. 
The PFD agent is responsible for the design of the gas-condensate separation process. 
It consists of two proprietary design tools, a process simulation package called Design 
11 for Windows and a flowsheet design package Procede. The actual design model 
which is versioned is stored within Procede for the purposes of the case study. This is 
because the simulation package produces suitable parameter values for the design 
equipment, whereas these values are actually stored within the flowsheet model in Pro- 
cede. These packages both run under Windows NT on an INTEL based PC. 
The Power Systems agent calculates the power demands of the design. This power cal- 
culation is then used to size the gas turbine power generators. This agent was devel- 
oped in the EDC and relies on an Objectstore database to select the correct size of 
generator based on a simple lookup table. 
The Plant Operation agent extracts knowledge from the PFD agent and generates some 
diagnostic rules for the plant operation (King et al , 1995a; King, 1995b). Equipment 
and connectivity information from the Power Systems and the Plant Operation agents 
is transported to the Associativity generation agent, which assesses the strength of re- 
lation between any two pieces of equipment (including aspects such as connectivity 
and safety and so on). These agents again reside on a PC with the Associativity Gen- 
eration agent actually residing at a different geographic location in Sunderland. These 
knowledge based tools generates the input for the Spatial Layout agent. 
The Spatial Layout Tool considers all the input parameters and produces a complete 
product layout. The product layout data is versioned and stored at the layout agent, in 
a system which is external to the layout tool. This is incorporated into the Layout Re- 
source Agent. 
The model can then be displayed in a Parametric CAD system such as ProE. The Par- 
ametric CAD system is linked to a Cost Estimating database, so that a change in the 
design cost can be estimated. The cost estimation database was developed as part of an 
existing project within the Engineering Design Centre (Buxton & Softley, 1996; Bux- 
ton & Bull, 1996) and runs on UNIX and utilises an Objectstore database. 
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9 Evaluation Case Studies 
9.1 Introduction 
In this chapter two real world scenarios are presented as case studies illustrating the 
practicability of the version model described in this thesis. Case Study A is taken from 
the offshore petro-chemical industry. It involves a number of disparate design 
domains, namely, process engineering, structural engineering, electrical engineering 
and layout design. Each of these highly specialised domains is represented by a design 
tool. These tools range from interactive design packages running on Windows NT to 
highly customised analysis tools, developed at the Engineering Design Centre 
(University of Newcastle Upon Tyne), running on UNIX. Case Study A concentrates 
on the detailed design phase. 
In contrast Case Study B is at the conceptual stage of the design process. The product 
under consideration is a modem ship design. Again the disparate design disciplines are 
represented by tools; although the range is not as great as in Case Study A. Both case 4-: 1 
studies emPhasise different characteristics of the version model as will be 
demonstrated throughout the remainder of this chapter. 
9.2 Case Study A: Offshore Process Engineering 
In this section a case study is presented taken from the offshore petro-chemical 
industry. It involves a sequence of design changes that occurred in the manufacture of 
an offshore oil production platform. Firstly, these changes in the design and their 
impact on the process are described. The application of the version model to this 
scenario is then discussed. Describing how it controls version creation and illustrating 
how it logically stores the different versions. 
Figure 9.1 shows an extract of the full process flow diagram (PFD) of an offshore oil 
production platform. At this stage the oil reserve from the sea bed has been separated 
into condensate and gas. The condensate stream is not shown but will eventually 
become the oil for export. The dry gas feed input shown is the gaseous portion of this 
production stream. 
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Figure 9.1 Low Temperature Process of OffShore Oil Production 
The export gas has to fulfil very strict regulatory criteria. Therefore the process shown, 
known as the Low Temperature process, 'cleans' the dry gas and compresses it for 
export along a pipeline. The Teg Contactor AfterCooler and the Low Temperature 
exchanger cool the gas to the required temperature for separation, to get rid of any of 
the heavier hydrocarbons in the stream. The Condensate Flash drum collects any of 
these. The waste streams are not shown on this diagram. The series of suction 
scrubbers separated by the Expander Recompressor skid further refines the gas. Finally 
the compressor and the compressor AfterCooler on the export side increase its pressure 
and decrease its temperature ready for export. 
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9.2.1 The Design Scenario t_-:, 
The following scenario describes a series of events which occurred during the design 
of the Low Temperature process described in Figure 9.1. These events involved four 
active design agents, namely, process design, layout design, electrical systems design 
and cost estimation. In the actual case each of these design agents (teams of designers) 
shared information using a traditional paper based system of memos and change 
requests. As stated these agents are recreated using analysis tools in order to 
demonstrate the version model. 
The process engineer is required to change the operating temperature drop across the 
Low Temperature Exchanger and so adjusts the flowsheet parameters accordingly. The 
new equipment is selected and the change is passed to the other design agents. The 
layout and electrical systems report that this does not conflict with their existing 
models. They accept these changes and update their models accordingly. However, the 
cost engineer decides that this exchanger configuration would be cheaper if replaced 
by a set of two exchangers. The process engineer responds to this suggestion, accepting 
it and changes his model accordingly. The electrical engineer also accepts this change. 
However, the extra space required for the two exchanger configuration cannot be 
accommodated in the existing area. In model terms, constraints in the layout design 
have now been violated and the layout engineer cannot accept this change. In response 
to this conflict the electrical systems engineer produces a new design for the platforms 
power supply. This alternative uses a generator set up with similar power output but 
which is smaller. However this generator configuration is more expensive. The cost 
engineer states this violates a global project constraint. 
At this moment there are three separate conflicting design configurations under review. 
Each has advantages but also each requires at least one of the design agents to 
compromise their local design constraints. It is now that a management decision is 
made which selects the original configuration (after the initial design change) as the 
one to progress. 
9.2.2 Graph of version history 
Figure 9.2 represents the global version history described in Section 9.1 as a directed 
graph, with labels showing the various version organisations. Z-- 
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Figure 9.2 Graph representation of Version derivation 
The larger graph to the left is intended to show the global model changes and the 
labelling system applied. t+1 is derived from t through an intermediate step where 
t+l-pl is a change which has yet to be verified. In fact t+l-pl and t+1 are identical 
and this is represented by the latter being an empty circle. The four other graphs show 
when a model is actually updated and when the same model receives a new label but 
the 'model is actually unaffected by this change. For example when t+l-plcl -> 
t+l-plclel all models are changed apart from process as it contains no information 
about generators and so is unaffected. 
9.2.3 State Changes at Agents 
The sequence of events described above causes a total of over eighty individual state 
changes in the agents so a suitable subset of these is given to describe typical agent t) CD 
behaviour. Figure 9.3 shows stage 1 with all agents active and activator and respondor 
states normal. After the requirement for the operational change on the heat exchanger 
is issued by the process designs behavioural agent, all design activity is frozen. The 
process activator state is set to Pending-Requirement whilst the other agents' 
respondor states are evaluating. 
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Agent State 1 2 3 4 ...... n-I n 
Proe - Activity A F F F ...... 
F A 
Activator N PR PR RE RE RC 
Respondor N N N N 
...... 
C N 
Electrical- Activity A F F F 
...... 
F A 
Activator N N N N RE N 
Respondor N E N C 
...... 
C N 
Layout - Activity A F F F ...... 
F A 
Activator N N N N N N 
Respondor N E N C 
...... 
C N 
Cost - Activity A F F F ...... 
F A 
Activator N N N PR RE N 
Respondor N E C C 
...... 
C N 
Key 
A- Active F- Frozen C- Model in Conflict 
E- Evaluatine, Change PR- Pending Requirement N- Normal in Zý RC - Recording Change RE - Conflict Resolution 
(Note: Section 6.5.3 Describes in detail the meaning of these states) 
Figure 9.3 State Changes at Design Agents 
The cost respondor is then set to conflict due to the constraint violation on the cost 
model. The activator replies to this by applying resolution and all respondors are now 
set to conflict. Concurrently, the cost engineer activator is set to Pending-Requirement 
as the alternative generator is selected. The state changes continue in a similar fashion 
until we reach time frame n- 1. It is at this stage that a ResolveChange message invoked 
by a management process is sent to all agents and the original change that is t+l-pl 
from the graph representation is chosen as the new recorded t+l. This is represented Z-- 
by the RC variable in Figure 9.3. 
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9.2.4 Comparison of Product Models 
Figure 9.4 3D Product Representation before Design Change 
Figures 9.4 and 9.5 show the output of the parametric 3d CAD package before and after 
the initial design change. This clearly shows the violation of the layout constraints. 
There are three major pieces of equipment no longer within the permitted deck area. It 
is at this stage that the electrical engineer produces a smaller generator set up. 
Figure 9.5 3D Product Representation After Design Change 
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9.3 Case Study B: Fast Ferry Concept Design 
In this section a case study supplied from a ship design consultancy Armstrong 
Technology Associates is presented (Hutchinson et al, 1998). The Made To Order 
product under consideration is a mono hull fast ferry and it is the concept design phase 
of the process which is examined. The case study begins with what the company calls 
a basis ship from which design solutions are evolved. The basis ship is actually a 
design specification of an existing sea-going ship with similar design criteria. as the 
ship to be built. Firstly the basis ship is described. Then two consequent revisions to 
the specification are presented. The effects of these revisions on the design are 
described and the effects on the concept design process are detailed. Finally, it is 
shown how the version model supports and aids this process. 
9.3.1 Basis Ship 
The business rationale for the basis ship is stated as follows. The basis ship will operate 
on an existing route and run in parallel with an existing monohull displacement ferry 
service. Therefore improving service to attract mainly non-freight cargo from other 
routes and modes of transport. 
From this rationale the following conceptual design requirements are derived: 
Crew 15 
Passengers 600 
Lane Length 685m 
Number of Cars 136 
Number of Coaches 6 
Articulated Vehicles 5 
Vtrial (Vt) 40 Knots 
Vservice (Vs) 37 Knots 
Vcruising (Vc) 25 Knots 
Endurance (Es) 400 Nautical miles 
End. Days 1 
In order to give the reader a concrete notion of the vessel concerned. Figure 9.6 shows 
a profile of the ship and in Figure 9.7 some actual designs known as the General 
Arrangement are presented. 
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Figure 9.6 Profile of Mono Hull FastFerry 
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Figure 9.7 General Arrangement of the Ship tý 
DRAGE C 
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9.3.2 Route Data for the Basis Ship 
This section describes what is called the route data for the basis design ship. As 
illustrated this covers the parameters of the potential operating route of the ship which 
impact on the ship design. 
Distance 45 miles 
Sailing Time 45/37 =I hr 13 mins 
Berthing = 15 rnins 
Loading[Unloading = 30 mins 
Total =I hr 58 mins 
Sailing Intervals 2hrs 
Sailings per day 8 
From this data the following timetable can be derived which leads to a time in service C, 
of 16 hours per day and therefore 8 hours down time. 
PortA PortB 
Arrive Depart Arrive Depart 
07: 00 08: 30 9: 00 
10: 30 11: 00 12: 30 13: 00 
14: 30 15: 00 16: 30 17: 00 
18: 30 19: 00 20: 30 21: 00 
22: 30 - - - 
Figure 9.8 Timetable for the Basis Ship Design 
9.4 Description of Design Changes 
In this section two consecutive revisions to the basis design are presented. The business 
drivers for these changes are indicated. The consequent changes to the ships 
specification are then derived. 
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9.4.1 Revision I 
From experience with a similar route operated by the company, the introduction of a 
fast ferry service generated a greater demand than that accounted for in the basis ship 
design. As demand is not at the start or end of the day it was not thought that an extra 
sailing would alleviate the potential problem. Therefore the cargo (passengers and 
cars) capacity needed to be increased by 25%. The result of this change in capacity is 
reflected in an increased required lane length in the garage deck of 856 metres. 
9.4.2 Revision 2 
The company has recently taken the corporate decision to inaugurate a new route 
currently served by a conventional monohull ferry service (passengers and freight) and 
a fast ferry (passenger only). Therefore there is potential to develop a new modern 
service giving modem facilities and reduced sailing times. This specification requires 
a design to cope with these additional requirements giving the vessel flexibility and 
interchangeability over the companies routes. 
New Route Data 
Distance 73 miles 
Sailings per day 8 
Sailing Time Must give a 2.5 hr turn around time 
Berthing = 15 mins 
Loading[Unloading = 30 mins 
Hence sailing time is I hr 45 mins which means a speed of 
Vs = 73/1.75 = 41.71 = 42 kts 
Also Es = 73 *8 = 584 + (margin) 75 = 660. Hence Vt = 45 and Vs=42. 
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PortC PortD 
Arrive Depart Arrive Depart 
06: 00 08: 00 8: 30 
10: 30 11: 00 13: 00 13: 30 
16: 00 16: 30 18: 30 19: 00 
21: 00 21: 30 23: 30 00: 00 
02: 00 - - - 
Figure 9.9 Revised TimeTable for Ship Design 6 
In the next section an overview of the conceptual ship design process is given. 
9.4.3 Conceptual Ship Design Z: ý 
The conceptual ship design environment is described in Figure 9.10. This conceptual 
design environment is recreated within the Engineering Design Centre by a number of 
analysis tools, each of which manage their own input and output data. This interaction 
is represented in Figure 9.11. The data flow diagram represents the distributed design 1-ý 
environment on top of which the agent structure previously described sits. 
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Figure 9.10 The Conceptual Ship Design Process 
Figure 9.11 illustrates how a conceptual ship design environment is recreated at the 
Engineering Design Centre. It also shows the information flows between the isolated 
design tools. The Prime Contractor issues a specification to the design consultancy 
(Flow 1). The design consultancy perform some preliminary analysis producing output 
which is sent concurrently to the hydrostatic consultancy (Flow 2a), hydrodynamic 
consultancy (Flow 2b) and shipyards (Flow 2c). The hydrodynamic consultancy 
require that the hydrostatic consultancy have completed (Flow 3) before they can 
produce their design analysis. The final information flow is back to the prime 
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contractor (Dashed Lines). 
Prime Contractor-v- 
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2b 
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Figure 9.11 Data Flows Between Design Teams 
9.5 Case Study Details 
In this case study the first revision to the basis design requires an increase in the 
number of passengers. To achieve this the prime contractor decides to increase the 
length of the ship. A range of three designs are initially evaluated which have an 
increased length of 100 metres (Design A), 105 metres (Design B) and 110 metres 
(Design Q. These designs all cause a violation within the hydrostatics consultancy and 
the first two violate the cargo constraints at the design consultancy. At this point the 
hydrostatics consultancy suggest an increase in freeboard (Fb) and two alternatives are ZD 
now tried 2.5m (Design D) and 3 in (Design E) . The hydrostatics consultancy state 
that the second of these designs now produces the required stability. However, the 
design consultancy states that it feels that the Length over Breadth ratio is too high. 
Hence the overall breadth is increased to two new values 14.5 metres (Design F) and 
15.5 metres (Design G). At 14.5 metres the power requirements of the ship are too high 
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and again the design consultancy raises a conflict in its model. To compensate for this Z: I 
the design consultancy changes the shape of the ship by altering the midship 
coefficient (Cm). This is reduced from 0.68 to 0.65 (Design H). However this violates 
passenger comfort requirements (hydrodynamics), so Cm is increased slightly to 0.66 
(Design 1). At this stage we have 3 designs which are valid and it is chosen to progress 4n I-- 
only 2 of these, the two cheaper options, which we now refer to as version a (Design 
E) and version b (Design G). Table 9.1 shows the set of designs so far evaluated. Note: tý 
Draft (T) is constant at 3.3 m. 
Design Length Breadth Cm Fb Valid Design 
A 100 13.7 0.68 1) no 
B1 105 13.7 0.68 2 no 
c 110 13.7 0.68 2 no 
D Ito 13.7 0.68 2.5 no 
E (a) 110 13.7 0.68 3 yes 
F Ito 14.5 0.68 3 no 
G (b) 110 15.5 0.68 3 yes 
H 110 14.5 0.65 3 no 
1 110 14.5 0.66 3 yes 
Table 9.1 
9.5.1 Impact of Route Change 
From revision I there are now two live versions under consideration. In this section the 
impact of the second revision, that is the adaptation of the design to a new route, is 
described. 
Version a 
The design consultancy informs the prime contractor that the increase in speed requires 
a larger set of engines which can be accommodated but this reduces the number of cars 
which can be carried by the ship causing a design violation. To compensate for this the 
breadth of the ship is increased to 16.5 metres (Design J) which compensates for the 
bigger engines but now the hydrodynamics state this causes a conflict in their model. 
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Two alternatives are now proposed- a further increase in breadth (Design K) or an 
increase in the draft (Design L) to 4.3m; which is allowable on this route. The first 
alternative again causes a conflict in the hydrodynamics consultancy's model. The 
increase in draught causes no violations in any models 
Version b 
This design was originally wider than Version a and can accommodate the bigger zD 
engines but these again reduce the number of cars that can be carried. To compensate 
the hydrodynamics consultancy suggest an increase in draft and freeboard (Design M) 
to 3.5m but this causes another violation in the hydrodynamics model, and hence the 
draft is reduced and the shape of the ship is changed by altering the midship coefficient. ZD 
This produces a stable design. 
At this stage version b is chosen as the most suitable design to progress. The overall 
characteristics of this design are perceived by the design consultancy to give better 
performance. 
Design Length Breadth T Cm Fb Valid Design 
E (a) 110 13.7 3.3 0.68 3 yes 
1 110 16.5 3.3 0.68 3 no 
K 110 17 3.3 0.68 3 no 
L 110 16.5 4.3 0.68 3 yes 
G (b) 110 15.5 3.3 0.66 3 yes 
m 110 15.5 4.6 0.66 3.5 no 
N 110 15.5 3.3 0.72 3 yes 
Table 9.2 
Examining the complex set of design interactions and solutions occurring in the case 
study. The version history graph looks as shown in Figure 9.10 where revision one and 
two are clearly indicated. 
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Figure 9.12 Graph of Version History 
The key to the version model at this stage in the design process is really in the grouping 
and monitoring of the derivative solutions and the recording of the design rationale as 
the model is not too detailed. It can be seen from Figure 9.12 that the labelling scheme 
applied clearly identifies the solutions and keeps track on the alternative solutions and 
propositions chosen. Examining the labels derived from the basis design, which are 
I_pcO, I-pc I, I-pc2. The labels indicate three alternative solutions, pc I, pc2, pc3 to 
the first design revision (Ij from the basis design. 
Figure 9.13 shows how we use these labels to group similar derivative solutions. 
Whilst appearing cumbersome the lexical ordering of the label is useful (Keller & 
Ullman, 1995). This is used by the agent architecture rather than the human designers. 
A more meaningful label may then be applied at the user interface, such as low cost 
solutions. This information is clearly important in any knowledge acquisition process 
and also can be used at later stages in the design to indicate weaknesses that may have 
been avoided and could be avoided in the future. 
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Figure 9.13 Version Grouping 
9.6 Summary 
The case studies presented in this chapter emphasise the approach taken throughout 
this thesis of producing a realistic methodology which may be easily applied to 
existing design scenarios. They also help to test the methodology in a real context and 
stimulate new ideas for future research. These ideas will be further discussed in 
Chapter 10 in the conclusions to the thesis. 
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10 Discussion and Conclusion 
10.1 Introduction 
That building a version control mechanism for engineering design is a complex task is 
identified in this thesis by the depth of earlier research presented. From Cutcosky et al 
(1993), who described the Palo Alto Collaborative Testbed (PACT), research has been 
driven towards building a completely integrated design system. Work since then has 
involved projects such as n-dim (Levy et al, 1993) and DOME at MIT (Pahng, 1998) 
which have examined the building of a concurrent product model. Through to projects 
such as DESCRIBE in the UK (Kim et al, 1995), DISCO in France (Rodin, 1999) and 
initiatives such as Infosleuth (Bayardo et al, 1998) or MADEFast (1999) in the USA. 
As demonstrated by the nature of these projects, building an integrated design 
environment requires state-of the art technology in many areas such as database, 
internet, knowledge sharing, co-ordination and management of information. In this 
thesis an investigation into the state of the art in database technology is presented in 
Chapter 3. This is followed, in Chapter 4, by a description from literature of software 
agents whose promise is to populate the internet (and other global networks) 
facilitating information management and allowing knowledge sharing. 
The earlier projects presented in this thesis highlight specific areas where continued 
research is needed. In Chapter 2 characteristics of these issues are identified. In 
presenting the methodology for version control, in Chapters 5 to 7, there is a clear focus 
on how it attempts to resolve or partially resolve these issues. In Chapters 8 and 9 it is 
sought to illustrate the application of the methodology through a description of its 
implementation and by presenting two real world case studies. The benefit of these 
case studies is discussed further in Section 10.3. The remainder of this chapter 
discusses the most important findings from this research and as an outcome further 
work which may be undertaken. 
10.2 Findings 
The primary objective of this research project was to propose a generic mechanism for 
version control and configuration management for MTO product design. Design of this 
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nature typically involves data transactions over a wide area network between tools 
running highly specialised domain applications which are therefore generally not 
running on the same platform. The mechanism introduced in the preceding chapters 
addresses the specific needs of such an environment. It is also proven to be practicable 
by its application to a real world problem. The deliverables from this project include: 
0A fuller understanding of the application of version control and configuration 
management to the design of large made to order products 
*A software framework to support version control and configuration management 
over a distributed heterogeneous network 
- Two real world case studies to demonstrate the general applicability of the 
framework 
Apart from these direct outputs the Engineering Design Centre (EDC) has seen major 
benefits from the results of this research and two new research proposals, influenced 
directly by this work, are being prepared. 
Problems with Unifying Data Standards 
Data exchange requires common interfaces to be devised and agreed upon. However, 
in MTO product design these interfaces cannot be static as it is required to allow them 
to develop as project tools mature. The latency in the standardisation process means 
that once a set of interfaces has been finalised the requirements for information 
exchange between them will have changed. Thus, until a definitive map of the 
engineering design process is created, standards such as STEP will always lag behind 
the requirements driving them. An approach to this issue is to augment a standard data 
description with a semantic layer which allows more flexible representations of data 
exchange. Recently XML (Extensible Markup Language) has demonstrated how this 
may be deployed successfully (Sundsted, 1999; Johnson, 1999). In the version control 
model presented in this thesis a restricted semantic layer is built which guarantees that 
all data involved in the process can be mapped on to all other data, however it is 
represented. 
Freedom to evolve - local autonomy 
An achievement of the research is to control the way in which data is updated without 
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placing unrealistic demands on the designers or tools used in the process. A designer 
simply has to publish changes made by him at appropriate stages, according to his own Z-: ý 
judgement. It is assumed that the designer is best placed to assess when significant 1-n 
alterations have been made. 
In most existing engineering environments designers have autonomous control over 
their design models. The system presented in this thesis can be applied incrementally 
as it allows designers to retain this freedom. If the granularity of changes tracked needs 
to be increased this is controlled by design management processes. The version control 
system can easily be influenced by these processes through changes to the rules 
specified in the VDM-SL model. This leads to another significant achievement: the 
production of a set of rules for distributed version control in the form of a VDM 
specification. 
A Formal Specification for Distributed Version Control 
The term control suggests a set of rules. An explicit statement of rules is contained 
within a formal specification. Hence it was decided to model the version mechanism 
in a formal language. VDM-SL was chosen as this language as it provides the ability 
to define an executable model. The strengths of using such an approach are: 
e The rules governing version control are explicitly stated. 
e The rules can be validated against real data to verify the model. 
* Any ambiguities in the model can be discussed and resolved. 
0 Any mistakes in the version model are highlighted before a full implementation. 
Emphasising the last point, the version model that is presented in this thesis, altered 
significantly throughout the duration of the project. Many of the developments that 
were made resulted directly from simulation of the VDM specification. Had an 
executable, formal model not been developed these weaknesses would not have been 
found until the prototype system had been implemented. 
Use of an Agent Architecture 
The agent architecture produced was particularly suited to the problem domain for two 
key reasons; 
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11 message passing 
0 delegation of responsibility. 
These are in addition to all the general advantages of agent technology. In this domain 
the ability to send messages asynchronously frees up resource and allows designers to 
work without any delays. This must be supported by the system's ability to process and 
deal with most of these messages intelligently, through delegation of responsibility. 
The three-layer approach presented facilitates version control in two ways; firstly each 
layer represents the different access levels in the version model and secondly each 
layer represents a different aspect of the information exchange, that is, physical, 
control and knowledge. 
The role of a version management system is the ability to represent the product 
lifecycle data in a semantically relevant manner. In today's complex design 
environments, traditional storage mechanisms are inadequate (Florida-James et al, 
1997). The use of agents, giving the ability to incorporate predicates, knowledge and 
data models in one software component addresses this issue. The architecture 
presented gives the ability not only to store data, but to manage global change and 
record design decisions meaningfully. 
10.3 Case Studies 
In order to evaluate the usefulness of the version control mechanism for engineering 
design, two case studies were undertaken. These illustrate two general aspects of the 
version methodology: 
0 the mechanism is generally applicable zD 
0 the mechanism is suitable for use with real design tools in a real design ZD 
environment. 
The offshore engineering case study demonstrates the mechanism enabling updates of 
design changes to be made across a wide area heterogeneous network. In this case 
study four active design agents are considered, each running a highly specialised 
domain application. This case study demonstrates in particular how the following 
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issues, are dealt with: 
0 heterogeneity of operating systems networks and data storage. 
* the use of STEP with an appropriate Application Protocol 
0 the ability to communicate efficiently across platforms and programming 
languages 
* consistency may be maintained at this stage in the product lifecycle 
The second case study illustrates application in a separate engineering domain namely 
shipbuilding. Apart from developing the model in a different domain this case study 
examines the following features of our mechanism 
9 the number of participating models is increased 
9 the version model is equally applicable at an earlier design stage 
* grouping of alternative solutions 
The case studies presented in Chapter 9 serve to further the evaluation of the model 
developed throughout this thesis. Together with the VDM-SL specification and the 
prototype implementation a strong argument for the advancement of this model is 
developed. 
10.4 Lessons Learned and Further Work 
Pessimistic 
The version model produced is, in distributed database terms, pessimistic (Bell & 
Grimson, 1994). Pessimistic protocols aim for consistency rather than availability. 
Recovery from failed transactions using this approach is much more straight forward, 
since updates would have been confined to a single site. Optimistic protocols, 
however, choose availability at the expense of consistency. On recovery when sites are 
reconnected inconsistencies are likely. It would be useful to apply more optimistic 
methods of concurrency control but as Bell points out these are "based on the premise 
that conflict is rare and that the best approach is to allow transactions to proceed 
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unimpeded by complex synchronization methods". It is clearly not appropriate to make 
this assumption. However, all constraints are considered as being of the same degree 
when in fact some constraints may be relaxed given certain conditions. By introducing 
the notion of degree, usually referred to in terms of hardness a more descriptive model 
of the local constraints could provided. Hence, a more optimistic protocol could be 
devised based on what is known about the hardness of the constraints. 
Improved Version Clustering 
Katz indicates that a version model should support version grouping and through the 
labelling scheme this is certainly possible. However a more sophisticated scheme 
could be produced whereby the groupings mechanism was orthogonal to the labelling 
scheme. The purpose of our labelling scheme is to differentiate between evolving 
versions over time and version alternatives. This is the main classification of versions 
dealt with in this thesis. However, more subtle version groupings such as those 
discussed in Section 2.2.2 should also be permitted. That being said systems which 
allow such partitioning are at best rudimentary and again restrict the semantics of what 
is being versioned. 
Granularity of Changes 
One of the key problems with the methodology, previously mentioned, is that of the 
granularity of changes. The assumption made is that the designer will submit his work 
after making a suitable number of changes. The issue of when a version should be 
created has only been dealt with superficially. In order to make the system more 
pragmatic a strategy addressing this issue needs to be adopted. Fundamentally, the 
problem is this. A version of the product model could be created every time there is a 
change to even the smallest component within the product. For Example when a bolt 
is replaced on an oil platform. Clearly this is neither necessary or desirable. However, 
the versioning scheme usually employed by the directorate of an engineering company 
or consortium - Design for Tender, 2 or 3 revisions and a final design, is also clearly 
not detailed enough. The answer to the question 'At what level of detail do we want to 
track changesT is however not a generic one applicable to all MTO industries. Further 
research into the life cycle processes of an industry would need to be done in order to 
answer this trade off between the overhead of storing many designs and the ability to 
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accurately trace the design process. 
Advancement of the Global Model 
The global model chosen allows the system to control the creation and deletion of 
objects. The system also tracks version information and organises the global set 
through global relations which are used to define views. It is hoped to extend these tý : _- 
relations to enable representation of more complex information in order that the 
occurrence of design conflicts may be identified earlier. The explicit definition of 
objects and relations at one site means that there is no ambiguity in the final system. 
Although it does take some effort to produce this global model this expenditure will be 
far outweighed by the benefit produced. The architecture presented gives the ability not 
only to store data but to manage global change and record design decisions 
meaningfully 
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10.5 Further Application of Work 
The application of this work to certain other areas is already being investigated within 
the EDC. In this section two such proposals are described. 
10.5.1 "Design Decision Tracking" 
Design rework often requires designers to return to a previous stage in the design due . 1Z 
to some new constraints beyond the control of the design process. For instance a new 
supplier may occur or a budget may be cut. This design rework is usually achieved by 
discarding all work done since a certain point in time and continuing with the design 
process in the usual manner. In order to improve this costly and wasteful process, it 
would be useful to be able to backtrack through the design and assess the impact of the 
new constraints at each stage. By applying a suitable version model throughout the 
design process, an intelligent system is then employed to perform intelligent design 
backtracking. 
10.5.2 "Naive Designer" 
Experienced engineers have the deep knowledge in a specific domain and also have 
common sense knowledge in related disciplines. It takes years to build up the 
knowledge that they possess. Training naive engineers to retain the deep domain 
knowledge requires considerable resources, time, and costs, let alone the effort needed 
to acquire common sense. This project aims to devise a mechanism that assists 'naive' 
engineers in improving their common sense knowledge in other design disciplines. 
This will be done by producing an arbitrary Design with naive constraints. This design 
will be interrogated by separate domains involved in the design process. Cased Based 
Reasoning (CBR) will be used to assess conflicts by deciding dependability of designs. 
The CBR tool will require versions and alternative design solutions to be stored in 
order to iterate over a series of designs to assess dependability. This storage will be 
handled assisted by the version control mechanism described in this thesis. 
Note: The proposal described in 10.5.1 has consequently lead to the following research publication: C, 
Laing, C. D., Florida-James, B. O., & Chao K. M., Life-cycle knowledge management in the design of 
large made-to-order products, in Industrial Knowledge Manavement edited b R. Roy, published by y 
Springer-Verlag (London) Ltd, to be published C Cý 
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10.6 Conclusion 
A novel system of version control has been presented which uses agents to fulfil its 
responsibilities. These agents address problems in three distinct layers: physical, 
logical and knowledge. Hence there are three distinct types of agent: resource, 
behavioural and global. 
In order to represent the agents in a declarative manner and also to verify the version 
control it was chosen to first specify the agent system in VDM-SL. The advantages of 
doing this were: 
I An executable model was available before system implementation on which test 
cases could be run. 
2 The rules governing version control were explicitly stated and therefore could be: 
verified using formal techniques; and 
revised prior to a costly implementation. 
It is believed that the formal model has been successful for the reasons stated and also 
because version control is in essence a rule based exercise rather than an algorithmic 
one. Therefore it is much more intuitive to devise a set of rules and compare these with 
design practice than to verify a complex algorithm. 
Finally, the ability to describe product data in a meaningful manner throughout the 
complete lifecycle is critical in the successful engineering of large made-to-order 
products. This is the role of a version management system. In today's complex design 
environments, traditional storage mechanisms are inadequate. The use of predicates, 
knowledge and data models in one software component, addresses this issue. The 
architecture presented gives the ability not only to store data but also to manage global 
change and record design decisions meaningfully. 
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Glossary 
ABET Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology. 
ACL Agent Communication Language. The language that a system of software 
agents use to communicate. 
Agent Oriented Software -A software paradigm composed of autonomous and par- 
tially intelligent entities. 
AIM Application Interpreted Model. An Application Protocol is represented by its 
AIM. 
AP Application Protocol. A division of the STEP standard, for example a given indus- 
try such as Process Engineering will have its own AP. 
BA Behavioural Agent as defined in this thesis 
CAD Computer Aided Design. A term used to describe the use of computers in tradi- 
tional design roles, usually refers to parametric three dimensional modelling tools. 
COOL Co-ordination Language A language defined by Barbuccenau & Fox (1993) 
which is used to co-ordinate agent behaviour in a multiagent system. 
CORBA The Common Object Request Broker Architecture. A standard architecture 
for distributed programming. 
DARPA Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency 
DESCRIBE Design System to support Concurrent Reuse of data in Building and 
Engineering Design. Introduced in a paper by Carnduff & Gray (1994). 
ECA Event-Condition-Action. A methodology for defining rules which are respon- 
sive 
EXPRESS Modelling language used to represent schema in the STEP standard. 
FIPA Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents. A body which is attempting to stan- 
dardise agent technology. 
GA Global Agent as defined in this thesis Z' 
IDL Interface Definition Language. The language of the CORBA standard. 
IMS Institute of Marine Sciences. From Figure 8.7. This represents the statuatory reg- 
ulations that the ship must adhere to. 
IT Information Technology. 
JAFMAS - Java Agent Framework for MultiAgent Systems. A research framework 
developed in the United States for prototyping multiagent systems 
JDK Java Development Kit. The standard libraries that make up the Java program- 
minglanguage. 
KQML Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language. A standard language pro- 
posed for knowledge sharing. 
KRAFT Knowledge Reuse and Fusion/Trans formation. A large research project 
involving a number of research establishments in the United Kingdom 
NUT Massachussets Institute of Technology 
MTO Made To Order . Used to 
describe one off products designed for a single spe- 
cific purpose rather than mass produced goods for example a ship. 
OID Object Identity. The notion of identity from object oriented software develop- 
ment. 
OMS Office of Mobile Sources. From Figure 8.7 this represents the regulatory 
requirements on a vessel pertaining to its sea going emissions. 
OMT Object Modelling Technique. A standard notation for modelling object oriented ZD 
design. 
OODBMS Object Oriented Database Management System 
ORB Object Request Broker. A component of the CORBA standard. 
PFD Process Flow Diagram. A schematic diagram used in process engineering. 
PTL Past Temporal Logic. A formal logic which allows temporal constraints to be 
modelled 
RA Resource Agent as defined in this thesis. 
SCCS Source Code Control System. A version system for software engineering 
described by Rochkind (1975). 
SDAI A division of the STEP standard that specifies a standard interface for database 
access. 
SMIS Schema Meta Integration System. A system to aid schema integration proposed 
in Qutaishat et al, 1992. 
STWS Schema Meta Visualisation System. An extension of SMIS that allows visual- 
isation of disparate schema. 
SPIV Ship Product Item Versions. A term introduced by Wooley (1994). 
SQL Standard Query Language. The standard language of database systems. 
STEP - Standard for the Exchange of Product Data, ISO 10303 
TPM Total Product Management. The ability to manage the complete lifecycle of a Z. ) 
product from inception to abandonment. 
UNIL Unified Modelling Technique. The accepted standard notation for modelling 
object oriented design. 
VDM Vienna Development Method. A formal methodology devised originally by 
IBM. 
VDM++ An object oriented version of VDM-SL. Its name is derived for the object- 
oriented programming language C++. 
VDM-SL Specification language for the Vienna Development Method 
VRML Virtual Reality Modelling Language. A3 dimensional modelling language 
used predominantly on the internet. 
VSSCD Versioning System to Support Collaborative Design (Santoyridis et al, 1997). 
Annexes 
The following annexes contain information which is supplemental to the main 
thesis but provide useful reference material. 
Annex A presents a brief review of relational and object-oriented database 
systems. 
Annex B introduces the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 
which is a key technology used within this thesis. 
ANNEX A- Relational & Object-Oriented Database 
A database system is essentially nothing more than a computerised record-keeping system. The 
database itself can be regarded as a kind of electronic filing cabinet (Date, 1995). A database 
system is not only a repository for a collection of computerised data files, but also it provides a 
number of functions allowing the users to operate on the system such as adding new data, 
retrieving data, updating data, deleting data, removing the file etc. A number of researchers in in tý C: I 
database (Date, 1995; Khoshafian 1993; Codd, 1970; Elmasri 1994) have defined the aims of a 
Database Management System (DBMS), but they more or less share similar views. These are ZD 
summarised as follows: 
Links between data: A DBMS must be based on a data model whose specific aim is to define 
the way data items represented in the system are structured and the links that can be established 
between data items. 
Data Consistency: The store data must be consistent with reality. A DBMS must allow users to 
define rules for maintaining the consistency of the database. tD 
Ease of access to data: The system must allow data to be accessed using high-level declarative 
languages called query languages. 4n 
Data security: A DBMS must be capable of protecting the data it manages against any external 
aggression. 
Data Sharing: A DBMS must provide the means for managing data sharing and for detecting Zý 1.1: 1 tn 
any access conflicts that may arise between several users and applications and provide the tools 
for resolving them. 
Data independence: A DBMS should allow applications to be written without the programmer 
having to worry about the physical structure of the data and the associated access method. 
Performance: A DBMS must be capable of managing a large volume of data and providing ZD 
users with reasonable access times. 
Administration and control: A DBMS should provide a mechanism to allow the system 
administrators to manage all aspects of the DBMS that are not automated and must be 
transparent at user level. 
Four main models have been used in existing database management systems. They are the ZP 
hierarchical, network, relational and object-oriented models (Date, 1995). In the hierarchical 
model data is organised in a tree structure. Early version of IBM IMS (Information Management Z__ Z=1 
System) is a typical hierarchical data model. The network model is an extension of the 
hierarchical model in which the graph of objects is not limited. CODASYL (Conference On 
Data Systems and Languages) and the Time-Shared Database Management System use the tn Zn 4n 
model for their DBMS. The relational model is based on the mathematical idea of a relation. It 
allows data to be represented in a form of tables whose size is predefined. The function of a data 
model is to represent the real-world inside the system. In most applications the model must 
represent entities and the associations between those entities. IBM D132, ORACLE, and 
Microsoft Access use relational data model as the core data structure. The object-oriented data 
model is based on the object-oriented paradigm such as object identification, inheritance, 
instantiation, and encapsulation. It tries to provide a way to allow the users to model the real 
world as closely as possible. However, the area of object-oriented database system is vast and 
diverse because there are at least six approaches towards object-oriented database systems that 
are identified. The detailed descriptions of these approaches are in Khoshaflan (1993). 
A DBMS should provide, at external level, the concept of view (or sub-schema) which allows 
users to be shown the part of conceptual schema that corresponds to their needs (or their access 
right). Khoshafian (1993) argues that both the hierarchical and network data models do not have 
physical data independence, because they are primarily navigational. The users' view of the 
navigational and hierarchical database reflected the way the data is org'anised, stored, and 
accessed from the underlying physical storage media. In some cases, the users or system 
administrator need to specify details of record placement, storage areas, record ordering, record 
location, and so on. The object-oriented database system is described as next generation of 
database system by relational database vendors and some new software companies are 
incorporating object-oriented features into their products. However, the diversity of system 
architecture and the complexity of the language supported by the system hinder its popularity 
in the DBMS technologies. Some excellent discussions on the limitations of OODB are in Kim 
(1995). 
ANNEX B- Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) (Object Management 
Group, 1991; 1995; 1997) is based on distributed object technology and is different 
from any currently provided classical client/server systems (Orfali, 1996). CORBA 
defines a set of services to help users to develop their objects without any concern for 
system services, which can operate beyond the boundary of operating systems, 
network communications, and programming languages. The applications can be built 
u on the users' requirements, and then the developer can mix the original component p Z1- 
with any combination of CORBA services to create the needed function in a distributed 
manner. CORBA object services provide a unique approach for creating distributed zn 
applications (Mowbray, 1995). 
CORBA, defined by the OMG (Object Management Group, 1991; 1995; 1997), is a 
specification of an architecture and interface which allows client applications to make 
requests to server implementations in a transparent manner, regardless of 
programming language, operating system, or hardware platform. In the ORB (Object 
Request Broker) architecture, the clients and the servers can be located at different sites 
across a wide area network. Thus, CORBA is an architecture for the management of a 
wide variety of distributed objects, based on a client/server concept (Ben-Nation, 
1995). 
Elements in CORBA 
Clients can gain access to the services provided by servers via a well-defined interface 
called IDL (Interface Definition Language) without being concerned with the 
communication mechanism. The IDL compiler, included in ORB (see Figure A2.1), 
Cy generates the stub codes for the client, and skeleton codes for the server, to be invoked 
during run-time. The clients can also dynamically invoke predefined IDL servi ces in 
an interface repository by using the Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII). Either Static 
Skeleton Interface (SSI) or Dynamic Skeleton Interface (DSI) code in the server can 
be invoked by a request in the form of method invocations after ORB core and Object 
Adapter (e. g. Basic Object Adapter) locate the actual object implementation address. 
Object Adapter often provides ORB with the following services: 1: ý 
- Generation and interpretation of object references, 
- Method invocation, 
- Security of interaction, 
- Object and implementation activation and deactivation, 
Mapping object reference to implementation, and zn 
- Registration of implementation. 
Client I jObject Implementation 
Interface Dynamic Object Skeleton 
Definition Invocation Request 
Language Interface Broker API Basic Object Adapter 
Object Request Broker 
Figure B. 1 Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 
DSI is an interface to allow dynamic handling of object invocations. DSI in the server is 
analogous to the client side's DII which does not have to be compiled until the code is invoked. 
After the server has received the request from the client (via the stubs) the object 
implementations are executed and these return the results to the client (Object Management Z: I 
Group, 1997). 
The interface repository, one of the specifications in ORB, provides persistent storage for the 
interface definitions. Basically, it manages and provides access to a collection of object 
definitions specified in IDL. DII relies on this repository to trigger the distributed objects 
without pre-compiling the resource code into an executable program. One of the major 
characteristics of CORBA is to allow interoperation between different object systems and 
ORBs. In order to do so, the IDL-defined object-oriented invocation is used as a higher-level 
model to span the differences between systems. IDL is a common language to all ORBs, so it is 
defined independently of any ORB. The clients and object implementations complying with the 
specifications defined in IDL are also built independently of ORB. As a result of these features, 
it is possible for a particular request to pass through multiple ORBs, preserving the invocation 
semantics transparent to clients and implementations. 
The ORBs have already provided a number of IDL compilers to link with other programming 0 
languages, for example, C, C++, LISP, COBOL, SmallTalk, Java etc., for the implementation Im ZD 
of distributed applications. These languages are available for a number of operating systems; 
for example SUN Solaris 2. x, Hewlett Packard HP/UX 10 MT, IBM OS/2, DEC Alpha OSF/1 
3.2b NIT (Digital UNIX), Windows 95, NT, 3. *, etc. Thus ORB compliant applications built 
upon these operating systems can inter-operate remotely with each other through the ZIP ZD 
communication network (e. g. the Internet). 
Advantages of using CORBA 
The advantages of adopting the CORBA architecture are: 
- ORB reduces the necessity for implementers to know anything about the communication 
mechanism and an object's actual address. The IDL compiler automatically generates the 
communication link for the client and the server after the implementations have defined the 
interface. 
- ORB is a communication framework which enables developers to develop, deploy, and 
maintain distributed object-oriented applications in an easy way. IDL does not only provide 
an interface mechanism for the users, but also includes a compiler that could map IDL to 
other programming languages such as C, C++, or LISP. This leads to a reduction in the gap 
between programming and communication mechanisms. C) tý 
-A particular ORB implementation interoperates with other brokers provided that they 
comply to the CORBA specifications. The implementations of the ORB specification can be 
portable across different vendors' hardware and software architectures. 
Appendices 
Appendix I contains a list of the author's publication. 
Appendix II contains a full listing of the VDM specification presented in Chapter 
6. 
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APPENDIX 11 - VDM - SL Listing tn 
A EXECUTABLE SPECIFICATION 
The main project is agents. prj which contains the following files: 
ChangeControl. vdm 
ProcessMessages. vdm 
SupportFunctions. vdm 
versionControl. vdm 
Testing. vdm 
Messaging. vdm 
BY Module Name: 
Agent Version Control (AVC) -This module contains the major type 
definitions used in the specification eg that of a DesignAgent, and a 
VersionControl. Functions contained here are mainly invariant clauses 
but also contains. Record and UpdateAgent which operate on the types 
described above. 
Messaging (MSG )-This module contains the specification of the Agent 
Communication. Language used in the version control system. It also 
contains the functions Send and PostMessage which recursively 
distribute messages to their recipients. 
Process Messages (PMG) -This module contains the logical 
specification of what happens at each agent when it receives a certain 
message. 
Support Functions (SFN) - The functions specified in this module are 
somewhat auxiliary to the main specification they include things like 
sorting functions. They are nevertheless critical to the executable 
specification 
Testing (TST) - Functions to run the model against some specified test 
data. 
Change Control (CCTRL) -This module contains the type descriptions for 
any change related types. The functions specified here represent a 
change being issued by a designer. 
--MODULE AVC - AGENT-VERSION-CONTROL 
--This module contains the major type definitions used in the specification 
--eg that of a DesignAgent, and a VersionControl. 
--Functions contained here are mainly invariant clauses but also contains 
--Record and UpdateAgent which operate on the types described above. 
--Last Edit: 9th July 1998 
module AVC 
imports from CCTRL types 
ChangelD; 
Change; 
ChangeRequest, 
from MSG all 
exports all 
definitions 
functions 
--Record archives a design decision against a certain version after 
--checking that this is allowable given the local model state 
Record: MSG'MessageType * AgentlD * VersionLabel *CCTRL'ChangelD 
VersionControl -> VersionControl 
Record(type, agent, version, change, vc) 
let da = vc. Agentlnfo(agent) ' 
recip = dom vc. Agentlnfo \ {agent) in 
if type =1 then 
mk_VersionControl( vc. timestamp, vc. labels, vc. Agentinfo++ 
(agent 1-> mk-DesignAgent(da. version, da. activityState, da. activators++ 
(change 1-> <Recording>), da. respondors, da. alternatives, da. replies, 
<recorclecl>)), vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totafAlternatives, 
MSG'Send(type, recip, mk-MSG'ChangeRecorded(agent, change), vc. MessageBox)) 
else 
mk-VersionControl( vc. timestamp, vc. labels, vc. Agentlnfo, vc. ChangeDetails, 
vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAiternatives, 
MSG'Send(type, recip, mk-MSG'Change Recorded(agent, change), vc. Message Box)) 
pre {vc. Agentlnfo(a). vState Ia in set dom vc. Agentlnfo) = (<declared>); 
ResetAgents: map AgentlD to DesignAgent -> map AgentlD to DesignAgent 
ResetAgents(agents) == 
(a 1-> mk-DesignAgent (mk-VersionLabel(agents(a). version. time, 
<Active>, agents (a). activators, agents (a). resp ondors, agents (a). afte rn atives, 
agents(a). replies, <private>) Ia in set dom agents); 
AgentsConsistent: map AgentlD to DesignAgent 
- map CCTRUChangelD to CCTRUChange -> bool 
AgentsConsistent(agents, changes) == 
forall a in set mg agents & (dom a. activators subset dom changes) and 
(dom a. respondors subset dom changes) and 
( dom a. alternatives subset dom changes); 
LabelsConsistent: map CCTRUChangelD to AlternativeLabel 
- map CCTRUChangelD to CCTRUChange -> bool 
Labe IsConsistent (I abel s, change) 
dom labels subset dom change; 
BoxConsistent: map AgentlD to DesignAgent 
- map AgentlD to seq of MSG'OrderedMessage -> bool 
BoxConsistent(agents, messageBox) 
dom agents = dorn messageBox 
types 
The types section here describes the basis of our abstraction from 
the real world design process to the VDM-SL specification 
DesignActivity, ActivatorStates & RespondorStates are state variables 
contained at each design agent, these control agent behaviour. 
DesignActivity = <Active> I <Frozen>; 
ActivatorStates = <Normal> I <PendingEW> I <PendingR> 
<Resolution> I <Recording>; 
RespondorStates = <Normal> I <Evaluating> I <Conflict> 
AgentlD specifies the permissible agents in our test system 
ReplyID and Replyinfo are used to store the messages an 
individual agent receives. 
AgentID = <process> I <layout> I <electrical> I <cost>; 
Reply]D:: 
change: CCTRL'ChangelD 
agent: AgentlD; 
Replylnfo = map ReplylD to MSG'Reply; 
--DesignAgent has a current version and a current design activity. 
--the state variables described above are stored for each separate change 
--by mappings and the number of alternatives formed on a given change is also 
--stored. Replies from agents are stored temporarily as is the local model state. 
DesignAgent:: 
version: VersionLabel 
activityState : DesignActivity 
activators: map CCTRL'ChangelD to ActivatorStates 
respondors : map CCTRL'ChangelD to RespondorStates 
alternatives: map CCTRUChangelD to nat 
replies: Replylnfo 
vState : Version; 
Version = <private> I <declared> I <alternative> <recorded>; 
VersionLabel:: 
time: nat 
alternative: AlternativeLabel; 
Label :: 
id: AgentlD 
number: nat; 
Alternativel-abel = seq of Label; 
--VersionControl represents a simualtion of the complete design system 
--timestamp represents progression of design time 
VersionControl :: 
timestamp: nat 
labels: map CCTRUChangelD to Alternativel-abel 
Agentlnfo: map AgentID to DesignAgent 
ChangeDetails: map CCTRL'ChangelD to CCTRUChange 
RequiredChanges: seq of CCTRL'ChangelD 
totalAlternatives: map CCTRUChangelD to nat 
MessageBox: map AgentlD to seq of MSG'OrderedMessage 
inv mk-VersionControl(time, labels, agents, changes, requirements, alternatives, 
messageBox) 
==LabeIsConsistent(labels, changes) and AgentsConsistent(agents, changes) and 
BoxConsistent(agents, messageBox) 
end AVC 
--MODULE CCTRL - CHANG E__ýCONTROL 
--This module contains the type descriptions for any 'change' related types 
--The functions specified here represent a change being issued by a designer 
--Last Edit: 9th July 1998 
module CCTRL 
imports from AVC all, 
from SFN all, 
from MSG all 
exports all 
definitions 
types 
--Simple model of change in a collaborative environment 
--Either it causes a conflict in my local model or it doesn't 
Change = <Conflict> I <OK>; 
--Designers may wish to simply experiment with a change rather 
--than make it a hard requirement 
ChangeRequest = <Required> I <Evaluation> I <Wish>; 
ChangelD = seq of char; 
--Simplfiy typing 
Agents = map AVC'AgentID to AVC'DesignAgent 
functions 
--Createchange simulates a designer introducing any kind of 
--change to the design 
CreateChange: AVC'AgentID * ChangelD * ChangeRequest* Change 
* AVC'VersionControl -> AVC'VersionControl 
CreateChange(agent, change type, details, vc) 
-- First Determine if change already exists 
if ChangeExists(change, vc. Change Details) then 
let alts = vc. totaiAlternatives (change) in 
let derChange = SFN'DeriveChange(change, alts), label = vc. labels(change), 
newAlts = alts+1, da = vc. Agentlnfo(agent), 
alt = vc. Agent Info (agent). alternatives (change) in 
let newVc = mk-AVC'VersionControl (vc. timestamp, vc. labels++ 
[derChange 1->Iabel), SFN'InitialiseChange(derChange, vc, 
dom vc. Agentlnfo, agent), vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, 
vc. totalAlternatives ++ (change 1-> newAlts) ++ (derChange 1-> 0}, vc. MessageBox) 
in 
let newVC2 = mk-AVC'VersionControl(newVc. timestamp, newVc. labels, 
newVc. Agentlnfo++ (agent. 1-> mk - 
AVC'DesignAgent(da. version, 
da. activityState, da. activators, da. respondors, da. alternatives 
++{ change j->alt+1}, da. replies, da. vState)), newVc. ChangeDetails, 
newVc. RequiredChanges, newVc. totalAlternatives, newVc. MessageBox) 
in 
CreateResponse(agent, derChange, type, details, alt, newVC2) 
else 
let newVc = mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, 
SFN'I nitialiseChange (change, vc, dom vc. Agentinfo, agent), 
vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAlternatives++ {change I-A), vc. MessageBox) 
in 
CreateNewChange(agent, change, type details, newVc) 
pre forall c in set dorn vc. ChangeDetails & 
card { al a in set dorn vc. Agentlnfo & not( vc. Agentlnfo(a). activators(c) = <Normal>)) <= 1; 
--GetActivators added after discussion with John Fitzgerald - September 1998 
--Returns the number Activators on a given change 
GetActivators: map AVC'AgentlD to AVC'DesignAgent * ChangelD -> set of AVC'AgentlD 
GetActivators(m, c) == 
(al a in set clorn rn & not( m(a). activators(c) = <Normal>)); 
--CreateNewChange simulates that the change is a new requiremnt on the design 
CreateNewChange: AVC'AgentlD * ChangelD * ChangeRequest* Change 
* AVC'VersionControl -> AVC'VersionControl 
CreateNewChange(agent, change, type, details, vc) = 
let recip = dom vc. Agentinfo \ (agent}, frozen: AVC'DesignActivity = <Frozen>, 
vState: AVC'Version = <declared>, pr: AVC'ActivatorStates = <PendingR>, 
active: AVC'DesignActivity= <Active>, pe: AVC'ActivatorStates =<Pending EW>, 
msg = mk-MSG'IssueChange(agent, change, type), alt = vc. Agentlnfo(agent). alternatives(change), 
altlabel = [mk - 
AVC'Label(agent, alt+1)], da = vc. Agentlnfo(agent), 
vers: AVC'VersionLabel = mk-AVC'VersionLabel(vc. timestamp+l, [mk-AVC'Label(agent, alt)]), 
vers2: AVC'VersionLabel = mlý_AVC'VersionLabel(vc. timestamp, []A[ m k-AVC'Label (agent, alt+l)]) 
in 
if SFN'Prioritise(type) =1 then 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp+l, vc. labels++ (change 1-> 
[mk-AVC'Label(agent, all)]), vc. Agentlnfo++{ agent 1-> mk - 
AVC'DesignAgent(vers, frozen, 
da. activators++{changel->pr), da. respondors, da. alte rnatives++{c hang e 1-> alt+1), 
da. replies, vState)), vc. Change Details munion {change 1-> details), vc. RequiredChangesA 
[change], vc. totalAlternatives, MSG'Send(SFN'Prioritise(type), recip, msg, vc. MessageBox)) 
else 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels++ (change 1-> altlabel), 
vc. Agentinfo ++{ agent 1-> mk-AVC'DesignAgent(vers2, active, da. activators++fchangel->pe}, 
da. respondors, da. alternatives++(change 1-> alt+1), da. replies, vState)), 
vc. Change Details munion {change 1-> details}, vc. RequiredChanges, 
vc. totalAlternatives, MSG'Send(SFN'Prioritise(type), recip, msg, vc. MessageBox)); 
--Create Response sirnualtes a change which is a reflection of a previous changes 
CreateResponse: AVC'AgentlD *ChangelD * ChangeRequest * Change * nat* 
AVC'VersionControl -> AVC'VersionControl 
CreateResponse ( agent, change, type, details, alt, vc) == 
let recip = dom vc. Agentinfo \ {agentl, frozen: AVC'DesignActivity = <Frozen>, 
pr: AVC'ActivatorStates = <PendingR>, msg = mk-MSG'IssueChange(agent, change, type), 
thisAlt=O, vState: AVC'Version = <declared>, altlabel =vc. labels(change), da=vc. Agentlnfo(agent), 
vers2: AVC'VersionLabel= 
mk-AVC'VersionLabel(vc. timestamp, altlabelA [mk_AVC'Label(agent, alt)]) 
in 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels++fchange 1-> altlabelA(rnk - 
AVC'Label(agent, alt)]), 
vc. Agentinfo ++ { agent 1-> rnk - 
AVC'DesignAgent( vers2, frozen, da. activators++{changel->prI , da. respondors, da. alternatives++(change 1-> thisAlt), da. replies, vState)), 
vc. ChangeDetails munion {change 1-> details), vc. RequiredChanges, 
vc. totalAiternatives, MSG'Send(l, recip, msg, vc. MessageBox)); 
--Test whether the given ChangelD is already in existence 
Change Exists: Changel D* map ChangelD to Change -> bool 
Change Exists(c 1, changedetails) 
cl in set dom changedetails 
end CCTRL 
--MODULE MSG - MeSsaGe types and sending functions 
--This module contains the specification of the Agent Communication 
--Lanugauge used in the version control system. 
--It also contains the functions Send and PostMessage which recursively 
--distribute messages to their recipients. 
--Last Edit: 9th July 1998 
module MSG 
imports from CCTRL all, 
from AVC all, 
from SFN functions DoSort 
exports all 
definitions 
types 
Recipients = set of AVC'Agent]D; 
--Language of Messages 
Reply = <OK> I <Conflict> I <NotDefined>; 
IssueChange:: agent: AVC'Agent[D 
change: CCTRL'ChangelD 
type: CCTRL'ChangeRequest; 
ReplyOK:: agent: AVC'AgentlD 
change: CCTRL'ChangelD 
type: MessageType; 
ReplyConflict:: agent : AVC'AgentlD 
change: CCTRUChangelD 
type: MessageType; 
ApplyResolution:: agent: AVC'Agent[D 
change: CCTR U Change I D; 
ResolveConflict:: agent: AVC'AgentID 
change: CCTRL'ChangelD; 
Chang eRecorded :: agent: AVC'AgentID 
change: CCTRL'ChangelD; 
ReactivateChange:: change: CCTRL'ChangeID; 
--Definiton of vocabulary 
Messages = IssueChange I ReplyOK I ReplyConflict I ResolveConflict 
ApplyResolution I ChangeRecorded I ReactivateChange; 
--Priority Assignment 
MessageType = nat 
inv mt == mt <= 3 and mt >= 1; 
OrderedMessage:: priority: MessageType 
content: Messages 
functions 
Send: MessageType * Recipients * Messages * map AVC'AgentlD to 
seq of OrderedMessage -> map AVC'AgentlD to seq of OrderedMessage 
Send(type, toMsg, msg, mbox) 
let agent in set toMsg in 
let newtoMsg toMsg \ [agent) in 
let newmbox mbox ++ PostMessage(agent, msg, type, mbox) in 
if newtoMsg 
then 
newmbox 
else 
mbox ++ Send(type, newtoMsg, msg, newmbox) 
pre toMsg subset dom mbox; 
PostMessage: AVC'AgentlD * Messages * MessageType * map AVC'AgentlD to 
seq of OrderedMessage -> map AVC'AgentlD to seq of OrdereclMessage 
PostMessage(agent, msg, p, mbox) == 
let newmsg [mk-OrderedMessage(p, msg)], 
sortedM SFN'DoSort(mbox(agent)Anewmsg) in 
mbox ++ (agent 1-> sortedM} 
--place msg in message box in correct location 
pre agent in set clorn mbox 
end MSG 
--MODULE PMG - Process-MessaGe 
--This module contains the logical specification of what happens at each 
--agent when it recieves a certain message. 
--Last Edit: 9th July 1998 
module PMG 
imports from AVC all, 
from MSG all, 
from CCTRL all, 
from SFN all 
exports all 
definitions 
functions 
--ProcessCommand represents the language parser of the agent, it is 
--important to note that processingAgent represents the agent receiving 
the message where as agent represents the agent that originated it. 
ProcessCommand: MSG'Messages * AVC'AgentlD * AVC'VersionControl 
AVC'VersionControl 
ProcessCommand(msg, processingAgent, vc) 
cases msg : 
mk-MSG'IssueChange(agent, change, type) 
CreateVersion(SFN'Prioritise(type), agent, change, processingAgent, vc), 
mk-MSG'ReplyOK(agent, change, type) -> ReplyYes(type, agent, change, 
processingAgent, vc), 
mk-MSG'ReplyConflict(agent, change, type) -> ReplyNo(type, agent, change, 
processingAgent, vc), 
mk-M SG'ApplyResolution (agent, change) -> ApplyRes(agent, change, 
processingAgent, vc), 
mK-MSG'ResolveConflict(agent, change) -> Resolve(agent, change, vc), 
mk-MSG'ChangeRecorded(agent, change) -> RecordChange( agent, change, vc), 
mk_MSG'ReactivateChange(change) -> Reactivate(change, vc), 
others ->vc 
end-, - 
--The following five functions are the specific functions which deal with our 
--current language of five messages 
--CreateVersion is a response to an IssueChange message etc. 
--September 1998: vState should actually go from dec -> d-a ->private->d or da 
-- but because we lose concurrency can only demonstrate final state 
CreateVersion: MSG'MessageType*AVC'AgentID * CCTRLChangelD * AVC'AgentID 
AVC'VersionControl -> AVC'VersionControl 
C reateVe rsion (type, agent, change, thisAgent, vc: 
let recip = {agentl, 
frozen: AVC'DesignActivity = <Frozen>, norm: AVC'ActivatorStates = <Normal>, 
eval: AVC'RespondorStates = <Evaluating>, 
active: AVC'DesignActivity = <Active>, 
alternative: AVC* Version = <alternative> , declared: AVC'Version = <declared>, 
alt = vc. Agentlnfo(thisAgent). alternatives(change), 
altlabel = vc. labels(change), 
da = vc. Agentlnfo(thisAgent), 
vers2: AVC'VersionLabel = mk-AVC'VersionLabel(vc. timestamp, altlabel) 
in 
if vc. ChangeDetails(change) = <Conflict> then 
if type =1 then 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, 
vc. Agentlnfo ++ ( thisAgent 1-> rnk - 
AVC'DesignAgent(vers2, frozen, 
da. activators++{changel->norm), da. respondors++{changel->eval}, 
da. alternatives++(change 1-> alt), da. replies, alternative)), 
vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totafAlternatives, 
MSG'Send(type, recip, mk-MSG'ReplyConflict(thisAgent, change, type), 
vc. MessageBox)) 
else 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, vc. Agentinfo ++ 
{thisAgent 1->mk-AVC'DesignAgent( vers2, active, da. activators ++ 
{changel->norm}, da. respondors++{changel->evall, da. alternatives ++ 
{change 1-> alt), da. replies, alternative)), vc. ChangeDetails , 
vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAfternatives, MSG'Send(type, recip, 
mk-MSG'ReplyConflict(thisAgent, change, type), vc. MessageBox)) 
else 
if type =1 then 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, vc. Agentinfo ++ 
(thisAgent 1-> mk-AVC'DesignAgent(vers2, frozen, da. activators ++ 
{change 1->norm), da. respondors++fchangel->eval), da. alternatives++ 
{change 1-> alt}, da. replies, declared)), vc. ChangeDetails, 
vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAlternatives, MSG'Send(type, recip, 
mk-MSG'ReplyOK(thisAgent, change, type), vc. MessageBox)) 
else 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, vc. Agentinfo ++ 
{thisAgent 1-> mk-AVC'DesignAgent( vers2, active, da. activators++ 
{changel->norm), da. respondors++(changel->eval), da. alternatives++ 
{change 1-> alt}, da. replies, declared)), vc. Change Details , 
vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAlternatives, MSG'Send(type, recip, 
mk-MSG'ReplyOK(thisAgent, change, type), vc. MessageBox)) 
pre [agent, thisAgent) subset dom vc. Agentlnfo; 
ReplyYes: MSG'MessageType * AVC'AgentID * CCTRL'ChangelD * AVC'AgentlD 
AVC'VersionControl -> AVC'VersionControl 
ReplyYes(type, agent, change, thisAgent, vc) == 
let totalReplies = vc. Agentinfo (thisAgent). replies ++ 
(mk-AVC'ReplyID(change, agent) 1-> <OK>), 
versLabel = vc. Agentlnfo(thisAgent). version in 
let repSet ={rIr in set dom totalReplies & r. change = change) in 
let replies ={r 1-> totalReplies(r) Ir in set repSet} in 
if (forall reps in set rng replies & reps = <OK> ) then 
AVC'Record(type, thisAgent, versLabel, change, vc) 
else 
let da = vc. Agentlnfo(thisAgent), 
a= vc. Agentl nfo (agent) in 
mý_AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, vc. Agentlnfo++ 
{agent j->mk-AVC*DesignAgent (axersion, a. activityState, 
a. activators, a. respondors++{changel-><Normal>), a. alternatives, 
a. replies, <declared>))++ (thisAgent 1-> mk - 
AVC'DesignAgent 
(da. version, da. activityState, da. activators, da. respondors, 
da. alternatives, da. replies++replies, da. vState)), vc. ChangeDetails, 
vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAlternatives, vc. MessageBox) 
pre {agent, thisAgent} subset dom vc. Agentinfo; 
ReplyNo: MSG'MessageType * AVC'AgentlD * CCTRLChangelD * AVC'AgentlD 
AVC'VersionControl -> AVC'VersionControl 
ReplyNo(type, agent, change, thisAgent, vc) == 
let replies= vc. Agentl nfo(thisAgent). replies++ 
{mk-AVC'Replyl D (change, agent) 1-> <Conflict>), 
frozen: AVC'DesignActivity =<Frozen>, resolution: AVC'ActivatorStates 
= <Resolution>, 
norm: AVC'RespondorStates = <Normal> in 
let da = vc. Agentlnfo(thisAgent) in 
let agentlnfo = (thisAgent 1->mk - 
AVC'DesignAgent (da. version, frozen, 
da. activato rs++{c hang e 1-> resolu tionj, da. resp o ndo rs++{c hang e 1-> norm), 
da. alternatives, replies, da. vState) ), 
msg mk-MSG'ApplyResolution(thisAgent, change), 
recip dorn vc. Agentlnfo \ (thisAgent) in 
if type =1 then 
if da. activators(change) <> <Resolution> then 
mý_AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, vc. Agentlnfo ++ 
agentlnfo, vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, 
vc. totalAlternatives, MSG'Send(type, recip, msg, vc. MessageBox)) 
else 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, vc. Agentlnfo ++ 
agentinfo, vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, 
vc. totalAiternatives, vc. MessageBox) 
else 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, vc. Agentinfo ++ 
(thisAgent 1-> mk-AVC'DesignAgent (da. version, da. activityState, 
da. activators, da. respondors, da. alternatives, replies, da. vState)) 
, vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, 
vc. totalAl tern atives, vc. MessageBox) 
pre [agent, thisAgent} subset dorn vc. Agentlnfo; 
ApplyRes: AVC'AgentlD * CCTRL'ChangelD * AVC'AgentlD * AVC'VersionControl 
AVC'VersionControl 
ApplyRes(agent, change, thisAgent, vc) 
let conflict: AVC'RespondorStates = <Conflict>, 
a= vc. Agentinfo(thisAgent) in 
mk_AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, vc. Agentlnfo++ 
{thisAgentl-> mk-AVC'DesignAgent(a. version, a. activityState, a. activators, 
a. respondors ++ {change 1-> conflict}, a. alternatives, a. replies, a. vState)} 
, vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAiternatives, vc. MessageBox) 
pre (agent, thisAgent) subset dom vc. Agentinfo; 
Resolve: AVC'AgentlD * CCTRUChangelD * AVC'VersionControl 
AVC'VersionControl 
Resolve (agent, change vc) 
let version= mk-AVC'VersionLabel(ve. timestamp, 
SFN'ChooseAlternative(vc. labels(change))), type : MSG'MessageType =1 
in 
AVC'Record(type, agent, version, change, vc) 
pre agent in set dom vc. Agentlnfo; 
RecordChange: AVC'AgentID * CCTRUChangelD * AVC'VersionControl 
AVC'VersionControl 
RecordChange (agent, change, vc) == 
let agents = vc. Agentlnfo++AVC'ResetAgents(vc. Agentinfo), 
changes = GetA]]Derived(SFN'Ancestor(change), dom vc. ChangeDetails), 
required = UpdateSequence( vc. RequiredChanges, SFN'Ancestor(change)) in 
if required =a then 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, 
AgentRemoveChange(agents, changes), changes <-: vc. ChangeDetails , 
0, vc. totalAiternatives, vc. MessageBox) 
else 
let msg = mk-MSG'ReactivateChange( Latest(hd required, 
vc. totaiAlternatives(hd required) )) in 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, 
AgentRemoveChange(agents, changes), changes <-: vc. ChangeDetails , 
required, vc. totalAiternatives, MSG'Send(l, dom agents, msg, vc. MessageBox)) pre agent in set 
dom vc. Agentlnfo; 
Latest: CCTRUChangelD * nat -> CCTRUChange[D 
Latest(change, derivations) 
if (derivations >1 ) then 
SFN'DeriveChange(change, derivations -1) 
else 
change 
pre derivations >=O; 
Reactivate: CCTRL'ChangelD * AVC'VersionControl -> AVC'VersionControl 
Reactivate(change, vc) == 
let agents = vc. Agentinfo, 
originator = vc. labels(change)(len vc. labels(change)), 
at = vc. Agentinfo(originator. id) 
in 
let newAgents = {a 1-> mk - 
AVC'DesignAgent 
(mK_AVC'VersionLabel(at. version. time, vc. labels(change)), <Frozen>, 
agents(a). activators, agents(a). respondors, agents(a). alternatives, 
agents(a). replies, <alternative>) Ia in set dom agents}, 
orig =( originator. id 1-> mk-AVC'Desig nAgent(mk-AVC'Version Label 
(at. version. time, vc. labels(change)), <Frozen>, at. activators, 
at. respondors, at. alternatives, at. replies, <declared>)) 
in 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, newAgents++orig, 
vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAiternatives, vc. MessageBox) 
pre (v. vState Iv in set rng(vc. Agentinfo++AVC'ResetAgents(vc. Agentinfo)) 
= (<private>); 
AgentRemoveChange: map AVC'AgentID to AVC'DesignAgent * set of CCTRLChangelD 
-> map AVC'AgentID to AVC'DesignAgent 
AgentRemoveChange(agents, cid ) == 
(a 1-> mk-AVC'DesignAgent( agents(a). version, agents (a). activityState, 
cid <-: agents (a). activators, cid <-: agents(a). respondors, 
cid <-: agents(a). alternatives , Remove Replies(cid, agents(a). replies), 
agents(a). vState) Ia in set dom agents); 
RemoveReplies: set of CCTRUChange[D AVC'Replylnfo 
AVC'Replyinfo 
RemoveReplies(cid, replies) 
let reps =( rnk - 
AVC'ReplyID(c, agt. agent) agt in set dom replies, 
c in set cid) 
in reps <-: replies ; 
GetAllDerived: CCTRL'ChangelD * set of CCTRUChangelD -> set of CCTRUChangelD 
GetAliDerived(cid, changes) == 
(cIc in set changes & SFN'Occurs(cid, c)); 
UpdateSequence: seq of CCTRL'ChangelD * CCTRLChangelD 
seq of CCTRL'ChangelD 
UpdateSequence(changes, change) 
if changes 
then a 
else if hd changes = change 
then if (tl changes) then 0 else [ hd (tl changes)] 
else [hd changes] 
end PMG 
Model SFN - Support-FuNctions 
The functions specified in this module are somewhat auxiliary 
to the main specification they include things like sorting algorithms 
They are nevertheless critical to the executable specification 
--Last Edit : August 10th 1998 
module SFN 
imports from CCTRL all, 
from AVC all, 
from MSG all 
exports all 
definitions 
functions 
Prioritise: CCTRL'ChangeRequest -> MSG'MessageType 
Prioritise(change) 
cases change: 
<Required> -> 1, 
<Wish> -> 2, 
<Evaluation> -> 3 
end; 
DeriveChange: CCTRUChangelD * nat -> CCTRL'ChangelD 
DedveChange(change, i) == 
changeA['-', 'D', NatToChar(i)]; 
Ancestor: CCTRUChangelD -> CCTRL'ChangelD 
Ancestor(change) == 
let i= Position(change, '-') in 
change (0,..., i); 
Position: CCTRUChangelD * char -> nat 
Position( s, c) = 
if s= [] then 0 else 
it hd s=c 
then 0 
else 1+ Position (tl s, c); 
NatToChar: nat -> char 
NatToChar(i) 
cases i: 
0 -> '0', 
1 ->'l', 
2 '2', 
3 '3', 
4 W, 
5 V, 
6 V, 
7 T, 
8 '8', 
9 '9' 
end 
pre i< 10; 
Occurs: seq of char * seq of char -> bool 
Occurs (substr, str) == 
exists ij in set inds str & substr = str(i,..., j); 
LoopCount: nat * nat -> nat 
LoopCount(i, limit) == 
if ( i+1 > limit) then 
1 
else 
i+1; 
InitialiseModel: nat * set of AVC'AgentlD -> AVC'VersionControl 
InitialiseModel( start, agents) == 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(start, {I->}, 
C reateAg ents (start, agents) 
,{ 
1->), O, (1->), 
{a 1->0 Ia in set agents}); 
CreateAgents: nat * set of AVC'AgentID -> 
map AVC'AgentID to AVC'DesignAgent 
CreateAgents(t, agts) == 
{a 1-> mk-AVC'DesignAgent(mk_AVC'VersionLabel(t, o), 
<Active>, {I->), {I->), {I->), {I->), <private>) Ia in set agts 1; 
InitialiseChange: CCTRL'ChangelD *AVC'VersionControl* 
set of AVC'AgentID * AVC'AgentID -> map AVC'AgentID to AVC'DesignAgent 
InitialiseChange (change, vc, agts, ag) = 
(a 1-> mk-AVC'DesignAgent(vc. Agentinfo(a). version, 
vc. Agentinfo(a). activityState vc. Agentlnfo(a). activators++ [change 
1-><Normal>), vc. Agentlnfo(a). respondors ++fchangel-><Normal>l , 
vc. Agentlnfo(a). alternatives++{changel->O), vc. Agentlnfo(a). replies 
++SetReplies(<NotDefined>, change, agts, a, ag 
vc. Agentlnfo(a). vState) Ia in set agts ); 
SetReplies: MSG'Reply * CCTRL'ChangelD * set of AVC'AgentlD 
AVC'AgentID * AVC'Agent[D-> AVC'Replylnfo 
SetReplies(r, cid, agents, a, ag) 
let agts = agents \[a) in 
if a= ag then { mk-AVC'ReplyID(cid, a) 1->r Ia in set agts 
else {1->); 
ChooseAlternative: AVC'AlternativeLabel -> AVC'AlternativeLabel 
ChooseAlternative(alternatives) == alternatives; 
DoSort: seq of MSG'OrderedMessage-> seq of MSG'OrderedMessage 
DoSort(l) == 
if I= [] then 0 
else 
let sorted = DoSort (tl 1) in 
InsertSorted (hd 1, sorted); 
InsertSorted: MSG'OrderedMessage* seq of MSG'OrderedMessage 
-> seq of MSG'OrderedMessage 
InsertSorted(i, l) 
cases true : 
0= 0) - [i], 
(i. priority <= (hd 1). priority) -> [i] A 1, 
others -> [hd 1] A InsertSorted(i, ti 1) 
end 
end SFN 
module TST 
imports from CCTRL all, 
from AVC all, 
from SFN all, 
from PMG all, 
from MSG all 
exports all 
definitions 
functions 
--RunModel is a simple change entered at runtime 
RunModel: AVC'AgentlD * CCTRL'ChangelD CCTRL'ChangeRequest 
. CCTRL'Change * seq of AVC'AgentlD AVC'VersionControl 
RunModel(agent, change, priority, details, agts) 
let vc: = SFN'InitialiseModel(O, elems agts) in 
let vc2 = 
mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, 
SFN'InitialiseChange ( change, vc, elems agts, agent), 
vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, vc. totalAlternatives, vc. MessageBox) 
in ProcessMailBoxes( 
CCTRUCreateChange(agent, change, priority, details, vc2), 1, agts); 
--RunModel2 is two successive changes specified here in the model 
RunModel2: AVC'AgentlD * CCTRL'ChangeRequest * CCTRUChange 
AVC'VersionControl 
Run Model2(agent, priority, details) 
let agentl: AVC'Agent[D = <process>, 
change 1: CCTRL'Changel D ="change 1", change2: CCTRL'Changel D= "change2", 
type: CCTRL'Change Request = <Required>, detail: CCTRU Change = <OK>, 
agents = [<process>, <cost>, <electrical>, <layout>] in 
let vc = RunModef(agentl, changel, type, detail, agents) in 
ProcessM ail Boxes(CCTRU CreateChange(agent, change2, 
priority, details, vc), 1, agents); 
--RunModel3 is four successive changes specified in the model 
RunModel3: AVC'AgentID -> AVC'VersionControl 
RunModel3(agent) 
let 
agl: AVC'AgentID = <process>, chl: CCTRUChangelD ="changel", 
typel: CCTRL'Change Request = <Required>, detail 1: CCTRL'Change =<Conflict>, 
ag2: AVC*AgentID = <cost>, ch2: CCTRL'Change[D = "changel", 
type2: CCTRUChangeRequest = <Required>, deta! 12: CCTRL'Change =<Conflict>, 
ag3: AVC'AgentID = <electrical>, ch3: CCTRUChangelD ="change2% 
type3: CCTRUChangeRequest = <Evaluation>, detail3: CCTRL'Change =<Conflict>, 
ag4: AVC'AgentID = <cost>, ch4: CCTRL'ChangelD ="changeY, 
type4: CCTRUChangeRequest = <Evaluation>, detail4: CCTRL'Change =<OK>, 
agents = [<process>, <cost>, <electrical>, <layout>] in 
let vc = RunModel(agl, chl, typel, detaill, agents) in 
let vc2 = 
ProcessMailBoxes(CCTRL'CreateChange(ag2, ch2, type2, detai]2, vc), l, agents) in 
let vc3 = 
ProcessMailBoxes(CCTRUCreateChange(ag3, ch3, type3, detail3, vc2), l, agents) in 
ProcessMailBoxes(CCTRL'CreateChange(ag4, ch4, type4, detail4, vc3), l, agents); 
--ProcessMail Boxes effectively runs the model by cycling through each agents 
--mail box and picking off the top messsage. This is how we unwind the 
--concurrency which is evident in the real system 
ProcessMail Boxes: AVC'VersionControl * nat * seq of AVC'AgentlD -> 
AVC'VersionControl 
ProcessMailBoxes(vc, i, designAgents) 
if (vc. MessageBox(designAgents(i)) 0) then 
if (rng vc. MessageBox then 
vc 
else 
Process Mail Boxes(vc, SFN'LoopCount (i, len designAgents), designAgents) 
else 
let j= SFN'LoopCount(i, len designAgents), 
newvc =mk-AVC'VersionControl(vc. timestamp, vc. labels, 
vc. Agentinfo, vc. ChangeDetails, vc. RequiredChanges, 
vc. totafAlternatives, 
vc. MessageBox ++ {designAgents(i) 1-> tl vc. MessageBox(designAgents(i))}), 
msg = (hd vc. Message Box(designAgents (i))). content in 
ProcessMai I Boxes (P MG'ProcessCommand(msg, designAgents(i), newvc), 
j, clesignAgents) 
end TST 
B NON EXECUTABLE SPECIFICATIONS 
The non executable specification consists of two modules: 
GLOBAL AGENT 
RESOURCE-AGENT 
--module GLOBAL-AGENT 
--exports all 
--definitions 
types 
ObjectlD = token; 
RelationlD = token; 
VersionLabel = token; 
Agent = <Process> I <Electrical> I <Layout> I <Cost>; 
state GlobalAgent of 
configuration : Versiont-abel 
objects: map ObjectlD to Object 
relationships: map RelationlD to Relation 
agents : set of Agent 
inv rn k-G lobalAg ent(co nf ig u ration, objects, relationships, agents) 
ObjectsUnique(objects) and 
RelationShipsUnique(relationships) and 
ObjectRelationsConsistent(objects, relationships) 
init ga == ga = mk-GlobalAgent(<aO>, {1->) ,( 
1->), ()) 
end 
operations 
CreateObject(old: ObjectID) == (objects := objects munion (oid 1-> object}) 
ext wr objects 
pre ObjectID not in set dom objects; 
C reateRelation(rid: Relation I D) relationships relationships munion {rid 1-> relation)) 
ext wr relationships 
pre rid not in set dom relationships; 
DeleteObject(oid: ObjectID) == (objects := (old) <-: objects) 
ext wr objects 
pre oid in set dom objects; 
DeleteRelation(rid: Relation I D) == (relationships := (rid) <-: relationships) 
ext wr relationships 
pre rid in set dom relationships; 
--end GLOBAL-AGENT 
Resource Agent 
November 24th 1997 
Part of agent transition diagram project 
Represents the interface that a resource agent displays 
-- Last Edit: June 18th 1998 
module RESOURCE-AGENT 
exports all 
definitions 
types 
ObjectlD = token; 
ChangelD = token; 
VersionLabel = token; 
VersionStates = <private> I <declared> I <alternative> I <removed>; 
UniqueObject:: object: ObjectlD 
version : VersionLabel; 
Express = token; 
Add:: object: ObjectlD 
model: Express; 
Delete :: object : ObjectID; 
Modify.: object: ObjectID 
model: Express; 
ChangeTypes = Addl Delete I Modify; 
Deltas = seq of ChangeTypes; 
NewVersion:: change: ChangelD 
version : VersionLabel 
deltas : Deltas; 
Retrieve:: object : ObjectlD 
version: VersionLabel; 
EvaluateC:: change: ChangelD 
version: VersionLabel; 
Resolve:: change: ChangelD 
version: VersionLabel; 
Messages = NewVersion I Retrieve EvaluateC Resolve; 
state ResourceAgent of 
version: VersionLabel 
objects : set of ObjectlD 
changes: map ChangelD to Deltas 
modelStates: map VersionLabel to VersionStates 
expressmapping : map UniqueObject to Express 
end 
operations 
-- ProcessMessage is the message interpreter at the agent 
Process Message(msg : Messages) 
== cases msg : 
mk-NewVersion( change, vers, deltas) -> CreateVersion(change, vers, deltas), 
mk-Retrieve(object, vers) -> RetrieveObject(object, vers), 
mk-Eval uateC (change, vers) -> EvaluateChange(change, vers), 
mk-Resolve(change, vers) -> ResolveChange(change, vers), 
others -> ResourceAgent := ResourceAgent 
end 
ext wr version 
wr objects 
wr changes; 
--Controlling logic of behaviour 
CreateVersion(chng : ChangelD, vers : VersionLabel, deltas: Deltas) 
ext wr version 
wr objects 
wrchanges 
post version = vers and Declare(vers) and StoreDeltas(chng, deltas); 
EvaluateChange(chng: ChangelD, vers: VersionLabel) 
ext wr version 
wr objects 
wrchanges 
post version = vers and Evaluate(vers); 
ResolveChange(chng: ChangelD, vers: VersionLabel) 
ext wr version 
wr objects 
wrchanges 
post version = vers 
--should also remove any alternative versions but 
--this is controlled by the Behavioural Agent calling the Remove operation 
Retrieve0biect(o: ObjectID, version: VersionLabel) obj: Express 
ext rd expressmapping 
post obj = expressmapping(mk-Unique0biect(o, version)); 
--Auxiliary operations 
StoreDeltas(chng : ChangelD, deltas: Deltas) result: [booll 
ext wr objects 
wrchanges 
post objects = objects- union P roce ss Deltas (deltas) 
and changes = changes- munion (chng 1-> deltas); 
--Operations which state the allowable state transitions 
Activate (ve rs: Ve rsi on Label) 
ext wr modelStates 
pre modelStates(vers) = <alternative> 
post modelStates = modelStates- ++ {vers 1-> <private>); 
Decl areAlte mative (ve rs: Ve rsio n Label) 
ext wr modelStates 
pre modelStates(vers) = <private> 
post modelStates = modelStates- ++ (vers 1-> <alternative>); 
Evaluate(vers: VersionLabel) result: [bool] 
ext wr modelStates 
pre modelStates(vers) = <declared> 
post modelStates = modelStates- ++ (vers 1-> <alternative>) and result true; 
Declare(vers: VersionLabel) result: [bool] 
ext wr modelStates 
pre modelStates(vers) = <private> 
post modelStates = modelStates- ++ (vers 1-> <declared>) and result = true; 
Remove(vers: VersionLabel) 
ext wr modelStates 
pre modelStates(vers) = <declared> or modelStates(vers) = <alternative> 
post modelStates = modelStates- ++ (vers; 1-> <removed>) ; 
functions 
ProcessDeltas: Deltas set of ObjectlD 
P rocessDeltas (deltas) 
if deltas 
then (I 
else Process Deltas(tl deltas) union 
{ProcessSingleDelta(hd deltas)) 
ProcessSingle Delta: ChangeTypes -> ObjectlD 
ProcessSingleDelta(change) == 
cases change: 
mk-Add(object, model) -> object, 
rnk_Delete(object) -> object, 
mk-Modify(object, model) ->object 
end 
end RESOURCE-AGENT 
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